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BRANDLEADING ELECTRONICS

NOW AVAILABLE IN KIT FORM
SX1 000

Electronic Ignition

Inductive Discharge
Extended coil energy
storage circuit
Contact breaker driven
Three position changeover switch
Over 65 components to assemble
Patented clip -to -coil fitting
Fits all 12v neg. earth vehicles

MAGIDICE

Electronic Dice
Not an auto item but great fun
for the family
Total random selection
Triggered by waving of hand
over dice
Bleeps and flashes during a 4 second
tumble sequence
Throw displayed for 10 seconds
Auto display of last throw 1 second in 5
Muting and Off switch on base
Hours of continuous use from PP7 battery
Over 100 components to assemble
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SX2000

Electronic Ignition

TX2002

The brandleading system
on the market today
Unique Reactive Discharge
Combined Inductive and

Electronic Ignition
The ultimate system Switchable

contactless. Three position switch with
Auxiliary back-up inductive circuit
Reactive Discharge Combined capacitive
and inductive Extended coil energy storage

Capacitive Discharge

Contact breaker driven
Three position changeover switch
Over 130 components to assemble
Patented clip -to -coil fitting
Fits all 12v neg earth vehicles
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VOYAGER Car Drive Computer

i. +

A most sophisticated accessory. Utilises a single chip mask
programmed microprocessor incorporating a unique programme
designed by EDA Sparkrite Ltd. Affords 12 functions centred
on Fuel, Speed, Distance and Time. Visual and Audible alarms
warning of Excess Speed, Frost/Ice, Lights -left -on. Facility to
operate LOG and TRIP functions independently or synchronously.
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Large 10mm high 400ft-L fluorescent display with auto
intensity. Unique speed and fuel transducers giving a
or -1%. Large LOG & TRIP
programmed accuracy of
memories. 2.000 miles. 180 gallons. 100 hours. Full Imperial
and Metric calibrations. Over 300 components to assemble
A real challenge fnr the electronics enthusiast!
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circuit Magnetic contactless distributor trigger.
head Distributor triggerhead adaptors included
Can also be triggered by existing contact breakers
Die cast waterproof case with clip -to -coil fitting Fits
majority of 4 and 6 cylinder 12v neg earth vehicles
Over 150 components to assemble
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Electronic Car Security System
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Arms doors, boot, bonnet and has security loop to protect
fog/spot lamps, radio/tape, CB equipment
Programmable personal code entry system
Armed and disarmed from outside vehicle using a special

magnetic key fob against a windscreen sensor pad adhered to
the inside of the screen Fits all 12V neg earth vehicles

Over 250 components to assemble
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All EDA SPARKRITE products and designs are fully covered by one or more World Patents
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I ENCLOSE CHEQUE(S)/POSTAL ORDERS FOR

cc%

ct.

KIT REF.

CHEQUE NO.
24 hr. Answerphone
PHONE YOUR ORDER WITH ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
SEND ONLY SAE IF BROCHURE IS REQUIRED
Allow 28 days for delivery

274 for further details
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IC OM
TRIED,TESTED AND TRUSTED
IC -2E £159.inc.
IC -4E £199.inc.

IC -720A

Possibly the best choice

The Worlds most
Popular
portables

£883.inc.
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The main problem that the amateur of today has to deal with is
deciding just which rig out of the many excellent products available he is
going to choose. Technology is advancing at such a rapid rate and
getting so sophisticated that many cannot hope to keep up.
Some go too far!
Perhaps one way of dealing with the problem is to look at just what
each model offers in its basic form without having to lay out even more
hard earned cash on extras The IC -720A scores very highly when
looked at in this light. How many of its competitors have two VFOs as
standard or a memory which can be recalled, even when on a different
band to the one in use. and result in instant retuning AND
BANDCHANGING of the transceiver? How many include a really
excellent general coverage receiver covering all the way from 100kHz to
30MHz (with provision to transmit there also if you have the correct
licenc)? How many need no tuning or loading whatsoever and take
great care of your PA. should you have a rotten antenna. by cutting the
power back to the safe level? How many have an automatic RIT which
cancels itself when the main tuning dial is moved? How many will run
full power out for long periods without getting hot enough to boil an egg?
How many have band data output to automatically change bands on a
solid state linear AND an automatic antenna tuner unit when you are
able to add these to your station?
Well you will have to do quite a bit of hunting through the pages of
this magazine to find anything to approach the IC -720A. It may be just a
little more expensive than some of the others - but when you remember
lust how good it is, and of course the excellent reputation for keeping
their secondhand value you will see why your choice will have to be
an IC -720A!

IC -PSI 5 Mains PSU £99

Nearly everybody has an IC2E - the most popular amateur
transceiver in the world - now there is the 70 cm version which is every
bit as good and takes the same accessories. Check the features.

Fully synthesized - Covering 144 - 145.995 in 400 5KHz steps.
(430-439 999 4E)

Power output - 1.5W with the 9v. rechargeable battery pack as
supplied - but lower of higher output available with the optional 6v or
12v packs Rapid slide -on changing facility.

BNC antenna output socket - 50 ohms for connecting to another
A whip- 4E)
antenna or use the Rubber Duck supplied (flexible
Send/baftery indicator - Lights during transmit but when battery
power falls below 6v it does not light, indicating the need for a recharge.

Frequency selection - by thumbwheel switches, indicating the
frequency 5KHz switch - adds 5KHz to the indicated frequency.

Duplex simplex Switch - gives simplex or plus 600KHz or minus
600KHz transmit (1.6MHz and listen input on 4E)

Hi -Low switch - reduces power output from 1.5W to 150mW
reducing battery drain

External microphone jack - if you do not wish to use the built-in
electret condenser mic an optional microphone speaker with PTT
control can be used. Useful for pocket operation.

External speaker jack - for speaker or earphone. This little beauty
is supplied ready to go complete with nicad battery pack, charger,
rubber duck
or accessories in stock. t p
fall malls
49 00
+OW rnots.,e booster to IC2E

,cmL
BPS
BPa

BP3
BP2
BC30

IC OM

11 con battery pack
Empty battery case tor 6 AA cells
Standard battery pack
6 volt pack
Base charger for above

30 00

BC25

Mans charger as suppled

DC1

12 volt adapter pack
Speaker microphone

580

HM9

17 70
22 00
39 00

CPI
ICI 2

Moble charging tea0
cases
MI paces mclude VAT

4 25
8 40
12 00

320

each 360

The IC4E is going to revolutionise 70 CM!
Please note: Access Barclaycard owners - goods must be

Free carriage on direct sales - call us.

sent to address registered with credit card company.

Remember we also stock Yaesu, Jaybeam, Datong, Welz,
G -Whip, Western, TAL, Bearcat, RSGB Publications.

ASK ABOUT THE NEW RANGE OF

CUE THE

ANTENNAS....the winners in recent tests!
2

157 for further details
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IC -290E C366 IC -490E E445.inc

IC -251 £499.inc.
IC -451 E630.inc

290E-144-146 M1 -1z 490E-430-440 MHz

IC -730 The best for mobile

or economy
base station
£586 inc

ICOM's answer to your HF mobile
problems - the IC -730. This new
80m -10m, 8 band transceiver offers
100W output on SSB, AM and CW.
Outstanding receiver performance is
achieved by an up -conversion system
using a high IF of 39MHz offering
excellent image and IF interference
rejection, high sensitivity and above all,
wide dynamic range. Built in Pass Band
Shift allows you to continuously adjust
the centre frequency of the IF pass band
virtually eliminating close channel
interference. Dual VFO's with 10Hz and
1KHz steps allows effortless tuning and
what's more a memory is provided for
one channel per band. Further
convenience circuits are provided such
as Noise Blanker. Vox, CW Monitor,
APC and SWR Detector to name a few.
A built in Speech Processor boosts talk
power on transmit and a switchable RF
Pre -Amp is a boon on todays crowded
bands. Full metering WWV reception
and connections for transverter and
linear control almost completes the
IC -730's impressive facilities.

ICOM produce a perfect trio in the
UHF base station range, ranging from
6 Meters through 2 Meters to 70 cms.
Unfortunately you are not able to benefit
from the 6m product in this country, but
you CAN own the IC -251E for your
2 Meter station and the 451E for 70 cms.
Both are really well designed and
engineered multi -mode transceivers
capable of being operated from either
the mains or a 12 volt supply. Both
contain such exciting features as scan
facilities, automatic selection of the
correct repeater shift for the band
concerned, full normal and reverse
repeater operation, tuning rate selection
according to the mode in use. VOX on
SSB continuous power adjustment
capability on FM and 3 memory
channels. Of course they are both fitted
with a crystal controlled tone burst and
have twin VFO's as have most of ICOM's
fully synthesized transceivers.

AtIk
Nr weIrm

Amazingly small, yet very sensitive.
Two VFO's, five memories, priority
channel, full duplex and reverse. LED
S -meter, 25KHz or 5KHz step tuning.
Same multi -scanning functions as the
290 from mic or front panel. All in all
the best 2M FM mobile ICOM have ever
made

NEW!

Torso Theta 9000E
E650 Inc

IC -24G

Low-priced mobile

£16c.

The famous IC -240 has been
improved, given a face lift and renamed
the IC -24G. Many thousands of 240's
are in use, and its popularity is due in
part to simplicity of operation, high
receiver sensitivity and superb audio on
TX and RX. The new IC -24G has these
and other features. Full 80 channels
(at 25kHz spacing) are available and
readout is by channel number - selected
by easy to operate press button
thumbwheel switches. This readout can
clearly be seen in the brightest of
sunlight. Duplex and reverse duplex is
provided along with a 121/2 KHz upshift,
should the new channel spacing be necessary.

Electronics
143 Recolver Road Be'

The Thy Tiger

Gnat Base Stations

The best pair since Erica's!

IOW RF ouput on SSB. CW and FM.
Standard and non-standard repeater
shifts. 5 memories and priority channel.
Memory scan and band scan,
controlled at front panel or microphone.
Two VFO's LED S -meter 25KHz and
1KHz on FM-1KHz and 100KHz tuning
steps on SSB. Instant listen input for
repeaters

IC -25E

The MT -240X Multi -band trap dipole
antenna (80m - 10m) is a superbly
constructed antenna with its own Balun
incorporated in the centre insulator with
an S0239 connector. Separate elements
of multi -stranded heavy duty copper wire
are used for 80-40-15 and 20-10 Metres.
Really one up on its competitors.
£49.50 inc VAT
The TONO range of communication
computers take a lot of beating when it
comes to trying to read RTTY and CW in
the noise. Others don't always quite
make it!

Check the many facilities offered
before you buy - especially look at the
9000E which also throws in a Word
Processor. Previous ads have told you
quite a lot about these products - but
why not call us for further information
and a brochure?

Agents (phone first - au evening weekends only except Scotland)
Scotland - Jack GM8 GEC 031 657-2430 (daytime)
031 665-2420 tevenings)
Midlands Tony G8AVH 021 329-2305
Wales - Tony GW3 FKO 0874 2772 or
0874 3992
North West GOrdOr G3LE0 Knutstord (0565) 4040
aosaphohe ava

=E:13
VISA
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FOR QUALITY CRYSTALS - AT COMPETITIVE PRICES. POPULAR FREQUENCIES IN STOCK
2 METRE STOCK CRYSTALS. Price
more purchased

1.96 for one crystal (1.74/crystal when two or

HC&UHC25/U

HC

30pF TX

30pF TX

RO

40277

80555

R1

4 0284

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

4.0291

8.0569
8.0583
8.0597

40296
4.0306
4.0312
4 0019

40026

8.0611

8.0625
8.0638
8.0652

S8
S9
S10

30pF end
40pF TX
12 0833
12.0854
12.0875
12.0895
12.0916
12.0337
12.0358

120979
121000
121020
12 1041
12 1062

S11

S12

121063

S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19

12.1104
12.1125
12.1145
12.1167
12 1187
12 1206
12.1229
12.1250

Si)

S20
S21

522

4.0416
4.0423
4 0430

8.01333

8.0847
8.0E61

121270
12. 1/91

HC25/U
20pF end
30pF RX

149888

HC8 Et
25/U
SR RX

14C2511.1

250 and
Zapf TX
181250

14 9916
14.9944

18 1281

149972
150000
150327

1 a 1343
1 a 1375

15 0065
15.0083
14.9444
14.9472
14.9500
14 9527
14 9555
14.9583
149611
14 9638
14.9667
14 9694
14 9722
14.9750
14.9T77
14 9806
14 9833

181437

18.1312
18 1406
18.1468
18 1500
18.1531
18 1562
18.1593
18 1625
18.1656
18 1687

181718
18 1750
18 1781

181812
18.1843

181875
1906
18 1937
18 1968
18.

44.9666
44 9750
44.9813
44 9916
45.0000
44.0033
45 0166
45 0250
44 8333*

44 8416'
44 8530'
44 8583'
44 8666'
44 8750'

448833'
44.8916'
44 9300'
44 9083
44 9166'
44 9250'
44.9333
44 9416
44 9500
44 9583

14 9661
12.1312
4 04.37
8.0875
S23
HC25 only
SR = Series Resonance
Also In stock. ROI° R7 and S8 to S23 for following. Belcom FS 1007, FDK TM 56, Multo 11

Quartz 16 and Multi 7, Icon IC 2F, 21, 22A and 215. Too Kenwood 22(13. 7200 linden
2033 and Yaesal E7,256. FT2 Auto, FT224, FT223 and FT202
TX on HC&U for 145.9v1Hz Icom crystals TX for 145 EMHz
Also 4MHz.
(RAO) 44MHz RX crystals in HC6 for 145 8 and 1451 PRO) All at above pace
4 METRE CRYSTALS for 70. 2f3MHz on HC&U at E225. TX 13.78250MHz RX 6.7466 or
29 79MHz on stock
70em CRYSTALS on stock 8.0222 and 12.0333 on HC6 C 1.85 Pye Pocketfone PF 1, RF 2
PF 70and Wood and Douglas E4.50 a parr or TX E225. RX £2 50. SU8I433 21 RBO. R82,
RI34 RB6 RBIO. RI311 RI313, RB14 and R815
CONVERTER CRYSTALS IN HC18oU at EZIO& In stock 38.666.42 030, 70030, 96.000.
26.000FIC6E200
101 COO, 101 530, 105 666 and 116 CCCMHz
TONE BURST AND I.F. CRYSTALS in HC113/U at E2 25 on stock 7 168MHz for 1750,Hz

and 10 245MHz for 10 7MHz IF's.
FREQUENCY STANDARDS in stock E275. HC6 20:kHz, 455kHz. 102CkHz. 5.003MHz
and 10.000MHz HC 13 lOCkHz, HC181000iHz, 7.000MHz, 10 700MHz, 48,000MHz and
103 COMHz

4 0000HC18 E 2.03

cluartSLab

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS SINGLE UNIT PRICING
Price
Group

Fundamentals

1

200 Itotall
203 dotal)
200 Itotall

5

50

6

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20

7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

5th, 7th El
9th OVT

Price and

Deaver/

Frequency

A

Ranges
lot° 19 999kHz
20 to 29 999,Hz
30 to 159 9990-12

2C0 (total)

3
4

2

3rd OVT
5th OVT

Adjustment
Tolerance
PM,

-

103 to 999 999kHz
1.00 to
1 499MHz
1.50 to
1 999MHz
2.00 to
2 599IMHz
260 to
3 999MHz

(10.50

£10.50
E4.75

£4.75

(455

20 99EN1Hz

14.55

24.002MHz
59 999MHz
6000 to 99 999MHz
10000 to 124 999MHz
125.00 to 149 999N1Hz

E600
(4.56
(5.00

4 OD to

E23.00
E 16.50

21,C0 to
21 CO to

(615

150.00 to 225 OCOMHz

(6130
E6.00
E4.40

(440

f 4 10

(4.03
540

14.00

(4.50
(5.50
(6.00
(7.50

Unless otherwise requested fundamentals wrIl be supplied wrth 300 load capacity and
overtones for series resonance operation
Please specify when ordering - 10to 2003elz HC 13U. 17CkHz to 17041Hz
HC6 or HC331.1. 4 to 225MHz. HC 18 and HC25
HOLDERS

Where holders are not specified crystals above 4MHz will be supplied in HC 25U
DELIVERY Column A 3 to 4 weeks Column B 6 to 8 weeks
DISCOUNTS. 5% mixed frequency discount for 5 or more crystals at B delovery Price on
application for lOor more crystals to same frequency specification. Special rates for bulk
purchase schemes oncludong FREE supply of crystals used in UK repeaters

The above prices apply to small quantities of crystals for amateur use We would be
pleased to quote for larger quantities or crystals for professional use
EMERGENCY SERVICE SURCHARGES Ito be added to A delivery paces). 4 working days

12 6 working days E 7. 8 working days (5. 13 working days E3. Surcharges apply to
each crystal not each order and are subject to VAT
CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC&U and HCZEWU 20p MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE C 1.50.

TERMS. Cash with order, cheques and postal orders payable to CAL Ltd. All prices
include postage to UK and Irish addresses Please note Southern Irish cheques and postal
orders are no longer acceptable Please send bank draft in pounds Sterling

PRICES ARE EX VAT. PLEASE ADD 15%
MARKETING LTD. P.O.BOX 19, ERITH, KENT, DA8 1LH
Telephone: 01-690 4889 (9-51 24 hr. Ansafone: Erith Kr1.7941 30830
Telex: 8813271 GECOMS G (Attention QUARTSLAB).

154 for further details

MICKWAVE 11100aES LTD
* NEW PRODUCT *

1690MHz WEATHER SATELLITE CONVERTER
MMK1691/137.5

PRICE £115.00 inc. VAT (P&P £2.00)

The MMK 1691/137.5 Converter is intended for the reception
of the METEOSAT Weather Satellite, and other weather
satellites operating in the 1690 - 1710MHz frequency band.
The METEOSAT satellite forms part of a global network of
five geostationary satellites distributed around the earth's
equator, all of which operate on similar frequencies in the
1690MHz band.
The converter is fed by an antenna such as a parabolic
dish or other high gain antenna designed for 1690MHz,
and the output of the converter at 137.5MHz is available
for driving an existing receiver on the VHF weather satellite

band of 136 - 138MHz.

;IC
WELCOME

Specification
Input Frequencies:
Output Frequencies:
Typical Gain:
Noise Figure:
Oscillator Frequencies:

1691MHz & 1694.5MHz
137.5MHz
25d B

4.8dB maximum
86.3055MHz &
86.5000MHz
50 Ohm 'N' Type
50 Ohm BNC

Input Socket:
Output Socket:
DC Power Requirements: 11 - 13.8V at 100mA
5 pin DIN
Power Connector:
187.x 120 x 53mm
Size:
700gms (1.5lbs)
Weight:

MICROWAVE MODULES
BRUOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE. LIVERPOOL. L9 7AN ENGLAND
523 4011 Telex 628608 MICRO G
Telephone
CALLERS ARE WELCOME. PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

HOURS:

MONDAY - FRIDAY
9 - 12.30; 1 - 5.00

164 for further details
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Editorial Secretary
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Production (0277) 213819
Production Editor
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Art/Production Manager
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Art Editor
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Layout
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Comment
This issue sees the instigation of several new processes in production - specifically
the instant 'on-line' editing of the content via our multiuser computer and digital

photosetting installation. (See the News Background page for more details).
It's part of our move towards the 'all electronic' magazine, in conjunction with
the REWTEL system, and whilst we know there are some of our readers who
don't appreciate computing as much as some of the other topics we cover, we
hope that we are continuing to demonstrate a practical implementation of the
art, rather than gratuitous 'fiddling about'.
Now we appear to be well locked into a 'our facilities are bigger than your
facilities' war with competitive magazines, we await the reactions of these
beleaugered institutions with bated breath.
DON'T FORGET TO WRITE

The initiation of REWTEL's broadly based news service means that we need

to remind all of you to ensure that your company press/ public relations

Bob Kennedy
Hilicroft House, 16 The Avenue,
Highams Park, London E4 9LD

department send in copies of all press information to R&EW for incorporation
in the system. Also, authors wishing to submit manuscripts will soon be able
to do so on standard 8" single side, single density floppy disks under 'Wordstar'.
It's all happening here. We await the day when PR and news information also
arrives on floppy - although we will be far more impressed if the sender uses
the REWTEL input facility when its ready.

Subscription 01-868 4854

BLACK BOX REQUISITIONS

Subscription Manager
Owen Rundle
45 Yeading Avenue, Rayners Lane,
Harrow, Middx HA2 9RL
Printers
LSG Printers, Lincoln
Photosetting by
De'afield Reprographic Service
200 North Service Road,
Brentwood, Essex CM14 4SG

We have just heard a tale of the MoD requisitioning all the HF transceivers
that one importer could lay his hands on, no doubt for that fracas in the South
Atlantic. What an interesting comment on the strategic ability of this country
to produce such equipment, when the nation's armed forces are obliged to get
hold of Japanese amateur transceivers. And what a wonderful accolade for the
manufacturers of the equipment.
We aren't a moment too late in updating our readers on the techniques and
modern technology available with our series on HF SSB.

Distributors 01-274 8611

READERS SURVEYED

SM Distribution Ltd

A limited number of copies of this month's magazine contain a Reader Survey
card in place of the usual book order form/reader enquiry card. We've been going for almost a year now and, while the response frames accompanying many
articles give us feedback about any one issue of R&EW, we thought it about time
that we got an idea of how we fitted into the general scheme of things.
If your issue contains a survey card please fill it in carefully and return it to
us as soon as possible, it will not take all that long to do and the postage is paid
so it won't cost you anything.
We have to admit that a degree in Origami might come in handy when it comes
to folding the completed form but a hint is to fold both ends to the middle then
fold in half again and seal with some tape.
For those of you that complete the task there is a chance to win a R&EW
chronograph (worth £14.95)thesewill be sent to five of those who have completed
survey cards.

Advertising 01-531 7621
Advertisement Manager

Overseas Agents 071-144988
Holland Electronics
Postbus 377, 2300 A J LEIDEN

INFORMATION

Classified: 01-868 4854
Bock Issues: £1 each inclusive of postage

from Subscription Dept, or send reply paid
card with cheque or PO.
Technical Enquiries: SAE to editorial office.
Telephone enquiries 2.00-5.30pm
THURSDAYS ONLY (0277) 213819.

Broadercasting Limited 1982. All reasonable

precautions are taken by MEW to ensure
that the information given to our readers is
reliable. However we cannot guarantee it
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Circle
No. 189

Circle No. 188

Circle No. 1931

FT707 1080m. 100W PEP, SSEVAM,'CW
Variable IF bandwidth, Digital E569 inc

Auto alarm 2182 etc, to MPT 1271 f495 VAT.

2 METRE TRANCEIVERS

HF SYNTHESISED

FT4BOR Synthesized 25/12',411kHr on FM
1k Hz 100 10Hr SSB, 10W PEP, E379 inc

FSK FM 100W (1.295 k.c

Circle Nc.

Voyeger, 5 channel. 1.6.4 2MHe 20W PEP.

Circle No. 192

FT-ONE 0 15.30 MHz R., 1 5.30MHr T.
AM SSB

MARINE MF

AMATEUR H.F.

HF RECEIVERS
FRG7700; 0 15-30MHz, con tenuous coverage
AM.SS13/CVWFM (Memory option) E329 me

MARINER 6 channel. 1 watt handheld.
c w 6.8,16 etc to MPT 1251 E175 inc

000010011.1.
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Circle No. 195

1

CITIZENS BAND

70cms. TRANSCEIVERS

HF SSB PORTABLES
JS8-20. 4 channel 3-9MHz 10W PEP
Options of 3 antennas, 4 power supplies

Circle No. 196

KLM Jumbo. 432-432 48MHz USB/LS13 IOW PEP
Auto scan, etc E129 inc.

OSCAR-ONE;tu

MHz. 40 channel,

le, c chan nel

a

tEft me

Circle No. 199 N

Circle No. 198

Circle No. 197

PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO

MASTS

HF TRANSCEIVERS

channel mobile,

MIndOwer. Telescopic, crank over,

ExplOrer. 100W PEP, 10 Chan.,
12V, To Vol fit spec E1,350

Nom 30', 10' sections from £360

VAT

ICOMPACTghtn.t OVP7111'1.cUnni

VAT.

Circle No. 202

Circle No. 201
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Circle No. 200

MICROWAVE LINKS

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS

ANTENNAS

T1000. Solid state broadband.
2-30MHz, 1000W PEP, Remote.

LP1007. Log Periodic. 13.30 MHz
to 4kW PEP, Ex -stock £1,282 + VAT

channel,?;.takt161.

SOUTH
MIDLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD
S.M. HOUSE, OSBORNE ROAD, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DN, ENGLAND
Tel: Totton (0703) 867333, Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G, 'Gram: "Areial" Southampton

LEEDS
S.M C. Ileeds)

257. Otley Road,
Leeds 16, Yorkshire
Leeds 105321782326
9-5.30 Monday -Saturday

GRIMSBY
S.M.C. (Humberside)
247a, Freeman Street,
Grimsby Lincs.
Grimsby (04721 99288

STOKE-ON-TRENT
S M.C. (Stoke)
76, High Street.
Talke Fits, Stoke
a

10.6 Tuesday -Saturday

KodSgrOve 1078161 72644
9-5.30 Tuesday -Saturday

SMC AGENTS

Stourbridge
Bangor
Tandragee
Edinburgh
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Brian
John
Mervyn
Jack

G3ZUL
GI3KDR
Gl3WWY
GM8GEC

1038431 5917

(0247155162

107621 840656
1031665) 2420

Buckley
Neath
Jersey

Howarth
John
Geoff

CHESTERFIELD
S.M.C.(Jack Tweedy)
102. High Street,
New Wellington, Chesterfield.
Chesterfield 102461453340
9-5 Tuesday -Saturday

GW3TMP
GW4FO1
GJ4ICD

(02441549563
106391 55114/2942
(0534) 26788

RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

NEW PRODUCTS
Zip Drip
A new type

of zero -insertion pressure grid socket designed for
hand -test and burn -in applications
on different -sized or multiple
devices is now available from
Verospeed. Known as the Grid Zip
socket, it contains 294 countersunk
points on 0.1 -inch centres, each of

ism is used for component retention.

The Grid Zip allows

several

devices to be mounted at the same

time for burn -in purposes, and
because only the appropriate sockets
are exposed the chances of operator
error are minimised. The socket can

be mounted on a printed -circuit
board or hard -wired into a test

which can be drilled to accept a
component lead. Socket pins are

circuit.

then inserted under the appropriate
points, and a simple cam mechan-

Circle No. 1

New Neon
Recently

introduced by BOSS
Industrial Mouldings Ltd is a new
all-polycarbonate miniature indicator which, by virtue of the high
insulation material from which it is
moulded, is ideally suited to both
consumer
and
industrial
applications.
Designed to accept any of over 35

** **
Although currently only available

with a 6.86mm (.27") dia., 5.4mm
(.21") high integral lens, two
additional styles will be introduced
shortly all of which can be ordered

in a choice of 12 transparent or

different styles and ratings of
filament or neon bulbs, this new M

opaque colours.

series indicator is fitted with 150mm
long PVC stranded lead -out wires
and incorporates the ballast resistor
for the neon version within the lead out assembly.

thicknesses of up to 9mm (.35") can
be accommodated.

Retained in a 6.4mm (.25") dia.
hole by nut and lock washer, panel

Circle No. 2

Small wonder
Thandar Electronics announce the

launch of a new 2" mains battery
portable oscilloscope, designated the
SCI 10A. It has a bandwidth of

10 MHz and a sensitivity of 10 mV
per

divisions thus offering the

performance of a standard bench
model yet remaining truly portable.
Housed in the new -style Thandar
case with a thickness of only 50mm

and a weight of 925gms it will suit
the requirement of most engineers,
technicians and service personnel.
The SCI IOA is priced at £149.00 +
VAT.

Circle No. 3

Dotting the Ts
Roxburgh Printers now offer a

characters or high resolution
graphics are printed on standard 2"

range of impact dot matrix printer

or 4' wide normal paper costing
much less than thermal or
electrosensitive papers. The

mechanisms based on their standard

DP822 and DP824 21 and 40
column units. These are now
available with friction or sprocket
feed and with standard or a highly

mechanisms can also print on labels

or 2 ply carbonless paper.
For details on driving

accurate graphics printing head. The
21 column versions require a 12 Vdc

the
mechanisms are supplied, though a
range of serial or parallel interfaces
are also available. Full information
is included in a comprehensive
booklet

supply but the 40 column printers
are available in 12 or 24 V versions.

Simplicity of design with
minimum

of

moving

a

parts

contribute to the DP822 and DP824

Circle No. 4

range's low cost. Alphanumeric

*
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tape but of the source programme
material itself. Dolby B and C
switching is by means of a button
on the front panel.
The DE 66 also features a close
gap R & P head which combines two

separate gap widths for both

Top Flight Deck

in the high frequency range. Noise

Hitachi have launched new microcomputer controlled cassette deck,

recording and playback in a single
housing. They are critically aligned
to optimum micron tolerances and
placed extremely close together for
accurate head to tape contact, yet
no signal loss or leakage occurs.
An elapsed time electronic digital
tape counter is a feature of the DE
66 and plays a vital role in that it's
used to govern a variety of auto -

is suppressed to negligible levels with

rewind and memory features,

M

1111.11M1

model DE 66, which has been
designed to incorporate the very
latest technological developments.

It has a double Dolby noise
reduction system - Dolby C and

Dolby B. The Dolby C system

provides 20dB of noise reduction at
1kHz and achieves superior linearity

AUGUST 1982
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subjective uniformity across the
audible bandwidth so it's even

available on this model.
Using the auto rewind switch in

'cleaner' and quieter than Dolby B
type noise reduction. The greatly
expanded dynamic range it offers

the play position, the tape will

not only permits lower and more

again - up to 16 times automatically.

easily established recording levels
but it's to a point where the limiting
noise level is no longer that of the

automatically rewind at the end of
the tape and start playback over

In the stop position, the tape will
rewind automatically and stop. the
memory rewind feature on the DE

66 uses a microcomputer which
memorizes the position of the tape
when the play button is pressed and

will rewind to that point, replaying
if required.
Another important benefit of the
DE 66 is acceptance of metal tapes
which gives a greater dynamic

range, better signal to noise ratio
and improved frequency response.
In addition normal, Cr02 and FeCr
tapes can also be used.
The DE 66 enables the user to get
top quality professional type results
and the record mute function is just
another of the many refinements of

this model. Using this feature, 4
seconds of black space can be placed

between selections on a tape.
Other features include timer

record/play capability, 4 position
tape selector, remote control and
MPX filter.
The recommended retail price of

the DE 66 is £229 inc. VAT.

Circle No. 5
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DATONG
YET MORE INNOVATION
For fined station use four dipoles are suitable while four
magnetically mounted Quarter wave whips are ideal for mobile
use Depending on the choice of antenna the system
operate from 20 to 200 MHz
Suitable magmount Quarter wave whips are available from
Datong for VHF use
'BASIC OF SYSTEM (Model DF display unit with Model OF A1
combiner
1125.00
VAT a14350)
'OF SYSTEM, as above but with mobile version of COmibiner
Model DFA2 ias DFA1 but fitted with magmount and 0 metre
coaxial dovvniead terminated with Fr L259 plug)
(131.00
VATI(150 701
COMPLETE MOBILE OF SYSTEM ,Model OF display unit

MODEL DF

DISPLAY UNIT

Model DFA2 combiner and four Model MA1 (wait, wavelengt^
magiai,teni,as cur iv '45 MHz 1173 SO
A' 11199501
A ii

DOPPLER DIRECTION FINDER
Model OF is a direction finding attachment for use with existing
narrow band FM receivers and transceivers
Two units, the display unit and the special antenna combiner
convert yOur NBFM transceiver plus four omnidirectional
antennas into a radio direction finder A built-in r f. activated
antenna relay diverts the transceiver's output to the normal
antenna during transmit or when the DF attachment is switched
off

MODE. S
"CODECAL L

"CODECALL"
SELECTIVE
CALLING DEVICE
- TAKES THE
FATIGUE OUT OF
LONG TERM

MONITORING
MODEL RFA

D.7.1

-

Futures
Works with any existing narrow -band FM receiver or
transceiver No modifications are needed. The only
connections required are to the external speaker and

lull efficiency at all times Without 'Codiscall' the desired call

IDE BAND
REAMPLIFIER - MODEL RFA

antenna lacks
Gives a clear directional readout on a circular array of
sixteen bright green LEDs
Display holds last reading when signal drops out

often bierids into the general chatter and is missed by the listener
especially when the volume has been reduced to cut down the
radios nuisance level
Features

liminetes separate tuned preamplifiers for each band.

Very easy to use and install
Only a single coaxial cable needed between display unit

ode RFA improves the sensitivity of any receiver or transceiver
orking in the range from 5 to 200 MHz It connects in series wit
he antenna and built-in r.f activated relay switches the pre mph/ ler out of circuit during transmit or when the power is off

and antenna combiner
Professional quality at remarkably low cost. Display unit
uses two PTH circuit boards Gasket sealed combiner unit
houses two conventional double -sided PCBs

allures:
Extra wide bandwidth saves the cost of separate narrow
band preamps
Handles strong signals without overload thanks to special
low noise negative feedback technique. Intercept point
better than 20dbm
Low noise figure
Carefully chosen gain level minimises receiver overload and
cross modulation
R F. activated bypass relay allows easy use with

Applications
Model DF costs between ten and a hundred times less than
conventional RDF systems, and therefore opens up new
application areas for both professional and hobby users.

Possible applications include.- vhili amateur radio, Citizen's
Bend radio. aircraft spotting, tracking gliders and light
aircraft, locating lost
iva
model aircraft, private
mobile radio Systems,
coastal and manna radio,

tracking and locating
antisocial radio
operators, locating
'tagged' animals in the
wild, helping to identify
or trace unknown transmissions, law
enforcement

transceivers

Rugged diecast aluminium case with 50239 connectors
and PTH printed circuit board

plications
pplication areas include:- weak signal reception of all amateur
and satellite bands from 5 MHz up to 200 MHz, long distance
eception of VHF FM Broadcasts and VHF TV Signals, CB
transceivers, private mobile VHF radio transceivers, reception of
marine and aeronautical bands, VHF scanner receivers,
compensating for signal loss in long antenna feeders
he wide bandwidth of Model RFA makes it ideal for use with
broadband antennas and scanner receivers

MODEL DFA2 COMBINER UNIT

A complete system needs the display unit and the antenna
combiner plus four antennas mounted at the corners of a square
spaced apart by 0 05 to 0 3 wavelengths.

Broadband Preamplifier. Model RFA,

PRI C ES All prices include delivery
FL1

FL2
PC1

ASP
VLF
D70
D75

RFC .M
AD270

59.00167.85)
78.00189.70)
105.001120.75)
69.00 (79.351

22.00(25.30)
43.00 (49.451
49.00 (56.35)
23.00126.451
33.00137.95)

05.50

VAT 1E29.32)

U K basic prices

AD370
AD270 + MPU
AD370 + MPU
MPU
DC144, 28
DC144 28
Module
Keyboard Morse
Sender

Codecall is ideal wherever there is a need to monitor a well
used radio channel for one particular call over long periods
COdeCall gives the Same convenience as a telephone bell, in
that the receiver remains totally silent while monitoring It
therefore causes no disruption to other activities
In fact the user can totally disregard the radio until a loud bleep
from Codecall" warns that the desired signal has been received
The loud intermittent bleep then continues unless cancelled.
for over ten minutes after the call is received
Coded'," ensures that the communications channel remains at

Each "Codeceil" unit acts as a cal, generator and a call
receiver

No electrical connection is needed at the transmitter
simply hold "Codecall" next to the microphone
At the receiver simply plug Codecall' into the Internal
Speaker tack

Over lour thousand different codes virtually eliminate the
chance of false alarms
Internal 9 volt battery has long lite since no current is used
while monitoring a squelched channel

Works over any voice link, whether FM. AM or 558
Codes selected by either three 16 -way switches IModel SI
or by altering twelve internal wire links IModel Li

Compact only 4 it 2 4. 1 05 inches
Two Versions
Model S las illustrated) has three 16 -way rotary switches on the
front panel giving a total of 4096 Combinations immediately
available Model L has no switches, instead the code is set by
altering twelve wire links inside the case
Both models can be used in the same system. The switched
version IModel SI is ideal where frequent code changes are
required, whereas the linked version IModel LI is suitable where
codes are not likely to be altered often, or for unskilled users who
might accidentally set the wrong code
Note. when used by UK Radio Amateurs all transmissions must
be identified as required by the licence conditions

"Codecoll" Model L (Link programmed)
[24.00 v VAT ([27.1101

"Codecall" Model 8 (Switch progrsmmedl:
En 50 v VAT 1E2182)

E are shown with VAT inclusive prices in brackets

45.00151.75)
37.00142.55)
49.00 156.351

6.0016.90)
31.00 (35.651
25.00 (28.75)
112.20 (129.001

RFA
Codecall
(Linked)
Codecall

25.50129.32)
24.00127 60)

(Switched)
Basic DF System
DF System
Complete Mobile DF
System

*
*

25.50129.32)
125.00 (143.80)
131.03 (150.701
173.50 (199.50)

* See text for details.

Data sheets on any products available free on request - write to Dept R.C.

AllODUCTs

ARE
DESIGNED AND BUILT IN THE U.K

DATONG
EL
S -nce Mills, Mill Lane, Bramle
237 for further details
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RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

NEW PRODUCTS
plotter boosts
personal -computer and
The plotter can produce twoinstrument
graphics colour
plots with automatic pen
capabilities
Colour

The new HP 7470A graphics plotter
from Hi-Tek Distribution is a two pen multi -colour plotter which can
be used to boost the graphics output

capabilities of a wide range of
personal computers as well as test

instruments fitted with the IEEE
Bus. Featuring high -resolution
graphics and built-in microprocessor

- controlled intelligence for vector
and character generation, the

a011001.1:.:

7470A can be linked via GP-IB,
HP-IB or RS -232-C interfaces to

machines such as the Apple II,
Commodore PET, HP -85, HP -87
and the IBM Personal Computer.

The 7470A, costs £969 (plus
VAT), is a compat desktop unit

Quality C8
Martello sound's multi -purpose

channel selector, battery check,
battery saver, and anti cross

mobile, hand portable, or base
station rig can be powered either by

modulation control. An 'S' meter

9 x AA size dry or rechargeable
batteries, which fit in the integral
battery compartment, or from a
standard 12V vehicle battery or

and high S.W.R. indicator are also
provided. the rear chassis contains,
power plug, external speaker jack,
aerial selector and socket and a high
and low power switch.
Standard equipment includes
lightweight dynamic microphone,
locking mobile mounting bracket,
flexible aerial, stainless steel mobile
aerial complete with lead and plug,
DC power lead and a carrying strap.
Circle No. 6

power supply.
A non -polarised chassis makes
for trouble -free installation in both
positive and negative earth vehicles,
and the 40 channel PLL synthesised
FM transceiver fully complies with
MPT 130. Controls consist of

on/off volume, squelch, LED
41

41

41

41

which can accept either 11"x8

" or

A4 paper sizes as well as overhead
transparencies for projection.
Resolution is 25um, with a

repeatability of 100um, which
allows publication -quality charts,
maps or mechanical drawings to be
produced.

exchange or multi -colour plots with
manual exchange, and easy -to- use
conversational software allows users
to give type -written commands in
plain English.

Plotting is aided by a new grip
technique which moves both paper
and pen simultaneously, reducing

the cost and complexity of the
plotting process and increasing the
speed, accuracy and resolution.
The 7470A is designed for ease of
use. Loading is accomplished simply

by pushing in the paper or film and

operating a 'hold' level, and
automatic or manual control can be

carried out from the front panel.

The plotter has five internal
character sets, and text can be
written in any direction and in
different sizes. Symbol plotting and
dashed -line facilities are also
available, and more than 40 builtin software instructions can be used
for simple programming.
Circle No. 8

ff f

TTL PAL
House of Instruments announce thepatterns available which are: Colour
availability of the RGB- 11 from Bars - Red, Blue, Green and White
Sadelta, aimed at the growing
Rasters - Grey Scale - Cross Hatch

market for both Commercial and

Hobby VDU's including Video
Games and CCTV. The RGB-I1 is
a
small hand-held Pattern
Generator, offering an R/F output

and in addition, Red, Green and
Blue TTL or lower level signals
compatible with VDU or Video
Games requirements.
Ideal for the production,
installation and service of Monitors
and Video Displays, both Mono and

Colour, the RGB-I1 has 8 basic

and Vertical Lines. The internal
rechargeable battery gives
approximately 4 hours use from an

overnight charge or can be used
continuously via a mains adaptor.
The unit comes complete with
rechargeable battery, connecting
cable, adaptor/recharge and
carrying case. It measure s a mere
131 x 81 x 23mm, weighs 220g inc.

battery, is fully guaranteed for 12
months and costs £120 (exc. VAT).

Circle No. 7

*
HI-Tek
Tektronix have introduced a colour
version of their DAS 9100 family of
digital analysis systems. Featuring a
colour CRT display to enhance the
use of keyboard -controlled menus,
the new analyser establishes a new
level of 'ease -of -use' in logic analysis

instruments.
The Colour DAS, like the entire

AUGUST 1982

speeds to 660 MHz give state -of -the -

digital analysis system housing both

an performance, and the interactive
pattern generator allows simultaneous stimulation and acquisition
from a device under test.

generation card modules in the same

Circle No. 9

DAS 9100 family,

\

mainframe. Offered in a variety of
data widths and speeds, these
modules are combined in the
mainframe to match the user's
application needs. Data -acquisition
widths of up to 104 channels and

is

a modular

data -acquisition and pattern-
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NICADS: UK's LOWEST PRICES
4L .......

4MIN.1

AMBIT'S NEW CONCISE COMPONENT CATALOGUE IS OUT NOW

37p
8p
54p

3SK51

10MHz xtals
8 Pole 10.7MHz

xtal filters

2GHz coax
relay 150W

.......

£2

£14.50

CAPACITY

£10.95

40114E
4011

0.11

4013
4015
4016
4017
4019
4020

0.25
0.50
0.22
0.40
0.38
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.16
0.33
0.16

4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028

4029
4030
4035
4040
4042
4043
40434E
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051

4052
4053
4054
4055
4056
4059
4060
4063
4066
4067
4068

1.05

0.26
0.50
0.55
0.35
0.67
0.50
0.50
0.50

4071

4072
4073
4075
4076
4077
4078
4081

4082
4093
4099
4175
4502
4503
4506
4507
4508
4510
4511

4512

4514
4515
4516
4518
4520
4521
4522
4527

4528
4529
4531

4532
4534
4536
4538
4539
4543
4549
4553
4554
4555
4556
4557
4558
4559
4560
4561
4562
4566
4568

0.93 4569
0.60
0.60
0.68
0.24
0.24
0.55
0.55
0.55
1.30
1.30
1.30
5.75
0.75
1.15
0.30
4.30
0.16

4069AE 0.14
4070

1-9

AA

10-49

80
2.35
2.14
3.05
3.70

C

D
D

PP3

74
1.99
2.06
2.85

3.50)

L.
0.11
0.11

0.12
0.13
0.50
0.80
0.25
0.30
0.24

4008
4008AE
4009
4010

TYPE

500 mAh
2200 mAh
1200 mAh
4000 mAh
110 mAh

etc.

CMOS
4001
4002
4007

_

All the "usual" stuff at rock
bottom prices + Toko coils,
crystal and ceramic filters, micro metals toroids, Fairite ferrites,
Alps switches, OKI LSI, Piezo
sounders, RF, IF Modules + Kits

Price on the page
4000

1.16

or
direct, for 70p
inc

Ambit's new style catalogue continues to lead the
market with low prices, new items, info, 3 £1 discount
vouchers. In a recent supplier survey, we were one of
only two suppliers listed in all categories!
There's a few examples of some super low prices.
78XX 1A
BC237/8/9

AvailatelP
newsagentat your

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.56
0.18

4572
4580
4581
4582
4583
4584
4585
4702
4703
4704
4705
4706
4720
4723
4724
4725
40014
40085
40098
40106
40160
40161
40162
40163
40174

018 40175
0.12
0.18
0.30
0.80
0.80
0.60

40192
40193
40194
40195

0.70
0.37
1.50
0.55
0.45
0.55

7400N
7401N

0.50 TTL

1.25
1.25

7406N
7407N

0.60
0.35
0.60

74085
74095
74105
7411N
7412N
7413N
74145
74165
7417N
7420N

1.30

0.89
0.80
0.65
0.70
0.65
0.80
4.00
2.50
0.85
0.80
0.80
3.50
2.70
1.20
0.35
0.40
2.30
0.80
3.50
2.50

74305
7432N

74375
74385
7440N
7441 5

74425
7443N

74445

1,00

7445N

2.50
1.20
1.45
1.70
0.22
3.25
1.40
0.70
0.80
0.27
0.45
4.50
4.48
4.24
4.24
4.50
4.00
0.95
0.95
2.24
0.54
0.99
0.54
0.69

74465
74475
7448N
7450

1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05

105
1.08
1.08
1.08

108

74025

N
0.10
0 10
0.20

7403N

0.11

74045

0.12
0.12

7405N

7421 5
7423N
7425N
7426N
7427N

7451 5
7453N

74545
74605
7470N
7472N
7473N

74745
7475N
7476N

74805
7481 5
7482N
7485N
7486N
7489N
7490N

74915
7492N
7493N
7494N
74955
7496N

74975
74100
74104
74105
74107
74109N

741105
741115
74112N
74116N
74118N
74119N
741205
741215
74122N
74123N

0.22
0.22
0.15
0.15
0.12
0.18
0.19
0.27
0.51
0.27
0.27
0.13
0.28
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.13
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.14
0.54
0.42
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.56

70p

AMBIT
11111EICSTATI1NNALN

oftw
RADio &'

LECTRONICS

COWIST plans( .411.1iN2 'E

014
0.14
0.14
0 14
0.14
0.28
0.27
0.28
0.28
0.35
0.30
0.26
0.20
0.75
0.35
0.24
1.05

0.30
0.55
0.35
0.35
0.70
0.60
0.45
1.40

1.70
1.98

0.85
1.20
0.95
0.34
0.34

aiiio

0.56
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.85
1.00

74LS74N
74LS755
74LS76N
74LS78N

1.00
1.50
1.51

74 LS93N

0.31
0.31

74LS95N
74LS96N

0.40
1.20

1.89

74LS1075 0.25
74LS109N 0.20
74L51125 0.20
74SL113N 0.20
74LS1145 0.19
74LS1225 0.35
74LS123N 0.35
74LS1245 1.80
74LS1255 0.24
74LS126N 0.24
74LS132N 0.42
74LS13.35 0.24
74LS136N 0.20
741.51385 0.30
74LS139N 0.30
74LS145N 1 20
74LS151N 0.30

0.11
1.05

0.66
2.67
2.49
0.89
1.30

3.50
3 50
1.00
1.05

2.36
1.85

0.85
0.85
0 85
0.85
1 85
1 85
1 85

74LSN
74LSOON 0.10

74LS0IN 0.10
74LS02N 0.11
74LS03N 0.11
74LSO4N 0.14
74LS05N 0.13
74LS08N 0.12
74LS09N 0.12
74LS1ON 0.12
74LS11N 0.12
74LS12N 0.12
74LS13N 0.20

Prices shown EXCLUDE VAT.
Access/Barclaycard may be used
with written or telephone orders,
official MA details on application.
E & EO

POSTAGE and PACKING
50p per order

1.10

0.62
0.62
0.26
0.35
0.54
0.68

741905
74191N
741925
74193N
741945
74195N
74196N
74197N
74198N
74199N
74221N
74246N
742475
74248N
742495
742515
742655
742735
74278N
74279N
742835
74284N
742855
74290N
74293N
74297N
742985
743655
743665
74367N
74368N
74390N
743935
744905

74125N

741265
74128N
74132N
74136N

741415
741425
741435
74144N
741455
741475

741485
741505
741515

0 40
0.40
0.65
0.50
0.65
0.45
1 85
2.50
2.50
0.75
1 50
1.09
0.79
0.55

741535
741545
74155N
74156N

741575
741595
741605
741615
74162N

741635
741645
74165N
74166N
74167N

0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
1.90
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.55
0.70

74170N

1.25

741885

741735
741745
741755
741765
741775
74178N
74179N

741805
741815
74182N
74184N
74185 5

1.25
1.10

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.90
1.35

0.75
1.22
0.70
1.20
1.20

3.00

74LS145 0.30
74LS15N 0.12
74LS20N 0.12
74L5215 0.12
74LS22N 0.12
74LS26N 0.14
74LS27N 0.12
74LS28N 0.15
74LS30N 0.12
74LS32N 0.12
74LS335 0.15
74LS37N 0.15
74 LS385 0.14
74LS40N 0.13
74LS42N 0.30
74LS47N 0.35
74LS48N 0.45
74 LS495 0.55
74LS51N 0.13
74LS54N 0.14
74LS55N 0.14
74LS735 0.21

74 LS83N

74LS85N
74LS86N
74LS9ON

74LS91N
74LS92N

0.16
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.40
0.60
0.14
0.32
0.28

741.5153N 0.27
741.5154 0.99
74LS155N 0.35
74LS156N 0.37
74LS157N 0.30
74LS158N 0.30

74LS1605 0.37
74LS161N 0.37
74 LS1625 0.37
74LS163N 0.37
74LS16451 0.40
74LS165N 0.60
741.5166N 0.80
74LS168N 0 70
74LS169N 0.85
74LS170N 0.90
74LS173N 0.60

74LS1745 0.40
74LS175N 0.40
74LS181N 1.05
74LS183N 1.75
74LS189N 1.28
74 LS1905 0.45
741519151 0.45

74LS192N 0.45
74 LS1935 0.42
74LS194N 0.35
74LS196N 0.55
74LS197N 0.60
74LS200 N 3.40
74 LS2025 3.45
74 LS22151 0.50

74LS24861

741.52495
74 LS2515
74LS253N
74LS257N
74LS258N
74LS2595
74LS2605
74LS2665
74LS273N
74LS275N
74LS279N
741. S280N

74LS283N
74LS290N
74 LS293N
74 LS295N
74 LS298N

74LS365N
74 LS366N

74LS367N
74 LS368N

74LS3735
74LS374N
74LS375N
74LS377N
74LS378N

74LS3795
74 LS384N

74LS385N
74 LS386N
74LS390 N

0.61

74 LS396N

1 99

74LS398N

2 75
2.30

74L53995
741 54455
74 LS447N
74LS490 N

74LS6685
74LS86961

74 L06705

1 40
1.95
1.10
1.05
1.05
1.70

2102
2112
2114/2
4027

1.70

4116/2
4116/3

1.59
1.49

4864P
6116P-3
6116P-4
8264

12.50

3.40
1.49
5.78

900
11.25
12.50

74CXX
74000
74002
74C04

74008
74010
74C20

74073

it I i PH0191 1ST() 02111 230909 ME X 995194 AMBIT G

AMBIT international

2.10

RAM

74 LS2425 070 74030
74 LS2435 0.70 74032
74 LS2445 0.60 74042
74LS245N 0.60 74C48
74LS2475 1 35

1.50

0.76
0.32
0.34
0.32
0.35
0.70
0.70
0.40
0.85
0.65
0.60
2 50
2.05
0.29
0.68

74LS393N
74L5395N

74LS240N 0.80 74014
74 LS241N 0.80

1.35
1 35

0.35
0.35
0.40
0.37
0.60
0.50
0.22
0.70
3.20
0.35
2.50
0.42
0.50
0.40

0 35
0 35
0 35
0 35
0 35
0 75
0 35
0.35
0 35
1 05
1 50
0 75

74C74
74C76
74C83

74085
74086
74089
74090
74093

0.75
1.05
1.05
1.25

0.60
2.10
1.05
1.05
1.25

74C95

740107
740151
740154
740157
740160
740161
740162
740163
740164
740165
740173
740174
740175
740192
740193
740195
740200
740221
740901
740903
740904
740905
740906
740907
740908
740909
740910
740914
740918
740925
74C926
74C927

0.60
2.10
3.05
2.10
1 05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.10
1 05
1.05
1 05
1.08
1.08
1.08

6 50
1.55

0.55
0.55
0.55
6.50
0.55
0.55
1.10
2 10

5 00
1 10
1.30

6 00
6.00
6 00

Processors

8080 Series
80804F0f2

710

8212
8214
8216
8224
8251
8255

2 30
3.50
1 95
3 50
6.21
5 40

Z80 Series
280A
280ADRT
2804P10

3.75
7.50
3.50

Z804510/1 11.00
2804510/2 11.00
2804510/9 9.95
Z8OCTC

280ACTC
28001

4 00
4 50
65 00

PROM
2708
2716
2532
2732

2.00
3.00
OA
4.00

POSTCODE CMI4 4S6

200 forth Service Rood, Brentwood, ESSEH
West London Retail Shop at 102. CHURCH Fl E LD ROAD, ACTON. W3 6DH

Tel: 01-992-7748

159 for further details
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18W POWER
BOOSTER
Put new life
into your ICE system

with this remote
mounting Amplifier.
Design by J. Oliver.
AS THE STANDARDS of performance
offered by Domestic HI-FI systems
increase, the consumer is becoming loath

to accept anything but the best even in

portable equipment. The standard of
reproduction offered by In -Car Entertainment (ICE) systems was, until a
few years ago, of dubious quality.
Recently, however, manufacturers have
started to produce equipment capable of
very high quality reproduction for in car
use.

Not only has the performance of the
'Electronics' been improved but also the
specifications of the car's speakers. Today,
instead of low quality 'cocoa tin' speakers,
the ICE brigade are offering two and even
three-way speakers that can reproduce very
high levels of sound across the full
frequency range.

The power amplifier stages of many
cassettes/radios are, as often as not, not
man enough to drive such speakers, and
while the signal is of good quality, some
form of 'power boost' is needed to take
advantage of the current generation of
speakers.
The R&EW power booster will provide
18W of high Quality stereo sound and will
provide a means of revitalising many ICE
systems.

BOOTSTRAP

The power booster is designed for remote
mounting in the vehicle's boot. It is built
in a die cast box to provide protection from
any adverse environmental conditions -

excuse the jargon - and incorporates a
circuit that automatically switches the
amplifier on when a signal is applied to its
input.

The booster should be connected to a
fused line in the vehicles 'Aux' circuit. Be
careful to connect the supply the right way
round, incorrect connections will result in
a blown fuse.
Applying a signal to the amplifier will
automaticaly apply power, illuminating the
LED, and if all is well you will be blessed
with 18W of clean power.

CONSTRUCTION

Construction of the power booster is
straightforward, there being no critical

Power Amp IC

components. Pay careful] attention to the
overlay of Fig. 4, in particular the
orientation of polarity sensitive
components.
The installation of the booster will vary
from vehicle to vehicle but under the real

TDA1010

parcel shelf is generally a good place as this

keeps speaker leads short.

H A1339

LM380
TD A2002

Connection

Input (Pin 5)
Input (Pin 6/8)
Output
Output

Table 1 connection information for some
commonly encountered power amp ICs.

INTERNAL PULL
FROM TAPEHEAD/
RF STAGES

UP RESISTOR

LOUDSPEAKER

ALTERNATIVE CONNECTION
POINT FOR POWER BOOSTER
TO POWER BOOSTER

Figure 1. The power booster is turned on by a DC voltage superimposed on its audio input signal. The feed to the 'Booster' should either
be taken from the existing amp's output - before DC blocking capacitor, or for better quality sound from the power Amp's input pin. See
table 1 for connection details for some popular power amp ICs.
AUGUST 1982
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18W POWER BOOSTER
C5

100u

+12V FROM BATTERY

O
-01

C7

10

1

0

Cl

V

O

WW
1u0

RLA1

4700u

111

C4

1u0

LEFT IN

C11

100u

12

D3

100n

13

R2

47k

R4
2

100u

R3

4

47k

Al

2R2

IC1

R5

2R2
C3

47k

ASO
PROTECT
SURGE
PROTECT
TSD

C9

5

47k

C12
100u

4R - 8R

100n

AMP 2

D2

7!

ETI3 __8i

RLA COIL

C10
100u

-71106
100u
C17
100u

°1

R6

47k
C13

RIGHT IN

luO

Cl
1u06

12?

I

C14
100u

47k

C24
C20
100n

PROTECT
SURGE
PROTECT

ISO

R11

680R

11u0

01

2R2

ASO

4

R8

C23
4700u

111

R7

47k

MW

0

C19
100u

10

R10
2R2

IC2

C21

C15

4R -8R

NOTE: 01 & 02 ARE 8C239
D1,02,& D3 ARE IN4001
LED1

IC1 & 1C2 ARE HA1388

47u

--o

8

C22
100n

100u

Figure 2. Circuit diagram

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors (a111/4W 5%)

R1,2,3,6,7,8
R4,5,9,10
R11

Capacitors
C1,13
C2,5,6,14,17,18
C4,16
C3,15
C7,10,19,22
C8,9,20,21
C11,23
C12
C24

47k
2R2
680R

1µ0 16V electrolytic
100µ 6V3 electrolytic
1µ0 monolithic
47µ 6V3 electrolytic
100µ 10V electrolytic
100n polyester
4700µ 16V electrolytic
100µ 16V electrolytic
1/20 16V electrolytic

Semiconductors
IC1,2
Q1,2
D1,2,3
LED 1

HA1388
BC239
1N4001
Red LED

Miscellaneous
12V Relay
Speakers, PCB, Case, Sockets, etc.
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Thermal Shut Down (TSD) as well as

The power booster consists of two power
amplifier ICs, their associated components

comprehensive surge protection circuitry it

and A circuit that automatically applies
power to the amplifier in the presense of
an input signal.
The left-hand input signal is fed via Cl
to the potential divider R2/R3. The

potential divider is included to match the
amplifier's sensitivity to that of the signal
source it is to be used with. If necessary the
sensitivity can be increased (reduce R2 in

value) or decreased (increase R2).
The signal is coupled to IC1, left-hand
power amp, via C4.
The HA1388 is an IC specifically
designed for automotive use and features
Automatic Safe area Operation (A SO),
AUTOMATIC ON /OFF CIRCUIT
A portion of the audio signal together with
the superimposed DC voltage from each of
the inputs is fed(Via either RI or R6) to the

Darlington pair Q1, Q2.

The DC content of the signal these
transistor will turn on, energising RLA
apply power, from the vehicle's battery, to
the amplifier.
Removing the signal will, after a short

delay due to the charge stored on C24,
cause Q1 and Q2 to turn off, removing
power from the circuit.

has a relatively high external component
count but does achieve unconditionally

stable operation in a car's electrically
hostile environment.
The capacitors C5 and C6 provide an AC
signal path from the inverting terminals of

the two internal 'bridge' amplifiers to
ground while blocking DC. C2 provides
ripple rejection, C3 determines the ASO
while C7 and CIO are bootstrap capacitors.

C8, C9, R4 and R5 form a zobel network
that ensures stability at all frequencies.
Capacitor CI I decouples the amplifier's
supply.

The operation of the right-hand

channel's amplifier is identical.
D2 is included to prevent the back EMF,

generated as the field in RLA's coil
collapses, causing damage to Q1 on Q2.
D3 is included as a 'brute force'
protection against incorrect connection of
the supply - connecting the supply in
reverse will 'blow' the vehicle's fuse.
Your Reactions
Excellent - will make one
Interesting - might make one
Seen Better
Comments

Circle No.
64
65
66
67

RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

PROJECT
REPAIR THAT OLD BLACK
AND WHITE TV
with the aid of the best seller

"TV FAULT FINDING"

18W BOOSTER
J VJO 3

4.82

Figure 3. PCB foil pattern

(more than 200,000 copies sold)

5th Edition
Edited by J R Davies
132 pages
........

Over 100 illustrations,
including 60 photographs of
a television screen after the
appropriate faults have been
deliberately introduced.

ALA
C16

Comprehensive Fault Finding
Guide cross-referenced to
methods of fault rectification
described at greater length in
the text.
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SPKR

C11

Price ONLY £1.50 (inc P&P)

C23

Make remittance payable to:
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD
DATA PUBLICATIONS
45 Yeading Avenue,

Figure 4. The power booster's overlay

Rayners Lane,

Harrow, Middlesex HA2 9RL

R & EW
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for only
£278 +VAT

BE A SHARP BUSINESSMAN

CE -150 Graphic Printer

PRINTER
COMPUTER AND 4 -COLOUR
approaches the
PC -1500 Pocket Comp
The sensationalrecorder
new
and you have a complete,
and a cassette

Add the revolutionary
briefcase!
Personal Computer in ability.
System that travels in your
Business Computer
battery powered,
4 IF C-1!.180 POEPET COMPUTER*
1.-ra

$ama

SHARP CE -150

L:41

Si Si CB

CI Si Li

Ca t)s aftal isa

111 Si 121 co
S:131.24 al at

a acuoulaaa
sa

4 -colour Graphic
Printer

13131111C4

£130.39 + VAT;
Total £149.95

cz5

al
C:1

vizai

c:1

SHARP PC -1500
'Basic' Pocket
Computer

£147.78 + VAT;
Total £169.95

BASIC LANGUAGE
The most simple computer language is used for programming ease.
Additional BASIC terms provide variables including two-dimensional
arrays, variable strings and many other advanced features.
LARGE MEMORY
16K bytes of ROM and 3.5K bytes of RAM, with 2.6K bytes in the
user area. Adding the optional CE -151, 4K byte memory module,
expands the RAM to 7.5K bytes. An 8K byte memory module will
be available soon. The PC -1500 is battery powered and program and
data memories are fully protected, even when switched off.
MINI -GRAPHIC DISPLAY
The 7 x 156 dot matrix allows almost any display, including game
symbols. Line width is 26 characters and/or numbers.
HIGH SPEED DATA PROCESSING

Price includes SECURICOR 24 HOUR DELIVERY*.
Same day despatch, subject to availability.
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

*-1500
January Sales ahameo ,mscray,

Quick and accurate data processing in daily business. Estimates,
records and charts of sales, salaries, invoicing and all other data
crucial to efficient business operations can be easily programmed,
calculated and summoned.

The C-MOS 8 -bit CPU enables swift data processing. Complicated
technical or business calculations require far less time.
QWERTY TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD
The first in a pocket computer. Lower case letters are available. With
the optional CE -150 colour graphic printer, the PC -1500 can serve as
a small personal typewriter. Word Processor software will be available

ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

soon.

Technical calculations in fields such
as mathematics, statistics, measurements
and mechanics are done superbly and
easily. The calculator more than meets
the requirements of engineers and

SIX SOFTWARE KEYS
These can serve as reservable keys, or as definable keys to define
programs.

CE -150 4 -COLOUR GRAPHIC PRINTER/CASSETTE INTERFACE
Automatic program, data and calculation printing. It prints
virtually any drawing in either red, black, green, or blue. Characters
are printed in nine different sizes and in lines ranging from 4 to 36
digits in length. You can control the printer completely and direct
the printing either up, down, left, or right. As a cassette interface it
will connect up to two cassette recorders, one for date and program
storage, the other for their recall. The CE -150 has a built-in rechargeable battery and is supplied with a mains adaptor, type EA -150.

scientists.

AVAILABLE SOON
::-2B

B 21-3a
C

31-4B

.

RS -232C interface.
Software board to serve as input keys in
graphics, or pictures, previously drawn on a template. ROM (MASK
ROM) module also appl(cable. A wide range of business software.
DIMENSIONS
PC -1500 195Vvx25.51-1x86Dmm (7-11/16x1x3-3/8") Wt 375910.831bl
CE150 330VVx50Hx115Dmm 113x2x4 inches). Wt 900g (1.981bs).
Full 12 MONTHS guarantee, with EQUIPMENT LOAN SERVICE
during downtime,
SAME DAY DESPATCH of orders - Systems by SECURICOR 24
hour service, lto attended premises only) or by first class registered
post. AT NO EXTRA COST'
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS to TEMPUS, the Portable Computer

Ea.aroha Grap,'

.4X

...2`%

0 41-51

Sales Chart Ismntoull

MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS
Balance sheets, so crucial to management analysis, and profit
calculations by break-even point analysis are instantly yours with
the PC -1500. By using the integral clock, calendar and alarm
functions, this computer can also be used as a schedule reminder.

Specialists.

>.<

HOBBY APPLICATIONS

Computer GraPMCIP.ht0o0

Many popular computer games can
be played, including Blackjack,
utilising the random number
function. Use the clock and alarm
far speed games. The Computer
Graphics will draw virtually any
pattern.

rTo: Tempus, FREEPOST, 38 Burleigh St, Cambridge CB1 1BR.
PRICE
QTY
TOTAL
IINFO.
ITEM
£169.95
PC -1500 Pocket Computer
£149.95
CE -150 Four Colour Printer
£ 49.95
CE -151 4K Byte RAM Module

For it formation only tick appropriate box
ISM

TEMPUS
38 Burleigh Street, Cambridge CB1 1DG.
Tel: 0223 312866

Total inc VAT

I herewith enclose a cheque or Postal Orders value £
or I wish to pay by Access B'caid Visa.
My number is:
Name:

Address:

R&EVV8/82

167 for further details
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R&EW Data Brief

LH 1605

IN

LH1605 SWITCHING REGULATOR

HEAT SINKED
5

INPUT

OUTPUT

8

LHI605CK
CT

The LH1605 is a hybrid switching regulator with

a temperature -compensated voltage reference, a
duty cycle modulator with the oscillator
frequency programmable, error amplifier, high
current -high voltage output switch, and a power

diode. The LH1605 can supply up to 5A of
output current over a wide range of regulated

ASE

7

0 135

OUT

MIM

R2
1k5

R1 1k

AMPIN

OUT SENSE
2

GND DIODE CEXT

high output current capability. It incorporates

R5

40uH

ULI

cw

2

Cl

`..r.1cgu

100u"'

(3)01

2N5085

output voltages.
500p

Remote Sensing Connection
If the load is removed from the board, both the
OUT SENSE and GND SENSE terminals should
be connected via 'sense' leads to the OUT and
GND terminals of the load. this minimizes the
effect of voltage drop due to line resistance to
assure full output voltage across the load.
The sensing lines should be shielded cables
with the shield grounded at the regulator end to
avoid noise pickup. The cable need not be heavy
gauge wire as little current flows through it.

14%

CND SENSE

Output Voltage Programming and
Adjustment
Although the LH1605 can operate within an

high current leads reduces the differential voltage
between the input and output. To insure

in order to optimize the inductor core size
without risk of core saturation. If the output

regulation, the minimum 5V input -to -output
differential must be preserved.

voltage or current is operated beyond the normal
range, the inductor must be changed in order to
preserve the expected performance.
The board is designed for + 5V output at 3A

to 25 volts. Almost any high output regulated
DC power supply with the capability of over 3A
output can be used. Beware that the high current

switching can cause disturbance in the power
supply, and be sure that the supply voltage does
not drop below 10 volts. Some DC supplies will
have difficulty in maintaining regulation; but as

long as the board sees a minimum of 5 volt
differential between its input and output, the
switching regulator will perform normally.
Since the conversion efficiency of the switching

regulator stays relatively constant within the

temperature without the need for derating. The
output voltage may be adjusted over a range of
about + 1-12% by adjusting potentiometer R1
on the PCB.
Since the total resistance of resistors RI and
R2 determines the output voltage, the regulator
can be programmed to operate at other voltage

As mentioned above, when an output
parameter of the regulator is changed, be sure
the inductor design is suitable in the new
operating conditions.

a MVO
ISM
NOWT

Block Diagram

IN

out
OUT SENSE

rejection is better than 60 dB, selection of the

Although the LH1605 has no output protection
against short circuits, external current limiting
has been incorporated in the R&EW board. The

GND

ONO SENSE

limit threshold is set at approximately 4.5A. Take

care not to operate the regulator near the limit

for a sustained period of time as the power

THE EVALUATION CIRCUIT'S SPECIFICATIONS
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levels by replacing the fixed resistor R2

Output Protection.

Input Voltage Range
Maximum Input Current VIN .10V, 10 =3A
Maximum Short -Circuit Input Current
Output Voltage TA =25°C
Output Voltage Adjustment Range
Output Current Range
Output Current Limit TA = 25°C
Operating Frequency
Line Regulation
Load Regulation
Output Ripple VIN =10V, 10=3A
Efficiency VIN = 15 V, 10=3A
Operating Temperature (no derating)

Figure 1: Circuit Diagram.

continuous current up to + 70°C ambient

normal input voltage range, and the ripple
transformer and filter is far less critical than that
required for linear regulators. Power line
variations have little effect on conversion
efficiency, therefore thermal characteristics are
much more predictable.

GND

GROUND PLANE

output range of + 15V to + 30V, the output filter
circuit for a switching regulator requires a design
tailored to a specific set of operating conditions

The board is designed to accept any DC voltage,
regulated or unregulated, within the range of 10

54
10k

One caution should be exercised when the
application has long leads. Voltage drop in the

Input Voltage Requirements

02

2N2222

Figure 2: Board Connections for 'Normal

Mode' Operation.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

+10V to +25V
2 9A

VIN

4.0 A

TOUT

+5.0V
4.38V to 5.62V (typ.)

1A to 3A

Tj
Po
TA

4.5A (typ.)

LH1605C
LH1605

50 kHz

10mV
30 mV
50m Vp.p

72% (typ.)
0°C to 70°C

Input Voltage
Output Current
Operating Temperature
Internal Power Dissipation
Operating Temperature Range

TS7D

Storage Temperature Range

VA (V8-7) Steering Diode Reverse Voltage
ID (17-8)

Steering Diode Forward Current

35V Max
6A
150°C
20W

-25°C to +85°C
-55°C to +125°C
-65°C to +150°C
60V
6A

15

O

INPUT

O

-

Figure 5: Remote Sensing
Connections.

O

LH1605CK
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Figure 3: PCB Foil Pattern. Only one side shown, PCB available from R& EIN Project Pack Service - See page 58.

T

Figure 6: Step-down Switching
Regulator Block Diagram.
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1 Figure 7: Waveforms associated with a
step-down switching regulator design.
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Figure 4: PCB Overlay.

dissipation may cause the junction temperature
to rise beyond a safe level. This is especially
critical at high ambient termperatures.
The current limiting circuit consists of QI, Q2,

0 -SOLDERED TOP AND BOTTON.

of the load. When the switch S is closed, diode
D is reverse biased, and current flows though the
inductor L to the load and charges the capacitor
C.

R4 and R5. Resistor R5 senses the output

When switch S turns OFF, the inductor

current. When the voltage across R5 reaches

voltage rises in an attempt to sustain the current
flow until the steering diode is forward biased.

0.6V, transistor Q I begins to turn ON and drives
transistor Q2 ON. Q2 collector tends to pull the

reference voltage at pin 2 low, reducing the
switching duty -cycle such that the total current
is limited to the maximum set by the threshold.
Note that this current limit sensing technique
is accurate only to within about + 30% over the
0°C to 70°C ambient temperature range. Since
the threshold temperature coefficient is
approximately - 2mV/°C, the higher the ambient
temperature, the lower the current limit
threshold.
THEORY OF OPERATION
The switching regulator in the Evaluation Board
is based on the step-down series -pass design. The

block diagram is shown in Fig. 6 The switch S
turns ON and OFF at a fixed frequency, but the
duration of the ON time is variable as a function
16

Once the diode turns on, the inductor voltage
at the input side is clamped to a diode voltage
below ground. The inductor current is allowed
to flow around the loop formed by the diode,
inductor, and capacitor/load. the energy stored
in the inductor is then transferred to the capacitor

and the load.
The error amplifier constantly compares the
output voltage against the reference voltage Vref.

The difference is amplified and is used to
modulate the duty cycle (switch ON -time). The
duty cycle increases as the error increases, and
vice versa. As the output voltage rises to Vref,
the duty cycle settles to a constant pulse width

at equilibrium. At this point the net energy
transferred across the switch just equals that
consumed by the load. Output is regulated to a
voltage Vref.

If the load increases, the output voltage tends
to drop. The increased error signal is amplified
and affects the pulse width modulator to increase
the duty cycle, forcing the output voltage back
to Vref at equilibrium. The same mechanism
operates in reverse for the case where the load
is

decreased. Therefore, load regulation

is

maintained.
Similarly, if the input voltage increases, the
inductor voltage also increases during switch ON time, causing the inductor current to rise.

Correspondingly, the output voltage tends to
rise. Once again, the negative feedback works
to reduce the duty cycle until the output voltage
equals Vref. Line regulation is maintained. At
the new equilibrium, the net energy transferred

remains the same. Therefore, the total power
consumption is relatively independent of input
voltage change.

Figure 7 illustrates the waveform
characteristics of this type of step-down
switching regulator.
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WIDEBAND
RF TRANSFORMERS
In this article, the first of an occasional series, Michael Graham looks at Monofilar types.

WIDEBAND RF TRANSFORMERS are finding increasing use
in a variety of communications systems. Schottky diode mixers,
combiners and, in particular, the 'broadband amplifier' have all

CO

contributed to the increasing applications for such wideband

cf)

transformers.

0
0

SUCK IT AND SEE

The essence of most design techiniques involves a lot of trial and

error, an approach that seems to be the one most commonly
encountered amongst RF engineers. As often as not an engineer
will select a core that looks as if it 'might do', winds the transformer

10-

(/)

f2

5

E
ctl

1b

and installs it in the circuit. If its performance is unsatisfactory
a tedious process of adding or removing turns ensues with perhaps
changes in wire gauge or core size. Eventually something which
will do the job results but rarely will this be a truly optimum design.

Figure 1

Frequency. MHz

160

Typical transformer transmission loss vs. frequency.

IN A TWIST
The most common approach to the implementation of a wideband

Ideal

Transformer

L

transformer is the twisted line transformer, wound on a high
permeability ferrite core. Beware of confusing ferrite with dust iron

when it comes to toriods for while dust iron is ideal for EMI
suppression and for resonant applications by virtue of its inherent
airgap effect, the broadband transformer relies on a high
permeability material to achieve the tight overall magnetic circuit

EIN

required for optimum coupling at low frequencies. At high
frequencies the transmission line effect of the tightly twisted
conductors predominates while the effect of the cores permeability
decreases.

If the prospect of trying to estimate the impedance of twisted
pairs of 32 SWG may leave you a shade less than enthusiastic

Figure 2: Transformer lumped element equivalent circuit.

however, then the wideband autotransformer may be a good place

to start.

ONE WIRE WONDERS

Although apparently not widely recognised, it is not always
necessary to employ multilayer windings in autotransformers. In
low power applications, the core is often small enough to ensure
adequate interturn winding 'intimacy' and a monofilar design can
give excellent results. We'll look at some practical aspects of such
designs later but first a look at some of the important parameters

50 + jOR

>

= 200R

ZIN

of RF transformers is in order.
SPECMANSHIP

One important measure of an RF transformers performance is its
bandwidth, often graphically presented as a plot of the
transformer's transmission loss vs frequency. Fig. 1 shows a
possible plot for a broadband transformer, the bandwidth being

Figure 3: Ideal 1:4 autotransformer.

Ideal
Autotransformer

F2 - Fl.

As with any bandwidth figure, the two frequencies between which

the bandwidth is quoted are rather arbitrarilydetermined, and any
meaningful specification must be accompanied by the
corresponding transmission loss limitation.
The other important quality of a transformer that must also be
specified are its reflection characteristics. This specification defines
the quality of the transformer's impedance transformation over
the frequency range of interest.
Figure 2. shows a model of a transformer in terms of its 'lumped'
constants.
AUGUST 1982

Complex

R = 200R

Z

Figure 4: Simplified equivalent circuit of practical 1:4 autotransformer.
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5OR

Signal
Generator
50R

5OR

In

Out

Terminated 1:9
Autotransformer

150

MHz

(

'Alternative Connection
Shown by Dotted Line
Establishes Zero
Loss Reference.

200 MHz

/MHz
50MHz

Power
Meter

10 MHz

250 MHz

5 VSWR Circle

300 MHz

Figure 6: "Back -to -beck" transmission loss test set-up.

NOTHING'S PERFECT
A practical transformer thus exhibits an insertion loss and variation
in the impedance scaling factor. In order to specify the performance
of a transformer some means of measuring the variations of these

`qualities' with frequency is needed.
Any analysis of complex impedances would not be complete

without the ubiquitous Smith Chart and an autotransformer's
reflection characteristics could be specified by measuring the
complex impedance at various frequencies and plotting the results
as in Fig. S (pass the network analyser).
A more practical approach would be to assess the transformer's
reflection profile from VSWR measurements at various frequencies.
A practical autotransformer may have a VSWR of, say 1.5. This

Figure 5: Smith Chart presentations.

From this it can be seen that the transformer's low frequency
performance will be determined by Lp and, to a lesser extent, by
Rp. High frequency performance will be determined by the LI and
Cd as, with increasing frequency the reactance of LI will increase
while that of Cd will fall.
Over the majority of the transformer's bandwidth, its insertion
loss will be due to Rp and Rc with Rp being the dominating factor.
The parasitic elements of Fig. 2 do more than merely cause losses,
as they willalso affect the value of the impedance reflected from

the secondary to the primary.

Figure 3 show an ideal 1:4 autotransformer and, with its

secondary terminated with a 200R load, the impedance measured
at the primary terminals will be 50R.
Figure 4 shows the same 1:4 transformer but has the parasitic
elements of Fig. 2 lumped into a single network. With the 200R
secondary load, the impedance seen at the primary will now no
longer be a resistive 50R, but a complex impedance. the scaling
factor of the transformer is no longer 4, but some complex factor
a +jb. The object of the transformer designer is to get `a' as close

to 4 as possible and -b as close to zero.
Wavetek 2001 Sweep Generator

Philips PM 3260

Oscilloscope

Demod
In

complex impedance cannot be determined however, as this would

require details of the phase angle of the voltage with respect to
current. Back to the network analyser.
From transmission line theory we know that the voltage reflection
coefficient Q is given as
p

COMPLEX NUMBERS

RF
Out

would define a locus of points on the Smith Chart as shown in
Fig 5. The exact point on the VSWR circle that represents the

Vert.

Horiz.

Horiz.

Zr -Z0
Zr + Z0

Where Zr = The autotransformer's input impedance
Zo = Reference impedance
As Zr is a complex quantity, p is likewise complex. Zo is

assumed to be real.
The magnitude is given by

11-

r-1
r+1

Wavetek 2001 Sweep Generator
RF
Demod
Out
In
Vert. Horiz.

Philips PM 3260

Oscilloscope
Horiz.

Vert.

T

Vert.

HLogging

Logging

Amplifier
Wiltron

->
50 R

In

71E350

50R
Out

50R RF

Detector

Figure 7: Swept transmission loss test set-up.
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*Al ernative
connection

Amplifiern
1:n

shown by

dotted line
establishes
zero loss
reference.

Wiltron
67850
VSWR

R = n x 50R
50 R

Autotester

Figure 8: Swept VSWR test set-up.
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Where there's VSWR, there's return loss and this is given by
return loss (dB) = 20 log

1

Nominal Z Ratio

1 - 1.5
1-2
Although measurements of VSWR, the voltage reflection
coefficient and return loss do not provide any phase information,

they do provide a convenient way of specifying reflection
characteristics, and they can be measured with the sort of test
equipment that is more accessible to engineers and enthusiasts.

1-3

1 -4

1-5

1 - 6.25
1 - 7.5

1 -9

1 - 16

MEASURING UP.

The most convenient way of measuring transmission quality is to
place two identical autotransformers in a back-to-back
configuration as shown in Fig. 6 the equipment required is asignal
generator and a 50R power meter. First the generator is connected
directly to the power meter to determine the zero loss reference

"Primary" Turns

"Secondary" Turns

4

5

5

7

4
4
4
4
4
4

7

4

8
9
10
11

12

16

Note: "Primary" refers to number of turns from tap to
ground. "Secondary" refers to number of turns on entire
winding.

level P1.

The back-to-back transformers are then interposed between the
generator and power meter and a second power level, P2, is noted.

The insertion loss for each autotransformer is given by

Insertion Loss = P2 - Pi
2

The back-to-back method may not be very 'pure' in theory, but
in practice the results obtained with this technique show good

agreement with other, more direct, means of insertion loss
measurement.
Figure 7 shows a practical set-up for swept transmission loss

measurements and providing all lead lengths are kept to a

minimum, excellent results over a wide range of frequencies can
be obtained.
TIME TO REFLECT

Reflection measurements are made by using a set-up similar to that
shown in Fig. 8. As discussed earlier, these are based on VSWR
measurments and the one unusual component shown in Fig. 8 is
the VSWR autotester, a device that produces a DC output voltage
proportional to Q (shades of the R&EW 'Autobridge' published
last month). The logging amplifier is included to display the return

Figure 12: Cutaway drawing of
1:4 monofilar autotransformer.

loss in dB as a function of frequency.
THEORY INTO PRACTICE

The type of core best suited to monofilar autotransformer designs
is a two -hole ferrite balun core.
AUGUST 1982
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Figure 13: Transmission loss and VSVVR.

are not the traditional initial permeability and loss factor figures
as these are the result of measurements on a core expressed as

though it were a resistor and inductor in series. The type of
information required concerns the behaviour of the core when
treated as a resistor and inductor in series.
The figure often referred to as the material cutoff frequency is
also of little concern in wideband autotransformers. This figure
is the point at which series permeability has dropped a signficant
amount from its low frequency value. For wideband transformers
the important quantity is the parallel inductive reactance (LP) which
is, to a good approximation, the series permeability multiplied by
frequency. Thus although permeability becomes less with increasing
frequency, Lp either increases or remains constant and the material

still forms a useful wideband transformer.
To select a material it is thus necessary to have information on

the parallel components of the magnetic parameters such as

parallel inductive reactance, Lp and parallel resistance, Rp, as a
function of frequency. Figs. 9 to 11 show such curves for Fairrite
65 material (Neosid F16, Philips 4C6).
THE SHAPE OF THINGS

3 1:9 TransfarmEr$

It has been mentioned that the most suitable core for a monofilar
autotransformer is the two hole balun core (Fig. 12). It would be

1.2

useful to have a measure of any particular core's value as a

yTrflerOffl

1.1

Sn. ran f 0 UIIP/'

T, 1.0
vi 0.9

wideband transformer. Such a number can be generated and is
known as the core's Form factor. The lower this number, the wider

the frequency range of the finished transformer.
The form factor is defined as
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Figure 14: Transmission loss comparison.
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1w = length of one turn of wire
le = effective magnetic path length
Ae = effective magnetic area
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A graph of a typical monofilar autotransformer's performance is
shown in Fig. 13 while Figs. 14 and 15 compare the performance
of three different forms of construction. It can be seen that the
monofilar autotransformer offers superior performance to those
employing standard toroids and multifilar windings.
The above has hopefully shown, that with the right information
to hand, the design of an autotransformer need not owe anything
to guess work. A systematic approach to the design should enable
an optimum transformer design to be realised in a fraction of the
time needed for a 'suck it and see exercise'. It's also a lot easier
on the nerves.
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Figure 15: VSWR comparison.

In such designs, to obtain different impedance transformation
ratios it is only necessary to select a turns ratio according to the
formula:

10'
105

107

106

10°

108

Frequency In Hertz

Figure 16

Parallel impedance per turn for a Balun Core in three materials.

Zt = I.
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Your Reactions

MATERIAL MATTERS
Referring back to Fig. 2 we note that the important factors when
selecting a particular material on which to wind an autotransformer
20
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Transistor/Diode Checker

- design by J. C. Barker.

1ERCUIT
NOTE:
IC1 IS CD4093
IC2 IS CD4016
01 IS BC109

Figure 1: The Checker's Circuit Diagram.

01 & 2 ARE IN4148
IC1 & IC2

(111)1

PIN 14

R3

330R
R1

10M

IC2a

12

'Cid

IC1b

IC
11

IC2d

DI
TEST PROBES

13

D2
9

IC1c
10

0

R2

A

2

150k

IC1 & IC2

IC2b
10

PIN 7

R4

IC2c
R5

R6

820k

6u8

I=1

820k

2205

PIEZZO
BUZZER

C2

T1000p

ov 0

THIS IN-CIRCUIT transistor /diode

When in use, points A&B are bridged by

checker, to use modern parlance is very
'user friendly' and ergonomically designed. The facilities include:-

a finger, and ICId's output goes high,
which enables ICla to oscillate slowly. Q1
is now turned on which supplies power to

the four switches. IC la and IC1b supply
1)Automatic turn -on in use, and indication

that it is working correctly.
2)Checks p junctions without the
necessity of constantly reversing the test

leads or looking away from the circuit
board to a meter reading.
3)Turns off when not in use.
Referring to Fig. 1; when not in use, IC Id

output is low and neither ICI a nor ICIc
oscillates. Q1 is turned off, and no current
is supplied to the four electronic switches.
In this mode the unit consumes negligible
current.

antiphase slow clock pulses to the switches,
which turn on either S l&S2 or S3&S4 alternatively, thus constantly reversing the supp-

Referring to Fig. 2, two insulated lengths
of fine wire are laced to one of the test probe leads, and connected to points A&B in
the main diagram. When the tester is in use,
the two exposed wires are touched with a

finger which turns the unit on.

R&EW

ly polarity to the test probes.
With nothing connected to the probes
IC1c is enabled, which oscillates, sounding

the piezo buzzer, indicating all is well.
When the probes are short circuited the
tone stops. If a pn junction is connected
across the probes a pulsed tone is now
heard, indicating a good component.
Construction of the unit is not critical
and can be made up on PCB or vero board.

The only point to note is the make up of

2 WIRE WITH INSULATION
REMOVED FROM LAST INCH

TEST PROBE

one of the test probes.

Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

Circle No.
104
105
106
107

2WIRE LACED TO
TEST PROBE LEAD

INSULATING TAPE

Figure 2: Details of Probe Construction.
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READERS
LETTERS

RAE: The HO answers...
Dear Sir,

We were interested to see your proposals for
changes in the arrangements for licensing
amateur radio operators. As to the RAE run by
the City and Guilds Institute, the nature of the
examination itself is, of course, a matter for the
Institute. Under the International Radio
Regulations we are required to satisfy ourselves
as to the technical qualifications of any person

operating an amateur radio station.
We require applicants for an amateur radio
licence to pass the RAE as this clearly establishes
an easily identifiable and acceptable standard for

applicants. Once this criterion has been

all

satisfied, it is not clear what purpose would be
served by making the examination more arduous.
One possible consequence of doing so would be
to increase the amount of unlicenced operation.

Certainly we have no evidence to suggest that
the standard presently required by the Institute
was anything else than to ensure that successful

candidates are suitable persons to pursue a
course of self -training in radio communication
while operating within the terms of their licences.
It is also a requirement of the International Radio
Regulations that any person operating an

Facts and opinions; Yours and Ours
Dominated again this month by our proposals for changes to the
arrangements for licensing Amateur Radio Operators.

Any new scheme must follow on from the
present arrangements, and this one will. Class
A licensees will continue as at present, although

conceivably an increase in power could be
allowed for achieving 'points' in an advanced
test. In practice, this would legalize the very high
power run by some stations already rather than
increase the power used on the bands; after all,

who buys 1 kW linears and cuts them back to
400W PEP.

Class B licensees should have the option to
continue as now, or operate at low power on HF
phone. CW should be allowed after passing a 5
wpm test 'Comprehensive Only' as in the US i.e.

a standard good enough to ensure basically
sound procedures, but easy enough for all (i.e.
even me!). The points system would then apply

up to the highest of about, say, 4 levels of
competency, measured by technical knowledge
or CW speed. This would enable the technically
competent to attain the maximum benefits from
the permit of amateur radio, but would not deny

the value of CW.
It is deplorable that, while the standard
required in the technical examination has
declined in recent years, the CW requirement has

maintained the relatively high level of 12 wpm.
Other countries have either no test, or a basic
5 wpm test, often receiving only and requiring
comprehension of the message but not a
verbatim transcript.

amateur station should have proved that he is

capable of sending correctly by hand and
receiving correctly by ear texts in Morse code.
Administrations may waive this requirement in
the case of stations which make use exclusively
of frequencies above 30 MHz. Where bands are

Incentive licensing would dramatically improve
the technical standard of the 'average' amateur

and would ensure that the hobby remains an
interesting mixture of possibilities for both the
technical and the operators.

shared and more generally in the HF bands where

signals can reach great distances, it is essential
that an amateur interfering with another station
should be able to read signals from that station
so that he can know he is causing interference
and can take remedial action. Despite the advent
of equipment which is capable of sending and

PHS

Northants

consider that a compelling case has so far been
advanced which suggests that by abandoning
the Morse test we would not be risking serious
difficulties. For this reason we do not at present
propose to abandon the Morse test.

The fees for amateur licences were last
increased in January 1981 to meet rising costs
and to avoid a loss to public funds. Licensees
are examined each year and adjustments are
made as necessary to cover the cost of
administering the licensing system. The period
for which amateur licences are valid is a point
which we are considering as part of the current
review of the licensing structure being carried
out by the Department.
P N McDonald
Home Office

Deer Si,
On the subject of Morse for the Radio Amateur,
might I suggest you add to your kit the possibility
of a form of incentive licensing for the UK based
on more power and more bands to more highly

'qualified' amateurs. The abilities required for
technical examinations and for morse operation

are clearly so different that two alternative,
parallel paths to qualifications could be offered.
As a base point, nobody should be allowed on

must admit I've never seen

or

read ar

a 'one issue only' basis, but are intended to be
a permanent feature of ALL future editions of the
magazine.'
I was rather disappointd when, last week, I
bought the May issue of R&EW and found that
it had got thinner. 'What's this?', I thought, when

picked it up. 'It can't be R&EW can it?' Well
you can imagine my surprise when I found out
I

that you had gone back to your original 96 pages.
I had to count each page, just to make sure I was

not an April fool.
Well that's enough about the bad points of

your nearly perfect magazine. Two of the

features I particularly enjoy reading are the Data
Brief and Circuit Blocks. These are very helpful
when I am trying to design my own circuits, for
a change.

While looking through your past editions
noticed that you have not covered much test
equipment in your constructional projects. May
I

the air without sufficient technical knowledge
to avoid causing a nuisance to other operators
or causing TVI etc. From this stage, 'points'
could be earned by passing technical exams or
morse tests, or of course, both. More 'points'
would earn more bands and/or more power

I suggest a few. How about a digital multimeter,
or maybe an oscilloscope. Anyway I'd just like

allowance.

Nuneaton
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to congratulate you on a fantastic magazine,
despite its size, and wish you the best for the
KB

meet with requirements of style and content, and

we look forward to receiving many more.
Dear Sir,
Having taken your magazine since it first started,
and been pleased with the contents, I have had

nc real complaints... until now.
Although it is not the sole reason

buy the
magazine, I always turn to SW News from Frank
I

A Baldwin, being a Short Wave listener, and
always find some useful information. However,
the format has been changed this month (May

1982) to try to provide a more balanced view
of all radio activities.
Firstly, I don't like the idea of the SW News
and tips being shortened, as very few tips means

it is hardly performing its function.
Secondly, if a more balanced view of the radio
spectrum is aimed at, devote more space so a
proper job may be done of it. Little bits and bobs
are of no use to anybody and I certainly do not
find a column on what CB fanatics decide to call

themselves in the slightest bit interesting.

I

realise space is at a premium, in a magazine but

1.5 pages is not enough to do justice to such
a wide subject as you are attempting.
I hope the column is not how it will continue
in future issues but just a temporary thing, and
will return to plain old short wave news.
One more thing, I note several letters asking

I

electronics journal as good as yours ever before.
It is by far the best electronics journal available
on the bookshelves today. I have, however, one
criticism to make. If you refer back to your March
issue, on page seven it says, and I quote;
'Those extra pages are not provided simply on

future.

issue in terms of lead-time. Nevertheless, we
hope that we have maintained the number of
editorial pages at an acceptable level,' and will
be reintroducing the fatter issue size in time for
the autumn 'season'. Readers are beginning to
help a great deal by submitting features that

would be very interested to know what
equipment he uses, and some general

Dear Sir,
I

Well, we're very sorry about the drop in pages,
but we have had a few problems with production
schedules that have effectively put us back an

for features for future issues. How about another
to add to the list, inside 'Frank Baldwins Shack'.

Never mind the width

receiving Morse automatically, we do not

R&EW:

background as to how he goes about DXing, etc.
SS

Market Harborough
Dear Sir,
Having read your review of the SMC OSCAR 1
CB rig, I am taking up your invitation to write to

you 'if I know better'.
The main board, PTBM134A0 X, is used in at

least two other rigs to my certain knowledge,
namely the YORK JCB863 ISULKINI and the
BINATONE 5 -STAR. These two rigs, along wih
the SMC, appear to be very similar, with minor

differences concerned with the front panel

arrangement. I note that the OSCAR rig differs
from the other two rigs in having a 5 -pin DIN
microphone plug/socket, normally considered to
be inferior by the CB cognoscenti, as the plug
is likely to part company with the rig at awkward
moments.
I, too, was surprised by the Delta -tune circuit
arrangement when first studied the circuit
diagram, but haven't noticed any undue
problems attributable to this implementation.
JM
Wokingham
I

R&EW:

Thanks to all those who responded to this
feature. We have learned of some 25 'look alike'

rigs based around the Cybernet chassis, and
conclude there must be a few more still. This
neatly highlights the oft stated fact that there
are basically 5 chassis in the entire CB industry!
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off,

fillICTAJJAVE EIDDALEs LID
THEY'RE ALL NEW... AND FIRST CLASS!
MM2001

MML144/30-LS

MML144/100-LS

144MHz 30 WATT LINEAR
& Rx PREAMP

RTTY TO TV CONVERTER

144MHz 100 WATT LINEAR
& Rx PREAMP

MTV435
435 MHz TELEVISION
TRANSMITTER

(appearance as 30 Watt model)

100 WATTS OUT FOR 1 OR 3
WATTS INPUT ON 144MHz.

NOW WITH EXTRA FACILITIESI
- SUITABLE FOR UOSAT
Tins converter, MM2001, contains a terminal unit
and microprocosSor controlled TV interface. and
mown only an audio input from a receiver and a
12 volt DC supply to enable a hve display of -off.
air" RTTY and ASCII on any Standard dOmettiC
UHF TV set
The MM2001 won decode thew moods
RTTY
455. 50 75, 100 baud
ASCII
110 300, NV. 1200 baud

EATURES
30 WATTS OUTPUT POWER
SUITABLE FOR 1 OR 3 WATT TRANSCEIVERS

LINEAR ALL MOPE OPERATION
STRAIGHT THROUGH MODE WHEN TURNED OFF
ULTRA LOW NOISE RECEIVE PREAMP !nem
EQUIPPED WITH RFVOX
Ins new product ha boon dammed from our highly
sucpssful MMLI44/25 It .s 'unable for use with I watt
or 3 wet /venue...en and the Input level w switch
wwtabia from the frorh panel Other front Panel mounted
lOtel COntfollfng the swathing cfroutt, allow the .14
10 Off aft ,n c.fRot at all urn.. The linenamplifier and
the ultra iow noise rem. pump can both be .ndePan
dentla switched in and out of circuit In this way mM.rnum
v1411.. tf, n affordoo

£169inc.VAT (P&P £2.50)

Tits oer. two stage 144MHz solid state "near amplifier has
been ,ntroduced a a result of The large number of low pow,
tronsoliaen CuneMIV ...ladle When road In coNunclion
wan such triftSCIO.ft tn.% unit will provide an output of
100 watts

Seswia front panel mounted swathes controihng the
sw.tch.ng cireu.try allow the unit to be left in circud at al.

tan. Tn. Iwear amplifier and the ultra low most Paine
Preamla can botn be .naeoendently woo:heel
ad Out of
<u.1 In tn., way nsa.rnum versalihty and flexibtlit .s
avaiabie to the user at Me tl.ck of semen

A p,,nter output iCentron.rs compatible) allows
nard Copy of received lions.% Ths unit H Compaq
.tile with amateur and commercial transmds.ons

EATURES
100 WATTS RF OUTPUT SUITABLE FOR 1 WATT
OR 3 WATT TRANSCEIVERS
STRAIGHT THROUGH MODE WHEN TURNED OFF
ULTRA LOW NOISE RECEIVE PAEANS, 1351(881
EQUIPPED WITH RFVOX
SUPPLIED WITH ALL CONNECTORS

USE THIS NEW AMPLIFIER WITH YOUR FT290R,
C58 T R2300 enc. AND HAVE MOBILE OR BASE
STATION PERFORMANCE AT A REALISTIC COST,

£65inc. VAT (P&P £2.50)

USE THIS NEW AMPLIFIER WITH YOUR FT290R.
C58, TR2300 etc. AND HAVE MOBILE OR BASE
STATION PERFORMANCE

£145inc. VAT (P&P £3)

EATURES
20 WATTS PSP OUTPUT POWER

BUILT IN WAVEFORM TEST GENERATOR
TWO VIDEO INPUTS
AERIAL CHANGEOVER FOR R X CONVERTER
TWO CHANNEL USING PLUG IN CRYSTALS
This M1,0

OrrnanCe ATV trafISOlittef [Ontlts Ot
two channel exciter. video modulator and a two slags
20 watt linear amplifier The unit 04.11 accept both colour
and monochrome lignals, and a sync pulse clamp is .n
.0,1Peted to ensure maximum Output. An internal PM
diode aerial c.o switch allows Connection of the penal to
a suitable receive converter when .n the receive mode
IMMC435,600 - E72,901 Full transmit .recess switching
,s inCluded together with an internal waveform tent
generator which will assist the user In ad,usting the goof
and block level controls

£149inc. VAT (P&P £31

ALL MICROWAVE MODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS I Including PA Transistors)
SPACE PERMITS ONLY A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THESE NEW PRODUCTS
HOWEVER A FULL DATA SHEET IS
AVAILABLE FREE ON REQUEST OTHER NEW PRODUCTS INCLUDE

MMS2

MML28/100-S
MMK1691/137-5

- ADVANCED MORSE TRAINER
- 10 METRE 100 WATT LINEAR/RX PREAMP
- 1691 MHz WEATHER SATELLITE CONVERTER

AIL
WELCOME

111,11

Ntilat RANGE

OF PRODUC TS WILL BE

- £155.00 Inc VAT (p&p E2.501
- £129.95 Inc VAT IP&P 0.001
- f115.00 Inc VAT (P&P £2.501

EXHIBITED AND ON SALE
AT MOST OF THE 1982
MOBILE RALLIES BY
OUR SALES TEAM

MICROWAVE MODULES

HOURS:

BROOKFIELD DRIVE. AINTREE, LIVERPOOL. L9 7AN. ENGLAND
Telephone'
523 4011 Telex 628608 MICRO G
CALLERS ARE WELCOME. PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

MONDAY - FRIDAY
9 - 12.30; 1 - 5.00

214 for further details

G4JDT
HARVEY

G8NKV
DAVE

EAST LONDON HAM STORE

H. LEXTON LIMITED
RADIO & ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

191

RANCIS ROAD LEYTOEX

TEL 0F1-558

E.10

0854 TE G
8953609 LEXTON

ENGINEERS ALWAYS AVAILABLE ON THE PREMISES

GASFET MASTHEAD PREAMPS

DRESSLER AMPLIFIERS

EXCLUSIVE TO US
D70 70cms 600.00
D200S 2mtr 400 + FM 1kW PEP
D200 2mtr 300 + FM 600W PEP
D200C 2mtr 125W FM 190W PEP

£500.00
£600.00
£495.00
£295.00

These High Power 240V linears using 06/40 or 4CX 250 or 4CX 350 EIMAC tubes
not using grounded grid system fully protected, no thermal damage to PA final possible.

VV700GAAS
£79.00
VV200GAAS
£69.00
VV2000GAAS £79.00
VV interface
£18.00
0.7 - 0.9dB S -Ns
0.2dB insertion loss
3SK97 GAASFET

Also Available: ICOM YAESU TRIO/KENWOOD STANDARD DATONG MICROWAVE MODULES JAYBEAM CUSHCRAFT

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE - PLUGS SKTS CO -AX 2MTR COLINEAR £31.50, 70CIVI COLINEAR £31.50
Access

AUGUST 1982

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT THE PRESENT RATE OF 15%

BARCLAYCARD

OPEN MON FRIDAY 9 00-5 30 SATURDAY 10:00 3-00 INSTANT HP FACILITY AVAILABLE
EASY ACCESS M2 M11 MI NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD -EASY PARKING

VISA

215 for further details
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This month Gary Evans has news of Sony's entry
to the micromarket place and of a gathering
of the Commodore Clan.

(rje°V

IS14

THE GIANTS OF the Japanese electronic

industry are starting to enter the micro
computer battle field with a vengeance.
We've seen the Sharp and Casio machines
over here, the States have additional
representives of (far)eastern promise

including a Hitachi machine and the
recently released Sony SMC- 70.
SONY'S STORY

The SMC-70 is a business orientated
machine and, although the model is too
new to have been assesed by any impartial

parties, there seems no reason to doubt
Sony's claim that the machine has been
designed to the high engineering standards
associated with other Sony products.
Expertise from all wings of the Sony empire

has been applied to the computer, in

The system thus doubles as a powerful

It

is however, rather disappointingly, a

particular the video interface capability of
the SMC-70 seems to owe much to Sony's
long experience with TV systems.
The system has been designed to make

business computer, an area in which it faces

to the production of video software, in
which role it has the field to itself.

for Dairy Farmers. Takes the fun out of
life doesn't it.

effective use of industrial video disc systems

PANIC STATIONS
The Commodore computer gathering also

generated displays and video frames to be

The basic system includes the computer,
the built in SMC - 7012 dual micro floppy
disk unit, the SMI-7020 dot matrix printer
and the CPD-120 Hi -resolution monitor.

superimposed on the same screen - a unique

Price is to be about $3,800.

and, if our interpretation of the Press
Release is correct, will allow computer
and powerful feature that would enable
impressive graphic displays to be produced.

The SMC-70 incorporates its own 12"
monitor, either black and white or a colour

system using a Trinitron tube.
The machine is Z80 based and Sony have
licensed the CP/M operating system

ensuring that there will be no lack of
software for the machine.
A number of plug-in units based on a

design that Sony claim eliminates the
problems of inserting exposed circuit boards into a computer, problems that
ZX81 owners know all about. Plug-in
modules include a 16 bit processor, RS -232

interface, IEEE card, battery back up unit
any additional memory to complement the
basic models 64K.
The computer incorporates Sony's 3.5'
micro floppy drive, recently licensed by

much competition, and as a powerful aid

The colour system replaces the CPD-120
black and white monitor with the Trinitron
KX-1211 colour TV and will cost $4,300.
The systems are due to become generally
available during September, as yet there is

no news of a date for their arrival in this
country.
FRANTIC FAIR
The Commodore Computing Fair is an
event that has grown in size with each year
that it has been staged. This year the event

virtually took over the Cunard Hotel,
Hammersmith at the beginning of June.
The formula of the show has remained
the same, the formula being to gather all
the diverse dealers and software houses
dealing in things Commodore under one

roof and flinging the doors open to the
public. Its a recipe that works and some

Hewlett Packard for use in some of its
computer equipment - a good
recomendation indeed. The machine is

15000 were expected at this year's show.
There were many new products at the

small in size, 366mm wide x 90mm high x

machines from Commodore themselves
(previewed in July's R&EW). We don't
have space to go into the various products
but can't resist mentioning one item from
the Commodore Applications catalogue.
A software package named'Supercow'

444mm, and light at 10.5 pounds.
The SMC-70 firmware includes a Rom
diagnostic routine that checks the machines
functions after power up. The system can
also be instructed to 'fetch' its first
instruction after switch on from either the
ROM, the disc or an external ROM pack.
26

show, pride of place going to the new

conjures up a vivid mental image - perhaps

a simulation of a Joan Collins film role.

management and record -keeping program

saw a minor outbreak of panic when

it

seemed that the VIC series' arch rival, the
Sinclair Spectrum, had weaved its way into
the show. We don't know whether the hand
of Clive Sinclair was behind things,
although the whole thing has that certain

style. Any road up, according to an indiscreetly overheard conversation over the

security contingent's radios, it appeared
that one stand had done a deal with Sinclair
- just what the deal was is a mystery - but

it would have meant a Sinclair Spectrum
at the show. The Commodore heavies were
quick to move in and amid talk of closing
stands down (wonder what sort of contract
the exhibitors had to sign?). The Spectrum

threat was removed.
That was not the only fly in the ointment

however, the issue of Your Computer
magazine on sale during the show featured

a flexi- disc with ZX81 software in a
prominent position on its front cover.
Shades of paranoia apparent in some
Commodore people - whatever happened
to the spirit of competition.

R & EW
Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

Circle No.
78
79
80
81

RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

COMING NEXT MONTH IN R&EW

PROJECTS, DATABRIEFS, REVIEWS, FEATURES, NEWS, COMMENT - IT'S ALL IN THE
SEPTEMBER ISSUE OF R&EW.

AIRBAND RECEIVER
A SYNTHESIZED 720
CHANNEL DESIGN
The VHF airband occupies
frequencies from 118MHz to
136MHz with 25kHz spacing.
Transmission is AM with
double sideband and carrier

- very old fashioned but
almost impossible to change
now that it's enshrined as an
international standard.
Our 11 IC design features
four PCBs, one carries the
RF front end, the synthesizer
and frequency selector logic
occupy another two and the
IF and audio stages the
fourth board.

R&EW

416110m PREAMPS
Tuned preamplifiers designed to complement the multiband
up -converter published in this issue.
Small in size they exhibit a useful performance making them
useful in systems where extra gain and selectivity is required.

First with the news
MINI -DRILL
CONTROLLER

DX -TV SETTING STARTED

The first of two practical
implementations of the
SMVF motor controller that
Ray Marston introduces in
this month's data file.
The design provides fully variable speed control with
self adjusting speed
regulation making previously
published designs based on
`variable DC voltage' or 'fixed
frame pulse -width' principles

Since Keith Hamer and Garry Smith began their regular DX TV column we've had numerous enquiries from readers who
wish to know more about the equipment needed for long
distance TV reception.
All is explained next month when DX -TV receiving systems
are examined in detail - from the aerial to the IF frequency

ARTICLES DESCRIBED
HERE ARE SCHEDULED, HOWEVER THE FINAL
CONTENT MAY VARY TO SOME EXTENT.

conversion unit that provides an output suitable for a

look rather `old -hat'.

standard UK TV set.
AUGUST 1982
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Display file in memory

MEMORY

UHF Modulator

Computer Logic

Figure 1: The route by which characters in the

Display File reach the TV screen.

TV Screen

UNDERSTANDING THE ZX81 DISPLAY FILE
Allen Pardoe explains the ZX81's display
file with the aid of some example programs.

--ROM -

Used for
TV Display

- Programmes,Variables etc.

0

8K

64K

48K

32K

16K

-

The display file of the ZX81 is the part of the memory that contains

the necessary information to tell the computer what to print on

Figure 2(a): The organisation of memory.

the TV screen. As the ZX81 goes about the business of computing,

it keeps going to the display file, picking up information, and
sending messages to the television; when and how it does this is
governed by the hardware of the ZX81 (Fig. 1).
An unusual feature of the ZX81 display file is that it can move

about in the memory map of the computer; it is not in a fixed
memory area, starting at a particular address. The computer needs
to know where this display file starts, and so it stores the address

of the first part of the display file in an area of memory known
as 'system variables'. The information on this part of the memory
is to be found on pages 177 to 179 of the Sinclair handbook, and
is outlined in Fig. 2. The particular address we are interested in
in the systems
is called D -FILE and is stored in
variables, 16396 and 16397. To find the address in memory where
the display file begins, the calculation:- peek 16396 + 256* peek

16397 is carried out. This gives the memory address where the
display file starts in memory. The area of memory immediately
before this stores the Basic programme you are using - so if you
add more to the programme, then the address of the start of the
display file must move up the memory to allow the programme
into its proper area - (Fig. 3).
THE TWO TYPES OF DISPLAY FILE
The ZX81 has two types of display file, depending on the amount

of memory available. In both cases the first address (D- FILE)
contains the number 118.
1 IF THE MEMORY IS LESS THAN 3.25K
In this case the display file for an empty screen usually consists
of only 25 bytes, each the code of NEWLINE (118); if the computer

prints anything onto the screen (and so puts into the display file
information on what is printed), then each line expands to hold
the information, but is still terminated by the number 118 to tell
the computer a newline is needed. The display file then gets bigger,

depending on how much is to be printed on the screen.
IF THE MEMORY IS GREATER THAN 3.25K
The computer sets up a full sized display file, which consists of
24 lines, each of 32 spaces with a 33rd character in each line which

00000000000000000000000000000000 118
Figure 4(a): An empty line stored in the

88888888888888888888888888888888 118
Figure 4(b): A line of graphics as stored in the Display File.
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16384

Display
File

Basic

System
Variables

Progamme

D. File

16509

Vars

Figure 2(b): The position of the Display File
within the ZX81's memory.

792 Bytes
16509

Vars

D. File

Figure 3(a): A small programme

792 Bytes
I

16509

I

Vars

D. File

Figure 3(b): Adding to a user programme causes
the Display File to move up the memory map.

tells the computer to go to a newline. If we again look at an empty
screen, there are for each line 32 empty spaces (all 0) with a 33rd
number for newline (118). If the computer starts to print anything
onto the screen, then it must store that information in the display

file, and so stores the correct codes for what is to be printed in
the file. A typical empty line as stored in the display file is shown
in Fig. 4a.together with a row showing a line of graphic symbols
in Fig.4b
A bit of arithmetic will show that the display file in this second
situation, with the memory greater than 3.25K, is 24 * 33 = 792
addresses, and so 792 bytes of memory are usually reserved for
this purpose.
USING THE DISPLAY FILE
It is a simple matter to find out the position in memory of the start

of the display file. Type in: PRINT PEEK 16396 + 256*PEEK16397
followed by NEWLINE
The result printed in the top left hand corner of the screen is the
start address of the display file - with no Basic programme in the
computer this should be 16509. You can show that the display file
is mainly empty spaces (code 0) with a clear screen by typing in: PRINT PEEK 16510 (or any number up to 16509 + 792 = 17301)
followed by NEWLINE
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

FEATURE
In most cases the result is 0, showing an empty space in that position

B oa I

of the display file. However, you can also put a number into an
address in the display file, and so get the computer to print a
character on the screen instead of an empty space. With an empty
screen, type in: -

MMMMIIMMMMIBMMMMOIIMMMMMOIIIIIMMMIMII

POKE 16510,128
followed by NEWLINE

OMMENIMMOMMEMMENNN

In this case a black square will appear in the top lefthand corner

ineur 9u.n Clam, Off -

2 D om

of the screen. This is the same result that is produced by the

DO %0T USE

111111111111MMIIMMIIIIIIIIIMMIIIMME1111

instructions: -

MENNENIMMOIMOMMINIMMEI
IMMEMINIMMIONMEMINIOMINMEN

PRINT "" (with an empty screen)
or PRINT AT 0,0; " "
or PRINT AT 0,0;CHR$ 128

IIMMMMMIIIEMMEMIIIIIIMMMMMMM

IMMIMOMMOMMOIMMENNE
MIIMINIMMIIMMOINIMOMMO

in each case followed by NEWLINE
In all these cases the net result is the same, and is obtained by the
number 128 being put into the first address of the display file.

33 Boom

This idea can be expanded to print anything at all onto the screen,

BO

792

Figure 5: The organisation of the ZX81's display.

by putting the correct numbers into the correct positions in the
display file. One way of thinking of this is shown in Fig. 5. Consider
the display file as a set of 792 boxes, arranged 24 boxes high by
33 boxes across. The last box in each horizontal row is closed off

for your purposes (it contains the number 118), and if you try to
put a number other than 118 into it, the computer gets confused
and all sorts of funny things may happen.

Programmes 1 and 2 are straightforward Basic ones; programme
3 simulates the processes operated by the machine code programme
4 - but by using BASIC to poke the numbers into the display file.

To put the numbers into the boxes you can use various processes.
This is shown by the four programmes that follow; they vary from
short Basic programmes that operate slowly, through a longer Basic
programme that operates much more quickly, to the fast operation

Type in: 5 REM followed by 150 zeros

of a machine code programme.

To load in the machine code, a loader programme is supplied.

then press NEWLINE
Type in the loader programme when this is done, then press RUN
and NEWLINE. The prompt ( = inverse L) appears at the bottom

of the screen. Type in each number in turn, followed by

NEWLINE, and the computer prints up the address and the

No. of Lines

Programme

Length

494
476

9

1137

2

24

1

2
3

21

58
2

4

Time Taken
4Y2

Bytes

programme by typing in number 10 to 80 in steps of ten, each time
followed by NEWLINE. If you want to check the programme, a

Very Quick

203

Seconds

PROGRAMME 1

number entered. When the last number has been entered, type in
a number greater than 255 at the next prompt to stop loading.
LISTing should give the programm shown. Delete the loading

suitable programme is also supplied. Finally add: 20 RAND USR 16514
followed by NEWLINE

PROGRAIIi E 3

PROGRAMME 2

5
10
20
30
40
80
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160

REM HELLO 1
LET YO=18
FOR Y=Y0 TO YO+9
FOR X=0 TO 1
PLOT 7+X,Y
PLOT 13+X,Y
PLOT 17+X,Y
PLOT 27+x,Y
PLOT 37+X,Y
PLOT 47+X,Y
PLOT 53+X,Y
NEXT X
NEXT Y
FOR N=1 TO 5
FOR X-0 TO 1
PLOT 7+N,22+X
PLOT 17+N,22+X

190
200
210
220
230
240
250

PLOT
PLOT
PLOT
PLOT
NEXT
NEXT
STOP

306 REM HELLO 2
310 LET R=128
320 FOR N=1 TO 5
330 LET B=N+7
340 PRINT AT B,4;CHR$ A
350 PRINT AT
A
360 PRINT AT 8,9;CHR
370 PRINT AT 6,14,CH$A
380 PRINT AT 8,19;CMR$ A
390 PRINT AT 8,24;CHR$ A
400 PRINT RT 6,27;CHR$ A
410 NEXT N
420 FOR N=0 TO 3
430 PRINT RT 10,4+N;CHR$ A
440 PRINT AT 8,9+N;CHR$ A
450 PRINT AT 10,9+N;CHRA R
R
480 PRINT AT 12,9+N;CHR
470 PRINT AT 12,14+N;CH $ A
480 PRINT AT 12,19+N;CHR$ A
490 PRINT RT 12,24+N;CHR$A
500 PRIEXTNT NAT 6,24+N;CHR$ A
510 N
520 STOP

170 PLOT 17+N,18+)(
160 PLOT 17444.26+X

27+N,18+X
37+N,18+X
47+N,18+X
47+N,26+X
X
N

605 REM HELLO 3
610 LET D=PEEK 16396+25.6*PEEK
6397
620 LET R=128
910 POKE
630 POKE D+69,8
920 POKE
640 POKE 0+272,8
930 POKE
650 POKE D+274,8
340 POKE
660 POKE D+275,8
950 POKE
670 POKE 0+276,8
960
POKE
660 POKE 0+277,A
970 POKE
690 POKE 0+279,9
980 POKE
700 POKE 0+284,8
990 POKE
710 POKE 0+289,A
1000 POKE
720 POKE D+290,A
1010 POKE
730 POKE D+291,8
1020 POKE
740 POKE D+292,A
1030 POKE
750 POKE 0+302,A
1040 POKE
760 POKE 0+305,8
1050 POKE
770 POKE 0+307,8
1060 POKE
780 POKE 0+312,8
1070 POKE
790 POKE 0+317,8
1080 POKE
800 POKE D+322,A
1090 POKE
810 POKE 0+325,8
1100 POKE
820 POKE 0+335,8
1110 POKE
830 POKE 0+336,8
1120 POKE
840 POKE D+337,8
1130 POKE
850 POKE 04.338,14
1140 POKE
860 POKE D+340,8
1150 POKE
$70 POKE 0+341,A
1160 POKE
POKE
0+34204
:::
1170 POKE
POKE 0+343,8
1180 POKE
900 POKE 0+345.8

D+350,A
0+355,A
0+356,8
D+368,A
D+371,8
0+373,8
0+378,8
0+383,8
0+388,8
D+391,R
D+401,8
0+404,8
0+406,A
D+407,8
D+408,A
04409,8
0+411,A
D+412,R
D+413,R
0+414,A
0+416,8
D+417,A
0+418,8
O +419,A
0+421,8
0+422,A
O +423,8
0+424,8

CHECK PROGRAMME

ALTERNATIVE CHECK

5 REM )1ORNDEORND FAST FOR GOS
GOSUB PJTRIS IrNOTRN 5 :.).(.=

UA:eERND7777 FOR .Y.7, LPRINT F.
-? -0 /1.6.-0. 7. . 8.
-0.
+

79

M! -re

0. T. y

?10

eiralLEE.00ILEIVEFergran
20 FOR N=16514 TO 16660
30 PRINT N.
-,PEEK N
40 NEXT N
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TIM MESSAGE

PROGRAMME

'Fe

10
20
30
40
50
60

PRINT AT 21,0;
FOR N=16514 TO 16664
SCROLL
PRINT N,- -;REEK N
IF PEEK N=201 THEN STOP
NEXT N

HELLO
29

REVIEW
The programme can now be run.
The machine code programme loads the number 128 into each `box' of the display
file where it is needed. Try changing the pattern by giving the instruction:
POKE 16533, x

where x is a number from 1 to 255 followed by NEWLINE
The character set on pages 181 to 187 of the manual should help you to decide what
to expect.
The programme uses lines 16514 to 16546 to put the number in the 'box' of the display
file. Lines 16547 and 16548 say how many boxes are used, and lines 16549 on are organised
as pairs of numbers that give the box number (1 to 792) to be added to D -FILE.
The advantage of the machine code programme, apart from its short length and speed,

is thsat the message or display can be moved quickly about the screen, with just a few
changes in the machine code programme - but that's another story!
GOOD READING: Sinclair manual pages 171-174; 177-179; 181-187

R&EW

PROGRAMME Li

LOADER PROGRAM] M
54111REH

10 PRINT AT 21,0;
20 FOR N=16514 TO 16664
30 SCROLL
40 INPUT A
STOP
SO IF A >255, THEN
" ; A
60 PRINT N
70 POKE N , R
SO NEXT N

_,I5

)1aRNDEIBRND FR5T FOR G0.

, ERND77

-

FOP w,Yom? LPR. /NT F.

.14

Gp5i_15_ P.T.F*6_

.

,.; J. 1,-;

s. 7.7.

SPilp-r RN 5

)
-7..

8: 9. ,.j: !-4: 0. -1-:

,. .
-ra

379 ...rcrit erlirrir" lir Er gr ig.
...- 000000000000000000
it" EP o -r
00000000000000
ao PANG USP 16514

THE GSC
ALTHOUGH A SEEMINGLY mundane piece of equipment , a function
generator is something that every bench, if
not home, should have. The GSC 2001 of-

fers an acceptable performance and provides the usual range of waveforms, sine,
square and triange, a DC offset facility and
variable outputs at maximum levels of 5V

and 50mV into a 600R load as well as a
TTL compatible output.
OVERVIEW

The front panel layout is functional and
although the unit has a distinctly `plastic'
feel about it, the construction looked sturdy enough to endure a rigorous life at the
mercy of the heavy handed.
The selection of frequency is by means
of five interlocking pushbutton switches
while waveform selection is via a further
three interlocked switches. Push on, push
off switches at either end of the bank are
responsible for power on/off and the selection of the DC offset facility. A calibrated
knob, the scale being printed on the knob's
perspex skit, provides a satisfactory
method of quick and accurate selection of
a

1656:5 29
16564 1
16565 34

15514 17
16515
16515
16517
15518
16519
16520
16521
15522
15523
16524
15525
16526
16527
15528
16529
16530
16531
16532
16533
16534
16535
16536
16537
15538
16539
16540
16541
16542
16543
16544
16545
16546
16547
15548
16549
16550
16551
16552
16553
16554
16555
16556
16557
16558
16559
15560
16561
16552

154
64

16566
15567
16568
16569
16570
16571
16572
15573
16574
16575
15576
16577
16578
16579
16580
15581
15582
15583
16584
15585
15586
16587
15588
16589
16590
16591
15592
16593
16594
16595
16536
16597
16598
16599
16600
16601
16602
15603
16604
16605
16606
16607
16605
16609
15610
16611

42
1.63

54

229
235
237
91
1.2

64
35
78
35
70

=,35

9

62
128
119
225
43
1

0

0

167
237
66
194
136
64
201
55
0
14
1

3.7
1

19
3_

20
1
21
1
22
1
24
1

1

!.35

1

35
I
'''7
1

47
1.
50
1
52
I
57
1
62
1
67
1
70
1
80
1
81
I
82
1
83
1
85
1.
85
1
87
1.
88
1
90
1
95
1
100
1
103
1
113

16612
16613
16614
16615
16516
16617
16618
16619
16520
16621
16523
16624
16625
16526
16627
16628
16629
1_61530
16631
16632
1663.3
16634
16635
16636
16637
16638
15639
16640
16641
18642
16643
16644
16645
16646
16647
16648
16649
16650
16651
15652
16653
16654
15655
16656
16657
16658
15659
15660

1

116

1

13.8
1

123
3.
128
1
133
1
136
1
146
1
149
1
151
1
152
1
153
1
154
1
156
1
157
1
158
1
150
1.
161
1
162
1
163
1
164
1
166
1
167
3.
168
I
169

precise frequency within the decade

selected by the switch bank.
A dual concentric control provides control of both amplitude and of the DC offis not calibrated
set. The
and setting up an accurate output voltage
level would have to be accomplished with

the aid of a 'scope. This lack of any decent output attenuator is a common failing in signal generators of the 2001's class

and an extra amount of `engineering' in
this area, with a scale and perhaps a click stop pot would go a long way to improving the 2001's appeal.
The hi -lo output levels are available at

separate, Banana, type sockets as is the
TTL output. A provision of a switch to
select the two output levels would have obviated the need to swap wires around when
making measurements although in practice
this should not be that inconvenient. BNC

output sockets would also have imparted
a more professional look to the 2001.

1

Your Reactions
C

L
30

Immediately Interesting 82

Not Interested in this Topic 84

Possible Application

Bad Feature/Space Waster

83

85

-J

Figure 1 Basic 8038 circuit The 2001 design
supplies The necessary output buffering

And input conditioning circuitry
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

2001 FUNCTION GENERATOR
A sweepable function generator with a 1Hz to 100kHz range. Michael Graham assesses
the model.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range:

1Hz to 100kHz in 5
decade ranges, push-

button selectable;
calibrated ±5% of setting
at 10Hz, 100Hz, I kHz,
10k Hz.

Waveforms:
Sine:
Triangle:
Square:

Less than 2% THD.

Linearity better than 1%
Rise and fall times under
100 nsec (600R, 20p)

for'- 2% time symmetry.

TTL Square:

Rise and fall times
under 25nsec.

Sweep Range:

100:1 max., 10:1 linear
range; 0 to ir 10V. Sweep
input impedance 30k.

Outputs:
Hi:

0.1 - 10 Vp-p into 600R.
- 100 mV open circuit,
5 - 50mV into 600R;
40dB amplitude control
±0.5dB flat.
drives 10 TTL loads.
switch selectable; ±5V
into an open circuit;
max offset (AC + DC
before clipping) ±10V
at Hi output and ± 1V
at Lo into open circuit,
± 5V at Hi and ±5V at
Lo into 600R load.

Lo:

1

TTL Square:
DC Offset:

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The 2001 adopts the modern approach to
function generator design being based on the

Intersil 8038 waveform generator IC. This
does most of the donkey work with the rest of

the circuitry concerning itself with input/
output buffering and with the provision of
the power supply rails.

The frequency vernier forms a potential
divider across the + 12V rails and has its high

and low points set by two preset pots. Its
output is buffered by a unity gain inverting
op -amp stage. This output is then summed
with the sweep input by a second op -amp and

fed to the voltage control pin of the 8038.
The output of the 8038 is buffered by a two
transistor amplifier stage before being passed
to the amplitude pot. Some 'squaring up' of
the square wave output is provided, this
output also being taken, via a level shifting

The remaining two sockets are responsible for accepting the sweep input voltage.

A CASE IN POINT
The rear panel of the instrument is blank
with the exception of the IEC mains input
socket. The provision of such a socket is
a far better approach than, what one might
call, a dedicated mains lead.
One criticism of the case is that the ventilation holes on the top and bottom do not

have a grille behind them. Not too serious
on the underside, but pieces of wire etc.,
could easily fall through the slots in the top
of the case when they would land on the
track side of the PCB and possibly cause
damage to the circuit.

ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS

The instruction book provided with the
2001 is a comprehensive 20 pager that
covers the units initial testing, indicates the

transistor, to four paralleled TTL NAND
gates (7400).

The main amplifier follows standard Hi-Fi
practice comprising a differential amplifier
driving a complementary push-pull output
pair overall gain of this stage is I I.
The power supply provides unregulated
_4: 17V rails for the output stage, the +12V
rail is set by a three terminal regulator while
the - 12V rail is derived from an inverting
op -amp stage that has the tl2V line as its
input.

The + 5V logic line is produced by a
potential divider across the442V line feeding
an op -amp and transistor.

ncauerer
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GSC 2001 FUNCTION GENERATOR

1

Some photographs of the 2001 in action.

calibration procedures associated with the
circuit and provides a full circuit diagram.
The manual also devotes several pages
to the various uses to which the generator
can be put. A particulary useful section this
with tables showing the relationship bet-

ween dBm, volts and power, speaker
powers (8R and 4R) with associated output voltage (RMS), a guide to 'square -wave

testing' amplifiers and of the RIAA frequency vs gain characterisitc - a handy
reference section all in all.
.

ON THE BENCH

In use the 2001 performed adequately and

to spec. in all areas. The accompanying
photographs show its performance and
confirm the acceptable standard of the

its very much swings and roundabouts and
while the failings of the 2001 may be absent from its competitors the 2001's

strenghts will be other generator's
weaknesses.

model.
The 2001 is a well built, functional unit

that should provide reasonable perfor-

Your Reactions

mance. In its price range it stands up well
and, except for the few minor points mentioned above, it was an excellent unit. At
these price levels, the 2001 is around £100,

Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

R&EW
Circle No.
36
37

38
39

Figure 2 Internal schematic of the 8038, the IC that generates the basic waveforms of the 2001.
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Scopex Instruments now offer you an unrivalled choice of oscilloscopes at under £300.
The straightforward and successful 14D10 with a
sensitivity of 2mV/cm at 10MHz on both
channels at £240 + VAT. The new 14D15 15MHz
dual trace 5mV/cm with active TV sync
separator at £250 + VAT and the sophisticated
14D1OV 10MHz dual trace 2mV/cm active TV sync.
separator and line selector at £290 - VAT.
All these above prices include two probes,
mains plug and carriage U.K. mainland.
10cm 8cm display, add and invert facility,
probe compensation, pushbutton x -y and trace
rotate are all standard features of this 14D range.
AUGUST 1982

You the customer decide the extras you
need to fulfil your specific requirement.
An Independent British Company
Credit Cards and Orders
contact our Sales department at:

%.../COPEX
Pixmore House
ihelnore Avenue. Letchworth.
Harts SG6 1112 Tel 1046261 72771

Please send me full details of the 14D range

170 for further details

R&EW8/82
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A GaAs FET

Note:

The NE72089 Ga As fet is available
from Castle Microwave Ltd.,
2, Clarence Road, Windsor SL4 5AD
Tel: (07535) 56891.

PRE -AMPLIFIER

FOR 1.3GHz
A low noise GaAs fet
amplifier built on a
fibre glass PCB.

Design by Roger Ray
5

20

s4

16

25

MSG
20

,......
Cf

THIS PRE -AMPLIFIER DESIGN makes
use of a GaAs mesfet the NE720 manufactured by NEC. This device costs under £20

and therefore brings into reach of the

15

NAG

3
10

5

10

20

30 50

70

10.0

20.0

to determine the required source impedance. The required equivalent parallel
source impedance at 1.3GHz is about 340R
(314 + j136)R, using interpolation between

the figures given for 1.0 and 1.5GHz.
(Microwave noise and impedance matching

will be the subject of a future article).
The noise figure of the prototype
1.3GHz pre -amplifier was measured using

an Ailtech automatic noise measuring
system (thanks John). The figure measured
was 1.35dB which did not take account of
extra losses in the cables used. This is about

1.0
1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

0.5dB worse than that claimed on the
manufacturers data sheet, the difference is
likely to be due to losses in the input circuit caused by using standard fibre glass
pcb.
A scaled up version of the layout will be
built on PTFE board and measured as soon
as time permits.

4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5

6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
Figure 2.
34

100

20.0

Figure lb: Typical noise figure and associated
gain vs. frequency for the NE72089 at Nips 3V
and IDS 10mA.

Total noise factor
F2-1G1

Ftot = Fl

GF13x-G124.

Where F is the noise factor expressed
numerically and G is the gain expressed
numercially (Not dB's).
Noise figure of the RF amplifier used in
[51is 2.5dB (1.78). As there is no image re-

from using this pre -amplifier in front of a
typical 23cm converter. As an example the

jection after this amplifier image noise

figures are used from the R&EW 23cm converter (Ref. 5). The noise figures quoted for

this converter was a measurement of double sideband noise. Taking due account of
image noise the system calculations are as
follows:

GA opt

To opt

so deg.

0.4
0.4

1.5
1.7
1.7
1.9

11.1
10.9
10.7
10.5

0.69
0.82
0.44
0.46
0.59
0.62
0.67
0.63
0.47
0.55
0.52
0.43
0.44
0.50

33

0.7
1.14
1.49
1.4
1.4

16.0
16.9
14.9
13.7
14.3
14.4
13.3
12.6
11.9
11.4

0.48

70

At this stage it is worth looking at the
system noise figure which would result

NE opt

0.5
0.7

50

FREQUENCY 11GHz)

worsens this by 3dB to 5.5dB (3.56), Gain
is 9dB (8).

Mixer loss = -8.5dB ( 0.14)
Mixer noise = 11.5dB (14.2 )
Assuming an IF noise figure of 2dB (1.6)
Noise figure of the 23cm converter system
without pre -amplifier is as follows:

NOISE PARAMETERS FOR NE21889 (NE72089) VDS 3V ID 10MA
FREQ (GHz)

30

20

1.0

FREQUENCY, 11G11:1

Figure la: Typical gain vs. frequency for

selected version of the NE72089 were used

a
N Foot
4

the NE72089 at Vps 4V and 1DS 30mA.

From the 'Typical Noise Figure' graph
(Fig. 1) it can be seen that the optimum
noise figure at 1.3GHz is 0.8dB for the
NE72089. The noise parameters for the
NE21889 (Fig2) which appears to be a

2

F.
ti

a

of a 'safe' bias supply is included in the
NOISE FIGURE

n,

12

a

very low noise microwave amplifiers. GaAs

article.

3

2

Amateur the possibility of constructing
fets are very sensitive to supply transients
especially the gate which is only 1 micron
thick in the case of the NE720. So to reduce
the chance of expensive failure the design

cc

46
56
57
73

86
104
119
126
139
147
159
173

-172

3.56

+

14.2-1
8

1.6-1
8x0.14

3.56 + 1.65 + 0.54 = 5.75
System noise figure = 7.6dB
Noise figure calculations for the GaAs
fet pre -amplifier, image filter and converter

are as follows.
Noise figure of pre -amp 1.35dB (1.36)
14.0dB (25.1)
Gain of pre -amp
2dB (0.63)
Loss through filter

3.56-1

+

14.2-1

+

1.6-1
15.8x8x0.14

1.36

+

1.36

+ 0.16 + 0.104 + 0.034 = 1.658

25.1x0.63

15.8x8

System noise figure 2.2dB.
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

PROJECT
A number of conclusions can be drawn
from these noise figure calculations.
1 Noise figure of the pre -amplifier and
its gain to mask subsequent noise contributions, is the predominant figure in the
calculations.
2 Image filtering is required between pre-

amplifier and mixer.
3 The noise figure of the IF amplifier

following a mixer with conversion loss
should be as low as possible.
4 Feeder loss in front of the preamplifier adds directly to its noise figure
and therefore overall system noise
figure.
Ga As Fet Preamplifier with Power Supply (inset).

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
23CM GaAs FET PREAMPLIFIER
Circuit element for the RF pre -amplifier are

GaAs FET POWER SUPPLY

ICI a forms an integrator with its feedback
capacitor C1. When the +/- 15 volt supply is

formed as strip lines on the printed circuit board.

Inductor LI is a shortened quarter wave line
resonated by a tuning screw (C1) to 1.3 GHz.

turned on IC la ramps on allowing Vds and -Vgs
also to ramp on. VR1 controls the drain supply

the input is tapped onto the line near the grounded end via a short length of 50R track. The position of the tap for the gate is determined by the
required source impedance of Q1 for minimum
noise figure.
L2 on L4 are quarter -wave 100R lines acting

voltage (Vds). 1C16 and Q1 form a constant
voltage regulator, allowing Vds to be adjusted
between 2.8 and 3.2 volts. Constant drain cur-

rent is maintained by comparator ICa. VR2
allows the drain current to be adjusted between
8 and 20mA, by supplying the required negative
bias to the gate (-Vgs). The circuitry around IC2b

as bias chokes, L2 being shortened to cancel
some of the gate input capacity. L3 and L5 are
20R quarter -wave lines which act as short cir-

INPUT

is identical to that around IC2a, it allows the
drain current to be set independently for a se-

cuits at 1.3 GHz as well as appearing as

cond device by VR3. Supply voltage is however
referenced to the drain voltage on the first device
(Vds 1).

capacitors to higher frequences. The output of
Q1 is unmatched so 50R track connects the drain

to the output connector. Bias voltage (vGs) is
supplied through RI and a ferrite bead choke to

Zener diode DI forms a negative supply
referenced to the voltage at the emitter of Q1,

L3, R3 is included to keep the gate tied to ground

while D2 and D3 act as protection devices

when the supplies are disconnected for protection. Drain supply (V Ds) is applied in a similar
manner to the gate bias, through resistor R2.

limiting gate voltage to a maximum negative
voltage of - 3.lvolts.

Figure 4: Pre -amplifier Circuit Diagram.
01 BC337

+15V

DUAL ± 15V
POWER SUPPLY

R6 330

R11

10

-15V
ICI
Pin 9

IC2

Pin 13

VR2
500

IC1b

(3V)

330

"..1VR3

500

(3V)

6

R1

-3V2\1.,

10k

VR1
500

R4

100k

13V)

VDS1

12

VDS2

R7
100k

+C1
4u7

R12
100k

IC1a

NAV
R3

R9 3k9

12

IC2a

VGS1

-2V6

IC2b

IC1

Pin 4

AWI

R14 3k9

R2

2k2

VGS2

10

,MW

100k

02
6V8

01
6V8

IC2

Pin 4
R8

R5

C2
10n

D3

R15
31(3

6V8
R13
100k

100k

5k6
MNI

IC1,2 747 DUAL OP -AMP

810
3k3
C3
10n

+2V9

Figure 3: Power Supply Circuit Diagram.
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GaAs FET PRE -AMPLIFIER
CONSTRUCTION

(kr

The power supply board is constructed as
shown in the overlay (Fig 6)on single sided PCB. When built,it is a good idea to test

Oda

the operation of the board by using it to
bias a cheap ordinary FET. Operation is
such that this sort of dynamic test is required to properly check the operation of
the bias supply. VR1 is used to set the drain
43308

1-

=

R11

L_L

supply, nominally 3VO. VR2 adjusts the
drain current for device 1 by varying gate
bias, with a conventional fet the range will
be somewhat restricted, but should be of
the right order (10-20mA). Repeat the test
with the fet in the position of the second
device and check that VR3 varies its drain
current.

T
8t
0-

T

3

-r

The pre -amplifier is built on 1.6mm thick

Figure 6: Power Supply Component Overlay.

Figure 5: Power Supply PCB Foil Pattern.

double -sided glass fibre pcb. Etch the top
of the board as shown in Fig7leaving the
underside unetched as a continuous earth
plane. The holes are drilled using a 1.1mm
drill, the two positions marked o are thro'
board links made with I mm diameter wire
and soldered top and bottom. Chip
capacitors C2 and C3 are now positioned
and soldered using the minimum amount
of heat to make an effective joint. Resistor
R3 is soldered in position between L3 and
the earth plane. Construction of the board
is now complete with the exception of the
GaAs fet Q 1
.

Precautions need to be taken to avoid

static damage to the GaAs fet. The
NE72089 appears to be fairly robust as
GaAs fets go, although its better to be safe

0

GaAs Fet LNA 2 3 -

than sorry.Firstly,prepare a work surface
consisting of a sheet of aluminium or copper clad pcb. Make sure the assembler is
at the same potential as the work surface
by wrapping a length of bare wire around
the assembler's wrist and connecting it to
the work surface. Place the fet's protective
package on the work surface and shake out

1

Figure 7: Pre -amplifier PCB Foil Pattern.
ADS

the device. Form the source leads so that
they will fit through the two holes in the
board, taking care not to touch the gate
(lead with 45 cut). Insert the GaAs fet into the circuit board with the gate towards
the input. With the device firmly against
the board bend the source leads flat against
the back of the board. Use either a battery

R2

soldering iron or a mains one unplugged
but earthed to the work surface. Solder the
source leads first and then the drain follow-

ed by the gate. the completed board can
now be fitted into the die cast box. At the

4

0
C3

OUTPUT

INPUT
L2

00

E

L3

0- THROUGH BOARD LINK

V
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Figure 8: Pre -amplifier Component Overlay.

input and output connectors use copper foil
to make a good earth connection between
the ground plane and the connector earth.
Capacitor Cl is formed by drilling and tapping a 2BA or similar size screw in the lid
of the box so that it is positioned above the
input line LI at the point marked by a dot-

ted circle on the overlay.
The amplifier is now ready for testing,
connect up the bias supply and switch on.
Monitor the drain current and adjust the
bias supply for a drain current of 10mA.
If all is well peak the tuning screw Cl for
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

PROJECT
maximum gain. If noise measuring facilities

are available the drain current (ID) can be

COMPONENTS LIST

adjusted to produce a minimum noise

PRE-AMP

figure.

Resistors

INSTALLATION

To make use of the low noise figure provided by the pre- amplifier, image filtering
should be provided after the pre- amplifier
if not already integral in the converter used. Suitable filters are described in
references 3 and 4 which give insertion
losses close to 1dB. Printed circuit filters

(

GaAs FET POWER SUPPLY
Resistors

W 5%)

R1

100R

R2
R3

1OR

10k

R2

2k2
100k
5k6

R3,4,7,8,12,13
R5
R6,11

100K

Capacitors
C1

See text

C2
C3

39p chip capacitor
120p chip capacitor

Semiconductors

NE72089 (NEC)

Q1

5%)

R1

33OR

R9,14
R10,15
VR1,2,3
Capacitors

3k9
3k3
500R preset

C1

4u7 16V electrolytic

C2,3

10n ceramic

on fibre glass board are too broad and lossy

Miscellaneous
F X1115 ferrite bead (2)

Semiconductors

to be suitable for this application. For

PCB

Q1

BC337

IC1,2
D1,2,3
Miscellaneous

UA747
6V8 zener

Die-cast box
Connectors

reasons already mentioned low loss cable
should be used between aerial and input
together with low loss connectors such as
SMA or TNC. Batteries can be used as an
alternative to the bias supply described. A
battery holder intended for 4 dry cells can
provide the required positive and negative
supply, the centre tap being earthed. In this

PCB

References
1. NE218, NE720 Transistor Data;
Nippon Electric Co. Ltd. 1981
2. AN80901, AN80902 Application
Notes; Nippon Electric Co. Ltd. 1980
3. Suckling C., Microwaves, Radio

case the bias should be taken through a 47K
potentiometer to allow adjustment of drain

current.
For optimum results with the
R&EW23cm converter (Ref 4), capacitors
with thick leads should be used for

C1,2,4,5,7 and 10 in that converter. If
available chip capacitors can be used to give

around a 1dB increase in gain. The optimum value for R4 when used on a 10 volt

Communication; June/July 1980.
4. Volhardt , Narrowband Filters
for the 24cm,13cm and 9cm Bands;
VHF Communications 1/78.
5. Ray R., 23cm/2m/10m Converter;
R&EW March 1982.
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supply is 220R, any sign of instability in the

RF amplifier can be cured by decoupling

Your Reactions

R1(680R) with a 100n monolithic capacitor.

Circle No.

Excellent - will make one
Interesting - might make one
Seen Better
Comments

One final warning about handling GaAs
fets, do not try measuring between leads
with a multimeter the voltage spike introduced can be destructive!

32
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ENFIELD ELECTRONICS

SPECIAL MONTHLY OFFER No. 1
Hand held Micro Cassette Tape
Recorder. Compact and handy. this
memory device records at two
speeds providing up
to one hour of
recording. Comes

complete with
mini cassette.
earphone and
carrying
pouch

BELOW IS JUST A SHORT LIST OF OUR TRANSISTORS 74 SERIES & C MOS 4000 SERIES
TRAN ISTORS
74 SERIES
C MOS 4000SERIES

AC107
AC122
AC125
AC126
AC127
AC128
AC141
AC142
AC176
AC187
AC188

27
27
27
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
28
ACY18 70
ACY19 70
ACY21 90

ACY13290
AD130 100

ONLY
£20.70

+ 509 p&p

SPECIAL MONTHLY OFFER No 2
Illustrated is one of a
wide range of SWR
meters in stock. Other

examples are:-

Model 171. only £16.95

SWR/50A-just £12.95

1_

ONLY
£8.95
+ 50p p&p

AD143 95
AD140 95

:C137
;C138
C139
C140

32
32
32
32

C141

C142
C143
:C147
:C148
C149
C153
:C154
:0157
C158
:C159
:C160

32
32
12
12
12
12
12
12
32
32
32

C161

32

C212B10
:0213 10
C213A10
C213B10
C213C10
:C214 10
:C214810
:C214C10
:C214L10
C237 18
C238830
:C239C30
C251

12

:C258B30

AD161
AD162
AF106
AF114
AF115
AF116
AP126

132 45

D241

55

133 45

D437
0438
0506
D519
D520

47
47
55
47
55

X31

17

106 65
115 64
116 62
121

:

1135 45
.1136 45
137 55

:C301

30

138 45

:C303
C307
:C308
:C309
C317
0318
:C327
C328
C337
:C338

30
30
30
10
10
10
10
10
12
12

139 45
140 45

0589 100
D648 100

:1155 55

D711 48
D712 48
F115 28

C167832
C168 12
50
C169 12
50 :0170 12
50
C171 12
65
C172 12
50
0173 12
65 :C174 12
55
0177 12
C384L 30
AF1/21 50 :C178 12
0440 40
AF139 52
C179 12
C441 32
BC107 12 :C181 12 :C461 30
BC107812 :C182L12 C477 20
BC107C12 :C183 10 IBC478 20
BC108 12
C183A10 :C479 20
BC108A 12
C1831310 :C517 12
BC108812 :C183C10 :C527 12
BC108C12
C184 10 :C537 12
BC109 12 :0184810
0547 12
BC109B12 :C184C10 :C548 12
BC 109C 12
ciaaLto :C549 12
BC113 18 :C186 12
0550 12
BC114 18
C187 20 :C556 12
BC115 18 :C204 20
0557 12
BC116 18 :0205 20 :C558 12
BC117 18 :C207 20 :C559 12
BC118 18 :C208 10 :CY30110
BC125
:C209 10
0'01120
BC126 32 :C212 10
CY32120
C136 32
C212A10 :CY70 15
AD149 105

80
123 240
131 45

D233 45
D234 45
D235 45
D236 45
D237 45
0238 45
D239 45
D240 55
D240455

Y71 15
Y72 15

175 75
176
177
1E0178
1179
180
1185

52
87
68
BO
80
75

0186 75
1187 75
.1188 75
189
190
195
196
197
198
199

80
80
90
90
90
90
95

200 95
201

85

202 85
203

78

204
205
206
207
208
222
225
232

90
85
85
95
95
45
45
45

F117L 28
FI19 100
F121 55
F123 60
F125 55
F127 60
F152 32
F154 15
F153 32
F155 50
F156 40
F157 35
FI58 35
F159 35
F160 35
F162 32
F163 32
F165 30
F166 60
F167 60
F173 32
Fl 77

F178
F179
F180
F181
F182

35
32
32
35
35
35

7400
7401

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411

7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7441

7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453

7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476

du
20
20
20
20
20
28
48
20
20
28
25
22
40
80
28
28
20
28
30
25
54
20
28
38
30
30
25

60
80
100
100
90
90
85
65
25
25
50
25
25
32
28
32
30
44

35

7480
7481

7482
7483
7484
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492

7493
7494
7495
7496
7497
7100
7104
7105
7107
7109
7110
7111

7116
7118
7119
7121
7122

7123
7126
7135
7141

7143
7144
7145
7147
7148
7150
7151

7153
7154
7155
7156
7157
7160

60
175
70

7163
7164
7166
77116707

29568

985195

777111777543

36

75
30
50
75
65
65
80
310
150
14580

27
25
60
170
95
340
36
46
60
60
50

60
550
250
80
125
65
120
75
85
100
80
80
70

7177
7180
7181

7182
7184
7185
7188
7190

Enfield

Middlesex
165 for further details

AUGUST

1982

4000

85
90
200
200
200
200

4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020

500
100
7191
100
77119932
95
100
7194
90
7195
90
7196
95
7197
85
7198
145
7199
145
7221
200
7279
95
74284 95
95
74285
74366 64

74390
74393
75107
75108
75110
75140
75141
75150
75154
75182
75451
75452
75453
75454
75494

375
195
120
130
240
160
95
200
166
150
45
45
45
95
110

7161

90
90

7162

90 76003 220

WE ARE OPEN 9 AM 6 PM MONDAY TO SATURDAY

208 Baker Street

90
100
100
400
195
120
90
80
85

01-366 1873

4001

4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011

4021

4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4038
4040
4041

4042
4043
4044
4045
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050
4051

4052
4053
4054
4055
4056
4066
4068

22
20
22
30
26
36
36
45
24
28
40
92
98
39

82
87
61

96
72
82
25
30
23
152
50
102
140
117
97
115
80
90
95
90
152
112
67
60
47
80
85
75
150
135
145
3600

4069
4070

30
30
27
27
25

4071
4072
4075

4076
4077
4078

90
40
30
28
30

4081

4082
4085
4093
4099
4100
4106
4107
40174
4160
4161

4162
4163
4175
4402
4412
4419
4445
4446
4449
4501

4502
4503
4510
4511

4512
4514
4515
4516
4518
4526
4528
4538
4539

92
52
155
140
140
115
95
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
83
99
125

85
205
215

4541

4555

72
95
115
80
155

85
110
68

4561

4568
4569

85
8

_
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0
0
0

0
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(C43 )

CAT

-

j

at9

115E 100mA
250V

P0617

MAINS TRANSFORMEP

0/1

KB

1

IC4

II

tap /

1C2

INPUT DIN SOCKETS

T

TO

BATTERS

.4

.4 9 1 1

R17

144

ICI

T

ca

PPPPID
ei R3°

A design that offers the possibility of remote control.

DC PREAMPLIFIER Part 2

(-5

"
C4

PARTS LIST
Resistors (all 0.25W 5%)
R1, R101
470R
R2, R102
100k
R3, R103
270R
R4, R104
2k2
R5, R105
12k
R6, R106
270k
R7,8,9,18,19,20,
21, 29,30,107, 108,
109

1k

R10,11,16,23, 24,
25,26,27,110,111
116

47k

R12,13,31,112,113 27k
R14,22,114
R15115
R17
R28
VR1

VR2,3,4,5

tl
fo
IT'S THE WINNER!

"."II1444110
Ohif 4 0.1

680R
3k3
8k2

100u 16V
3n3 Mylar
In Mylar

10u 35V

20,25,107,108,109
113,114,118,120
10u 16V
C10,11,12,110,
111,112
68p ceramic
C15,115
47p ceramic
C16,116
150p ceramic
C1728,29,117
47u 16V
C19,119
10n polycarbon
C21,121

330n polycarbon

C22,122
C23,24,30,38,
42,43,44,45

4u7 16V

C31,

SUNDAY 18th JULY
10.30 AM -5.00 PM

BRIGHTON RACEGROUND
RACEHILL, BRIGHTON, E. SUSSEX
ENTRANCE £1

(UNDER 14 Er DISABLED FREE)

FREE PARKING FOR OVER 4,000 CARS
OVER 20,000 SQ.FT EXHIBITION AREA UNDER COVER

MANY ATTRACTIONS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
AND THE USUAL TRADE STANDS
FOR FURTHER DETAILS TEL 102731 778546 G3VBE

187 for further details

KONTAKT

The European name of Aerosol
Excellence. Special cleaners for all
electrical contacts and switches.

Kontakt 60

Dissolves oxides and sulphides,
removes dirt, oil, resin and traces

of metal abrasion. Protects

100n ceramic
100u ceramic

against erosion. Ensures perfect
contacts.

C32,33,34,35,36

Kontakt 61

37

220n polycarbon

C39
C40

4700u 16V electrolytic
10u 25V
4700u 35V

C41

Inv,

CATERING AND BAR FACILITIES SUPPLIED INDEPENDENTLY BY
LETHEBY AND CHRISTOPHER LTD

Capacitors

100p ceramic

,,,116, ...

The Sussex Mobile Rally

100k linear

C2,102
C3,26,27,103
C4,104
C5,105
C6,106
C7,8,9,13,14,18,

I ribl., v

(THE ONLY RALLY WHICH CATERS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY)

5k Preset

lu 35V

NI 041.100.1

FOR AMATEUR RADIO

2208

Cl, 101

'0n .1W

Special cleaning. lubricating and
anti -corrosion fluid for NEW (non
oxydisedl and specially sensitive
contacts. An excellent lubricant

for all electrical and electro
mechanical systems.

Spray Wash WL

A rapid cleaner for reliable washing and degreasing of electrical
equipment and components. For
removal of dirt, grease, oil, soldering residues and other impurities.

Semiconductors
D1

Bridge Rect W005

D2,3
D4,10
D5,6,7,8,9,11

IN4001
IN4148

IC1

IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5

5mm Red LED
NE542
TK10321
KB4438

LM1035[
LM317K

Switches

SW1,2,3,4
SW5 ,6

ALSO AVAILABLE:
A COMPLETE RANGE OF INDUSTRIAL AEROSOL SPRAYS

SK10 Soldering Lacquer, K75 Cold Spray, K70 Plastic Spray, K88 Oil Spray, K701

Vaseline Spray, K90 Video Spray, K33 Graphite Spray, K100 Antistatic Spray,
K101 Fluid Spray and, of course, Positiv 20 positive photo resist for printed
circuits.

Details from:

2pM0
2p Latching

Miscellaneous

Special Products Distributors Ltd.
81 Piccadilly, London, W1V OHL
141: 01429 9556 Telex. 26500 lanswerback RACENI. Cables: Speciprod, London,
Wt

5 x 5 pin DIN PC mount, fuse 100mA
and holder; mains transformer; P 0617
AUGUST 1982

216 for further details
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National Panasonic's latest recorder, the
NV -7800, offers stereo sound.

-"I'mftmew

#4,S.
02. qv

/Oil

4;4,3.

Peter Luke, our video man, has been looking into Big
Screen, Stereo Video this month. He also has the latest

on the 'clash of the formats'.
IN AN EXTRAORDINARY volte face

(£540).

flip -over cassette of the Philips format.
Dynamic Track Following gives good

that is likely to put the market penetration

The budget machine is designated the

of the Video 2000 system simply years

Telerecorder (quaint isn't it?) 3913 and for
its price offers a fair sprinkling of features.
Search, still frame and audio dub are

behind, ITT have decided to market VHS
format machines under their brand name.
Until recently only V2000 machines bore
the ITT logo, the company having reached
a marketing agreement with Philips some
time ago.
According to an ITT spokesperson after
'initial teething troubles' the company were
'pleased with the Video 2000's
performance' but that 'in order to offer to
customer a wider choice' VHS machines

were to be added to their range. Philips
were said to 'understand' ITT's position.
It is doubtful whether the men of
Eindhoven are as polite about the ITT

price being the absence of remote control

Another new model for ITT is the

although a wired unit is available as an
optional extra. The timer too is rather

Telerecorder TRP 3833. This forms the
basis of a portable VHS system, a teletuner
TT3833 completing a home set up for off -

limited, being of a one event, 10 day
specification.
The 'all singing' VHS machine has just

air recording while accesories like the

about everything that is anything. The
front loading machine, in addition to all

pack and CTC 3833 carry cart provide a
'movie making' system.

colourscope 3084 camera, PB 3833 battery

the 'trick' video functions comes complete
with stereo sound and Dolby.

£600 will get you the recorder and tuner,

the camera costs about £550.
A good range of video products from
ITT who are now in the unique position of

The timer has an eight event, 14 day
capability and the machine, Telerecorder
3943, has a IR remote controlunit supplied
as standard.
capability and the machine, Telerecorder

as the Philips/Grundig boys might have

3943, has a IR remote control unit supplied

hoped but there can be no doubt that

as standard.

Philips will cling to the system until death

The V2000 format machine is designated
VR580
(whatever happened
to
Telerecorder?) and offers the eight hour

flying their corporate flag on two different,
although we can no longer say competing,
systems.

The timer has an eight event, 14 day

a far superior system. Soon all 'Hi-Fi'
cassette recorders, bar Philips, had Dolby.
A 'head -in -the -sand' attitude was
maintained by Philips for many years until
grudgingly they paid Ray his royalty and
added Dolby to their recorders, in addition

'trick' video speeds. The timer is a five
event, 15 day design - quite adequate for
most needs.

offered the main concession to the low

move in private.
The Video 2000 format has indeed had
its share of technical bugs during its early
days and has not 'taken off' quite as fast

do they part. Remember Philips and the
DNL vs. Dolby saga. Philips invented the
compact cassette and developed the DNL
noise reduction system. Along came Ray
Dolby with, in everyone but Philips' eyes,

performance with no noise bars evident on

Is there any truth in the rumour that an
ITT 7 Beta recorder is on the cards?
HEARING DOUBLE

The Hitachi/ITT stereo recorder is soon to
be joined by another VHS stereo machine,

Ch 2

Sound 2

Chscr

Video demodulator

to DNL of course.
In view of this sort of behaviour from
Philips in the past it seems certain they'll
stick to V2000 and will not look too kindly

on any defectors in the camp.

The ITT (once Philips or Hitachi
depending on format) range now comprises

Dematriz.
Ch 1

Sound 1

a basic VHS machine (£500), a feature
laden VHS model (£670) with the V2000

model weighing in at an intermediate

Block diagram of a typical stereo TV receiver using the dual carrier approach adopted in Germany.

the Panasonic NV -7800.
We are told that a number of duplicating

The screen display shown in the
accompanying photograph does not do the
system justice, the results obtained at the
launch being excellent. The picture
produced was bright and sharp without any
deterioration in quality towards the edges.

houses have been using Panasonic
industrial copying machines for some time
and that this software has just been waiting

for the hardware, in the shape of the
NV -7800, to turn up. Re -organise the Hi-

The system will sell for about £3,500

Fi to place one speaker either side of the
TV and this development should go some
way to making sit-in cinema more of an
occasion. We hope to have more to say

about the NV -7800 soon for

it

which may seem expensive when compared

to some of the £1 ,000 projection systems
around at present. Most of these lower cost

projectors however consist of a standard
TV chassis with over run CRT and a lens.
The performance they offer is rather

is an

interesting machine not only in its stereo
capability but in its use of Dolby B and C

`mickey-mouse' in general and certainly not

noise reduction and a special tape transport

in the league of the ITT machine.

system that offers variable slow motion
from 1/4 to 1/30 of normal speed.

R&EW

The only depressing note is that price is
yet to be fixed but it will almost certainly

hover around the £700 mark.

Your Reactions

GERMANY CALLING

Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

The launch of stereo video recorders is

bound to stimulate interest

in stereo

televisions and the prospects for stereo
transmissions from the BBC and IBA.

ITT's Cinevision 200 projection TV system
give excellent picture quality.

Already we have seen a couple of Pseudo

video recorder range but they've also

stereo TVs (from Grundig and Tanberg)
these sets incorporating comb filters to
process off -air sound signals to give an
impression of width. In Germany - from
where the above sets hail - stereo TV is a
reality. As the PAL system adopted in this
country was developed by the Germans, as
look at their system may give us a taste of
things to come.
The system adopted in Germany uses a
dual carrier with the two sound channels
being frequency modulated onto carriers
5.5MHz above vision (the German 'mono'
standard) and 5.742MHz above vision (the
second channel).
The dual carrier approach was adopted

launched a projection TV system.

The Cinevision 200 consists of a

projector box and a 124 x 166cm silvered
parabolic screen. The projector uses the

Kloss Video Corporation's Novabeam
projection tube, a tube which incorporates
the mirror objective and cathode ray tube

in a single sealed unit - thus avoiding
deterioration in picture quality due to dust
collection and mechanical movement.
The chassis is based on a standard ITT

design making the projector as easy to
operate as a colour TV.

rather than a pulse -code- modulation
system on grounds of cost while multiplex

techniques (as VHF stereo radio) were
rejected as one of the uses for stereo TV
is seen as dual language transmission clearly not possible with a multiplex
method.

The diagram (Fig 1) shows the basic
outline of a TV set with stereo capability
and it can be seen that, in addition to the
conventional sound channel, an additional
intercarrier demodulator is required.

Operation of the demodulators

is

controlled by a demodulated pilot signal
that is amplitude modulated onto the
second channel.
Editorial budgets have not permitted a
trip to Germany to assess the system in

operation and one wonders whether
program makers working to tight TV

production schedules will be able to make

much creative use of stereo in anything
other than 'music' shows.
If anybody out there has seen (heard) the

German stereo system in operation
perhap's you'd write and let us know about
it.

PROJECTION BOX
Its been a busy month for ITT, for not only

have they added VHS machines to their

The range of video recorders
offered by ITT now includes
both V- 2000 and VHS format
machines.

Circle No.
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A GEOSTATIONARY
WEATHER SATELLITE
Geostationary weather satellites open up
a new field to the Radio Amateur.

?Cy

Terry Weatherley describes the Meteosat
Spacecraft and its associated ground
system before going on to describe his own
receiving station.
METEOSAT IS THE EUROPEAN contribution to a system of
five geostationary satellites positioned over the equator at intervals
of about 70°B. The system is, in turn, a contribution to the Global

Atmospheric Research Programme and to the World Weather
Watch of the World Meteorological Organisation.
The successful launch of Ariane on the 19th June, 1981 placed
in orbit the European Space Agency's Meteorological Satellite
METEOSAT 2. This was a relacement satellite for Meteosat 1
launched on 23rd November, 1977.
Meteosat's station is the point 00.0 above the Gulf of Guinea.

The ground station used for data acquisition, telemetry and
tracking, is situated 50km south-east of Darmstadt in the Federal

Republic of Germany. This is linked to the control centre and
ground computer system by land line. Both centres are located in
Darmstadt itself. The main receiving dish is 15m in diameter and

can be steered either manually or under program control, but
normally it is self steering since it is able to lock onto and track
spacecraft telemetry signals.
At present the ground computer is a SIEMENS R30 with 512K
core and two 66M discs. It is intended to change the main computer
system and software should be complete by mid '82. Until that
time a full dissemination service is not available.
The principal payload of the satellite is the multispectral
radiometer, which provides both visible and infra red images of

the earth's disc as seen from geostationary orbit. The imaging
instrument is a Ritchey-Chretien reflecting telescope to which is
attached a system of mirrors that reflect the radiation onto the
appropriate detectors. Rotation of the satellite is such that the spin

axis is nominally north south, while the telescope is stepped
vertically from south to north and rotated through an angle of
1.25x 104.

There are two identical adjacent visible light channels in the 0.4
to 1.1um spectral band. A thermal infra red channel (10.5 - 12.5um)

and a water vapour channel (5.7 - 7.lum).
Each infra red image is composed of 2500 lines and 2500 pixels

giving a spatial resolution of 5km. The resolution in the visible
channels is twice this if both channels are operated.
Communications between the spacecraft and the ground are in
three frequency bands:- S band, used to transmit the raw image
to the ground, to relay processed data to users, and for ranging

and housekeeping transmissions; UHF, used to receive data
transmitted by the remote data collection platforms; VHF, used
for telemetry telecommand and ranging during the launch phase,
as well as S band back-up. The frequency used by Meteosat 2 for
the transmission of raw data is 1686.833 MHz.
While in orbit the attitude of the spacecraft is controlled by four
earth sensors. Two sensors scan the earth's disc and provide pulses

at the earth/space, space/earth transitions. Two sun -slit sensors
give one pulse on each revolution of the satellite. Two on board
accelerometers give information on the satellite nutation. This data

is transmitted to the ground with each image data line and thus
42
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of a Meteosat receiving station.

gives constant information about spacecraft attitude. The same data
is used internally to activate the image sampling during each earth

scan and for directing the spacecraft antennas.
The satellite is powered by silicon cells on the main body of the
spacecraft. The maximum power available from the solar cells is
280 watts dropping to about 200 watts after three years of life.
The main voltage bus is regulated around 28 volts and the excess
power is used to charge 16 series nicads with a capacity of 70A

The data is computer processed, enhanced checked and corrected

for distortion to produce a high resolution image prior to being
retransmitted for dissemination by the spacecraft to user stations.
The transmissions being considered in this article are the WEFAX

period of the radiometer. Because sensors are located in positions
in the focal plane of the instrument the data values from the three

transmissions, which are compatible with the transmissions from
the polar orbiting weather satellites. Each picture consists of 800
lines transmitted at a rate of 4 lines per second, pulse standard
stop and start signals. The total time to transmit one picture is 3
minutes 43 seconds.
Pictures are transmitted according to a prearranged timetable
and the area covered by the picture determined by a code letter.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the areas covered by the C and D formats. It
is usual for the visible light pictures to be on a C format while infra
red and water vapour pictures are a D format. Once every 3 hours
during daytime however, a set of visible light pictures on D format
covering the whole hemisphere are transmitted. These are coded
C -D. the schedule is such that user stations can expect to receive
Cl, C2 and C3 pictures half-hourly throughout the day. The present
schedule also transmits whole earth pictures (CTPT) at 9am (see
photo) 12 noon and 3pm.
A test card, grey scale and admin. messages are also transmitted
regularly. Experimental pictures are sent from time to time and

channels do not correspond to one earth location.

Meteosat 1 retransmitted pictures from the GOES satellites showing

hours. This back-up power is available to the satellite during periods
when the sun is eclipsed by the earth. There are two eclipse seasons

from 1st March to 15th April and 1st September to 15th October.
The eclipse can last for up to two hours from approx. 2300 hours
to 0100 UT.

There is a period of data loss when the sun, spacecraft and
Darmstadt are in direct line. These are 3rd March at 12h 04m and

again on the 9th October.
The raw data received at Darmstadt is in line by line format in
the original order as sampled by the sensors. Each line is thus
comprised of 2560 32 -bit words each of which contains visible, infra
red and possibly water vapour data, corresponding to the sampling

North and South America. Darmstadt will also respond to user
requests.
Having discussed the spacecraft and the associated ground system
the author's receiving station is described in detail together with
some of the results obtained. A block diagram of the receiving set-

up is shown in Fig 3.
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The signal from the satellite is received using a 1.2 metre

outside the author's shack. A solid dish has considerable wind

parabolic dish and it's associated tubular radiator. This probably

resistance and in practice it is wise to dismantle it in windy weather.

represents the smallest practical dish size. Inside the tubular radiator

High quality coax is needed to feed the signal from the dish to
the converter, UR67 will do so long as the run is short. The first
converter converts the 1691/1694.5 signal to an IF of 137.5 MHz.
This IF is chosen since it falls within the 136-138 MHz satellite
band. Most stations are already equipped to receive on this band

is a monopole cut for the operating frequencies 1691 MHz and
1694.5 MHz.

The dish is based on the design published in VHF
Communications (reference 1). The dish is fabricated from twelve
segments with a round disc forming the centre. The segments are
cut from lmm aluminium and are drilled so that the parabolic shape
results when the segments are rivetted together. The instructions
in the reference are quite clear and the dish was fabricated without
problem. Dimensions are also given to allow the tubular radiator
to be made. An article in 73 magazine (reference 2) suggested that
a catering size coffee or bean can could be used and these give
satisfactory results.
The focal length of the dish is 50cms, giving an F/D ratio of
0.42. the 10dB beamwidth being 130°. At this long focus the
curvature is so low that the deviation from the ideal parabola has
little adverse effect.
Unlike most amateur antennas, height is not necessary , all that
is required is for the antenna to have a clear view of the sky to
the south. The dish is mounted on an A frame on the ground

so the converter simply goes in from existing equipment.
Homebrewing a converter at this frequency is possible, but
Microwave Modules produce an excellent unit which has the
following characteristics: Input frequencies 1691 MHz & 1694.5 MHz switched
Noise figure 4.8dB maximum
Gain 25dB
The gain is such that no preamp is necessary between the dish

and the converter to obtain usable pictures. It is this unit which
brings such a project in the price range of the amateur, and this

might be the opportunity to thank Mr. Richard Porter of
Microwave Modules for his continuing interest and encouragement.
The output from the converter is at 137.5 MHz and this is pre amplified through two further Microwave Modules' units, the 144
MHz pre -amp which has been peaked at 137.5 MHz and the 137
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Photo 1: The ESA Test Card sent at intervals throughout the day.
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Photo 2: Depressions south-east of South Africa.
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MHz to 29 MHz converter, before being fed to the receiver. The
last two units were of the existing set-up for the polar orbiting
satellites.
The receiver is a Racal RA17 and although this is an excellent,
albeit bulky, stable, receiver it is not ideal for the purpose, since
it does not have an FM discriminator. There is an output from
the IF at 100 kHz and an external unit was built, but it did not
give as good a result as was obtained by slope detecting the FM
on the widest position of the IF control (8kHz). There is an odd
bonus with slope detecting, different positions on the 'slope' give
a degree of contrast control.
The audio from the receiver is fed into the Muirhead D900 S/1
fax unit. While the picture writing unit is quite compact and gives
a picture about nine inches square, there are two nineteen inch rack
mounted units associated with it. This model was built to receive
pictures from early weather satellites which transmitted them at
240 lines per minute. Later satellites changed the line rate first to
48 lines per min. and then to the rate in use today, 120 lines per

min., making the machine obsolete. The index of co-operation
(IOC) of the D900 is 264.

The standards adopted for WEFAX transmissions are very
similar to those of the D900, being 240 lines per min., and an IOC
of 267, so the once obsolete D900 can be used successfully.
Some signal processing is carried out within the unit and a picture
is drawn on electro-sensitive paper. The advantage of this method
is that results are available in real time, without further processing,
and the paper is relatively cheap. The disadvantage, as is clear from
the photos, is a certain loss of contrast. With careful tuning etc.,
however, acceptable results can be obtained.

The photographs show what can be achieved with the system
described.
Photo I shows the ESA test card which is sent at intervals during

the day. It is a good test of system resolution and grey scale (or
in this case, lack of it). The lines displayed down the right hand

Photo 3: The UK, free of cloud cover for a change.

Photo 5: The first infra -red picture of the whole globe.
Photo 4: The River Amazon shows up quite well in this picture of
north-east South America.
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edge are the line sync pulses. The dotted line at the top is the start
pulse, the black bar the sync pulse and the dashes show where the
picture edge has been slipped to the correct position.
Photo 2 shows a couple of impressive depressions south-east of
South Africa. This is a visible light picture taken on 31st July, 1981.
Space, of course, appears black.

Photo 3 shows the UK, fairly free of cloud cover. This is an
enlargement from a 'CO2' picture taken during August, 1981.
Photo 4 shows the north eastern portion of South America. The

River Amazon shows up quite well for some of it's length.
Photo 5 is included because it is the first infra red image of the
whole globe transmitted via Meteosat 2. In this picture space
appears white (cold); this caused momentary concern since all
previous pictures received to that point were whole earth in visible
light.
Photo 6 shows a whole earth view built up from nine separate
pictures transmitted on the 31st July, at various times during the

day. A set of nine pictures, giving whole earth coverage, are

Photo 6: The whole earth built up from nine separate pictures.

transmitted over a three hour period. The original is 27 inches in
diameter and looks well on the shack wall.
Information regarding the Meteosat System is freely available
from:MDMD/ESOC,
Robert-Bosch-Strasse 5,
6100 Darmstadt,
West Germany.
The geostationary weather satellites open up a new field to the
radio amateur but one quite in keeping with the 'self- training'
aspect of the hobby. The techniques and frequencies used encourage

experiment. The pictures themselves are always interesting and
sometimes quite beautiful. Why not try it?
R & EW

ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION
European Space Agency: -

Introduction to the Meteosat System
Meteosat Wefax transmissions
ESA Journal - various issues
REFERENCES

1) VHF Communications - Vol 11 Autumn 3/1979
2) 73 Magazine 'Be a weather Genius' - November 1978
Your Reactions
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Remote display of wind speed (0-30m/S)
and direction (eight point resolution)
with an accuracy of + /-2.507o
is offered by this unit.

too

tot so

THE ABILITY TO MONITOR wind
speed and direction is useful, if not
essential, in many different situations.

designed to provide rugged units capable
of standing up to the rigors of outdoor life
and should provide years of trouble free
service. Both sensors consist of a plastic
cylinder and 'vane' together with a reed

board with a space of 3mm between their
lower face and the PCB.
Mechanical assembly of the sensors is a

switch assembly constructed from two

the kit of parts.

circular PCBs.

interest in monitoring the weather. The
wind speed and direction indicator,

Both sensors are based on a rotating
magnet assembly, mounted on a central
shaft, and a reed switch 'cage'. The speed
indicator features one reed magnet while
the direction vane incorporates four reeds
as well as a diode matrix.

together with a min/max thermometer and

Before final assembly of the sensors, reed

Sporting activities, everything from sailing
to athletics meetings, can benefit from such
information and in addition many schools
and colleges, as well as individuals, take an

rainfall gauge, will provide a 'weather

switch operation can be confirmed by

station' that will allow basic meteorological

rotating the magnets and listening for the
'click' as the reeds operate. In the case of
the direction sensor one of the four reeds
should be closed at all times, and as the
shaft is rotated to an intermediate compass

data to be accumulated.
The R&EW wind monitor provides an
effective eight point resolution of wind
direction on four front panel LEDS, the
intermediate compass points (NE, NW
etc.,) being indicated when two adjacent
LEDs, are illuminated.
Wind speed is indicated on a meter

featuring a log scale. Thus the most

commonly encountered wind speeds, in the

range 0-10 m/S, occupy half the meter's
scale, the higher speeds (10-30 m/s) being

compressed to occupy the other half.
The unit is designed to be powered from
a number of sources - four AA cells, a 12V

car battery or from a 5/8V AC source.
These different power supplies are catered

for by minor modifications to the main
PCB.

The two remote sensors have been

similarly straightforward operation covered
fully in the construction notes supplied with

point (NE say) two reeds should be closed.
Some adjustment of the magnet's positions
may be necessary to achieve
The design offers an overall accuracy of
+ /-2.5% and is easy to calibrate, this being

a matter of adjusting a preset to give a
full scale reading on the meter while a 50
Hz AC signal is applied to speed sensor
input.
BUILDING IT UP

The electronics of the wind indicator is
straightforward to construct and, if the
overlay is carefully followed, should
present no problems.

The majority of components are fitted
in the 'traditional' fashion to the topside
of the PCB, the exception being the LEDs.
These are mounted to the underside of the

PUTTING THE WIND UP

When assembly of the unit is complete,
operation of the direction indicator can be

simply confirmed by a temporary
connection of the sensor whereupon one,

or possibly two, LEDs should light and

rotation of the vane should produce a
rotating LED display in the same sense.
To calibrate the speed indication circuit
A low voltage (5V) AC source should be
connected to points E and H of the PCB.

The variable resistor should then be
adjusted to give an FSD reading on the
meter.

The two sensors should be mounted on a

flat surface at least 50cm apart and,

obviously, in a position where they are not
sheltered by any buildings, trees etc.
The cables should be secured by means

of cable clips and taken to the main unit
at which time final confirmation of correct

operation can be made.

The signals from the sensors, after
processing by the unit's electronics, are in
a form that should be suitable for feeding

to a computer system. This would allow

automatic logging of data and would

extend the scope of this project. We'll leave
such experiments up to the imagination of

the reader.
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PROJECT
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

damage to the meter's movement in the event of
an excessive voltage being applied to the circuit.
In the final circuit of Fig. 1, T2 and T3 form
the multivibrator but instead of the sensor switch

The circuit consists of two separate sections
concerned with processing the information from

the remote sensors into a form suitable for

being connected directly to the monostable a

display on a meter (windspeed) or LEDs (wind
direction).

buffer stage around T1 is included. As this is an
inverting stage, the sensor switch is now
connected between T I 's base and the positive
rail.
The components in TI's base provide a degree
of filtering for the 'digital' signal and also serve
to condition the sine wave 50Hz calibration sign

WINDSPEED
In essence the wind speed indicator circuitry is
a D/A convertor that forms the 'digital' on -off
pulses from the reed switch in the sensor into an
analogue voltage suitable for driving the meter.
Figure 2 shows that the heart of the circuit is
a monostable multivibrator.
The switch represents the sensor's reed which

'closes' for a short period, twice during each
rotation of the anemometer's head.

In a NE position SS1 and SS2 will be closed,
in this case LED 1 will light up as before on
positive half cycles while during negative cycles
D2 will pass current illuminating the forward biased LED 2.
In the East position of the vane only SS2 will

be closed passing current to the LEDs only

during negative cycles when only LED 2 will
light, LED 1 being reverse -biased.
The full four LED circuit is shown in Fig. I

al.

and a similar analysis of this circuit will confirm
the eight point resolution capability of the circuit.
Figure 5. shows the circuit of the square wave

Although of a fairly 'basic' nature the circuit
is capable of producing results with an accuracy
of +/-2.507o.

generator and reveals an astable multivibrator
driving two, complementary 'push-pull' output
stages driven by 'opposite phase' outputs of the
astable.

WIND DIRECTION

Momentarily closing this switch causes T2 to
turn off - it is normally held on by the resistor

The direction indicator circuitry achieves an

in its base lead. As T2 turns off its collector

effective eight point resolution via a three wire
link by means of a diode matrix and an on board
oscillator.
Figure 4 shows the fundamental circuit of the

voltage rises. This voltage in turn switches T1
on thus causing T I 's collector voltage to fall. The

falling voltage at Ti's collector is coupled to T2
via a capacitor and maintains T2 in its off state.

diode matrix. An AC voltage (square wave)
forms the supply to the circuit in which, for

The circuit will remain in this condition T2 off,

T1 on for a period of time determined by the
value of the capacitor coupling T1 and T2 and

simplicity, just two of the four sensor switches

are shown. Assume that SS1 corresponds to
North and SS2 to East and that the vane is

by that of the resistor in T2' s base circuit. After
this time the transistors will return to their stable

pointing North.
SS1 will be closed and on positive half cycles
DI and LED 1 will conduct, illuminating the
'North' LED. LED 2 will be reverse -biased and
will thus be unlit. On negative half cycles, DI
is reverse -biased and both LEDs will be unlit.

state (T1 off, T2 on).
The constant duration pulses appearing at TI's
collector are integrated by the circuit of Fig. 3.

The variable resistor provides a means of
calibrating the circuit while D2 and D3 prevent

In the final circuit of Fig. I the oscillator is
formed by T4 and T5 while T6 and T7, T8 and
T9 form the output stages. D4 -D7 form the diode

matrix that is remotely mounted in the sensor
head.

POWER SUPPLY
The circuit may be powered from a number of
different sources. Dry cells giving a 6V supply
can be directly connected to the rails while diode

Dl will rectify and Cl smooth the output of a
5/8V transformer allowing AC operation.

The circuit may also be powered from a 12V
car battery in which case a 6V8 zener should be
included in the power line.
Current consumption is approximately 20mA.
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Figure 3: The constant duration pulses from the multivibrator are
integrated by this circuit.

Figure 2: The basic building block of the speed indicator circuit is a
monostable multivibrator.
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WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION INDICATOR

PARTS LIST

The clean, uncluttered, layout of the finished project.
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Figure 6: The overlay of
the Windspeed and
Direction Indicator's PCB.
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Detail of the direction sensor. Four reed magnets form a 'cage' and
are activated by magnets on a central shaft
Sfl

Excellent - will make one
Interesting - might make one
Seen Better
Comments

Circle No.
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Pi CAN

With Selcall
only £148.50
including V.A.T.
-

You need exclusive communication
instant clear air calling and receiving
Shogun has it
A slim, efficient Japanese CB transceiver with Selcall unit to match
Legal 27 MHz FM.
The silent Shogun springs to life when the one you want is calling.
Comes with full money back guarantee.
Shogun with Selcall £148.50 each
Shogun without Selcall £99 each
(Prices include postage packaging and V.A.T. Antenna not supplied.)

Featuring

Write now for the first CB with Selcall

Channel selector with LED read-out. R.F. Gain. Squelch control. Volume Control. Delta tune. PA or
CB switch and noise blanker facility.
Microphone and fixing bracket. 10 decibel attenuator switch. Selective calling unit with 2560 calling
codes over 40 channels. A seven second audio signal and a constant visual flashing device. Call button.
Normal/Selcall switch.

Shogun Quality Wins,!
Sunrise Products Japan, Colliers Farm, Freith, Nr. Henley-on-Thames, Oxon. RG9 6NR. Telephone: 0494 881632
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WE HAVE BEEN GETTING some flak
for our preoccupation with 2m equipment
at R&EW; it just happens that there has
been a lot of interesting gear introduced in
the past year for this band due to its enormous popularity, amounting to the use of

the band as the 'thinking Man's' CB.
It is also worth noting that several rigs

introduced in the first instance as 2m equip-

ment, have appeared later with 70cm

coverage - and one or two with 6m
facilities, but we wouldn't know about that
- would we? So, here we go again, and let's

hope we can all learn a little from the
undeniably excellence of this circuit design.

As it happens, the IC290 also happens to
find yet another way to mute the MC3357,
and provide mute facilities for SSB into the
bargain.

ICOM's 1C290:
R&EW looks into another Icom transceiver and concludes that there are few better
sets around
FT290, although the available output

THE HIGHLIGHTS

We have come to expect the receivers in
Icom equipment to perform virtually to the

limits of the physical science. And once
again, we haven't been disappointed. There

power is rather higher at 10W.
The RF output stage employs a power
module rather than a discrete transistor
strip. We are generally fairly nervous of
such things, although it must be said that

won't be too much action for the R&EW
2m preamplifier in this set. All the usual
functions are present: FM, SSB and CW,

we havn't managed to do anything un-

100Hz synthesiser steps, scanning etc. The

concerned, since we haven't been able to
locate a source of supply that is prepared

facilities are pretty much similar to the

toward to our review set. We must confess
a degree of jealousy where such things are

to:

a) Give a sample or two, and

b) approach the cost of the discrete
alternative.
No doubt Icom have more clout in the right
quarters!
The use of squelch on SSB is an unusual
but by no means pointless facility. Perhaps
more sets are destined to appear with this

facility now that the IC290 has set the
trend.
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Sensitivity
(FM)
(for 12dB Sinad) (SSB)
Adjacent Channel Rejection

0.16uV
0.09uV
(FM) 67dB
60dB
(SSB)
Blocking Rejection ±2 to 10MHz 100dB
IMD Rejection
78dB
Spurious Response Rejection
90dB
95d B
Image (123.5MHz)
IF (10.75MHz)
92dB
Transmitter Spurious
Harmonic
-79dB
Relative to carrier
Other
-64dB
Relative to carrier
IMD
-33dB
at 10W

The operation of the transceiver was
checked, and found to be satisfactory
over a temperature range of -20? C
to +55°C.

Figure 1: Block Diagram of the IC290.
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REVIEW
AROUND THE CIRCUIT

The block diagram on page 43 of the manual

is of more use as a key to the main circuit
diagram than an 'at a glance' guide to the

operation of the IC290. However, Icom have
been good enough to provide a rather more
straightforward version which we use here. (Fig
1.)

The most memorable aspect of the circuit is
the receiver input, and the transmitter mixer
section (Fig.2). The receiver and transmitter
share a common buffer input device (Q5) that
provides source injection for the receiver mix-

er, and balanced source injection for the
transmit mixer (Q1,Q2).

The receiver input goes directly to a 2

chamber helical filter before any form of RF
amplification takes place. The set manages to
achieve a blocking performance akin to that
demanded in PMR applications as a result of
the copious pre -mixer filtering stages. It should

certainly never suffer from blocking in a

vehicular installation, although there's no accounting for those amateurs wishing to use
stacked 14 element parabeams within a stone's
throw of another VHF transmitter.
The main receiver processing circuitry
displays a disturbing number of ICs that we
have not previously encountered - and it seems
fair to assume that black boxes are now filtering through using a much higher level of integration than we have hitherto encountered.
Figure 2: A closer look at the receiver input and transmitter circuitry.
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ICOM's IC290
Any readers with access to data sheets such as

the ptPC1037H or µPC577H are cordially invited to send us copies. (However, we have
recently been introduced to the last word in

semiconductor information books from an
American source. £50 may seem like a lot to
cough up for a linear IC data reference manual
- but a brief glance reveals that the publishers
really have included absolutely everything that

is not strictly a 'house' or custom type. We
digress....)
The IC290 noise blanker uses a short time

constant AGC preamp (IC4) after the first
'roofing' filter, and a diode RF switch (D24
to D27) fed from a transistor driven by a
monostable. A simple enough circuit, but
usually effective. The SSB squelch circuit is

derived from carrier level, by sensing the
voltage on the source of the final SSB IF
amplifier stage (Q17). Presumably this takes

into account the condition of the agc line
(which is controlling current through the device

via gate 2). It's not immediately obvious why
Icom use this apparently roundabout techni-

que when the basic AGC voltage

is

also

available - perhaps it has something to do with
thermal considerations?

The signal appearing at pin 7 of IC8 then
serves the dual function of 'S' meter on SSB
or CW, and mute control voltage via IC8B.
Q30 is switched on to to enable the mute
function by shutting the attenuator path in
ICI IA. The FM squelch operates via IC! I
- a dual voltage controlled attenuator - to set

the level presented to the noise amplifier back

in the MC3357 (ICI) before D46 and D47
rectify it to switch on Q30 (muted condition)
- ICI1B is then left free to pass the audio to
the TDA2002 output stage, depending on the

setting of the volume control at the same
control input to the attenuator. Q30 also
controls the 'busy' light in the system. It's
certainly different.

The CFW455E filter

in

the FM IF

is

nominally 15kHz wide - and there may be some

users who would prefer something a little
narrower if the 5kHz FM resolution is to be
used for anything other than 25kHz spacings.
The absence of a 12.5kHz channelling option
is also unfortunate, judging by the increasing
amount of interchannel activity on 2m.
Swapping the filter for an 8 or 10kHz version
would show a good deal of faith in the restraint

of 2m deviation controls, but at least the
narrower channelling would have some

D3 to the 'IF' oscillator formed around Q3.
In SSB mode, the audio signal is pulled off
from the emitter of Q1 to be fed to IC3 via Q9.

ALL IN ALL..
The 1C290 circuit illustrates that main bugbear

of the multimode rig designer very neatly namely getting all the necessary bits stuffed in
tight enough, and keeping track of the
switching required to perform the
'housekeeping' tasks around the transceiver.

There are still some functions that are not
as integrated as they might be - the SSB IF and

the AGC for example, but the 1C290 marks a

distinct progression in black box integration
for Icom. A brief glance at the nature of the
construction, the complexity of the wiring and
the quality of the overall presentation leaves
little room for any European manufacturer to
get in on the action.

meaning.
In case you were wondering, IC3 performs
the function of SSB modulator and
demodulator. Diodes 22,23,24,25 & 5 direct the

THE PLL
The complexity of the PLL and its associated

transmit. Q4 buffers the transmit signals (at
the IF of 10.75MHz), and the main mixing up

are derived via voltage synthesis techniques

DSB signal through the crystal filter on

to the output frequency occurs on the RF board

detailed in Fig.2.
The FM path is conventional, with ICI being
used as a limiter/ amplifier and low pass filter,
with additional low pass filtering courtesy of
Ql. The FM modulation is applied via varicap

scanning functions are not likely to be of much
use to the average plaguerist. The 100Hz steps

(like the other circuits we have examined)
driving a VXO (Fig.4) that controls a 'side
chain' in the main VCO loop that runs at the
RF output frequency minus the IF of
10.75MHz. The remains of the PLL dives into

an array of logic and an obscure oriental
custom MPU. Our appreciation grinds to a halt

with the pPD650. Any offers?

Loci.

ca
LOGIC UNIT

C. vca OSC

Filter

Pfogramehe
Dh.,clef
Phase DE T

Lova,. AMP

LPF

M!s

AMP

Patch

N

5 12MHz

OSC

Figure 4: The Icom PLL circuitry displays a certain amount of complexity.

....AND THE NOT SO HIGHLIGHTS
We had thought that Trio had learned the

of LED displays with their
memorably awful TR9000 display. Icom
lesson

appear to need some more convincing, and

it seems likely that the IC290 will provide
it. The LED display is not good news.
The loss of memory suffered when the
power is removed is extraordinarily
frustrating, especially if used in any form
of base station application. Look on the
bright side, there are no memory batteries
to replace.
USER COMMENTS
The set performed well for all those who

tried it, but the display brightness got a
universal thumbs down. It looks a bit too
much like a fancy CB set (what 2m rig
doesn't?) for most users to have enough
nerve to leave it fitted inside a car
overnight, and when parked in a public
place.

Overall operation was straightforward
54

enough, and not as confusing as some rigs
we have seen. The main competition comes
from the FT290 and the TR9000, with the
FT290 getting the vote for versatility
(despite the various shortcomings we
discovered during our earlier review). The

additional power of the IC290 is handy in
a vehicular application, but many 2m users
are getting restless with just 10W, although

it is the ideal power to drive some of the
fruitier linears.
The frequency shift that occurs when
changing mode is billed as a feature, but

the 'old hands' of 2m found this rather
annoying. Others found it useful, so it must
be considered a matter of personal taste the sort of thing the prospective purchaser

can identify when comparing the various

rigs on the market in this 'slot'. The

taste than an omission in the program.
The basic accessories provided with the
IC290 include a vehicle mount kit, (with
quick release feature), and a simple plug
action power connector.
Documentation is good, although even
Icom are finding it hard to keep up with
the complexities of some of the features
they attempt to describe. There's enough
information supplied for anyone with the
nerve to set up in competition (if they can
get hold of the custom bits), but it seems
very unlikely that anyone but the bravest
of owners would attempt to ursurp Thanet
Electronics' service department when things

go wrong.
It's very nice thank you, but we're trying
to give them up.
R&EW

selection of 25k Hz channelling fails to reset

Your Reactions

the displayed frequency to the nearest

Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

25kHz channel as a 'default', if the set had

previously been tuned in using the !kHz
option; which seems rather less a matter of

Circle No.
48
49
50
51
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lcom's 1C25:
Short and sweet

stages, followed by variation on the ratio
detector employing a ceramic element and
diode arrangement (Fig.1). The use of the
small CFU455 series ceramic filter possibly

accounts for the less brilliant adjacent
channel rejection (when compared to the
rest of the spec), however, the move away
from quadrature detection reflects the trend

back towards ratio detection in broadcast
FM car radios, due to the smoother fading
effects without the raucous interruptions

from blasts of noise. Noise muting is
performed by a 'classic' tuned noise
amplifier that even uses an inductor as part

of the tuning element. We said it was
different.
A USER'S TALE

First impressions of this exceptionally
compact and feature filled 2m rig are good.
The renowned sensitivity of ICOM
receivers is at last matched by enough

power to get to those users of 'deaf' low
power transceivers, that have hitherto been
the bane of users of things like IC2Es. Its

mouth is as big as it's ears - to coin a
phrase. (Remember, you read it in R&EW

first!)

The frequency display is too dim, most
knobs too fiddley, and the repeater tone
access technique via button a nuisance.
However, as a long term IC22 user, these
THE 1C25 really deserves more space than
we have available here - so maybe we will

return to it in a subsequent issue. Lack of

space, and groans about too much 2m
mania has compromised our usual practice
of delving into the manufacturer's circuitry
in detail, which is a pity, since with things
like schottky diode ring mixers and not an
MC3357 or its ilk in sight, you will
appreciate that this little box of tricks is a

horse of a different colour.
The synthesiser circuit bears a close
resemblance to the IC290 that appears
elsewhere in this issue - but our airy
assumption that the receiver of the '25
would be the same - was rudely dashed. The

The receiver uses a 16.9MHz first IF,

criticisms are much like those of AR88 fans

which combined with the RF selectivity of
the set and the 4 pole crystal filter, provides
superb image rejection to complement the
excellent IMD and blocking of the set. In
fact, the basic receiver spec is probably the
best we have yet encountered in equipment

moving onto FRG7700s. The only really

of this class and price. Even freezing to
-25°C and cooking to + 50°C didn't

steps attracts the usual snipe from the

adversely affect the performance once the
IC25 overcame the initial fright and
returned to room temperature - so it should
be quite happy sitting in the average car all
year round.

more daring progression anyway!
Nevertheless, for a straight 2m FM user,

conjuncton with diode switching for RF
selectivity of receive, and cleaning up the
transmitter before power amplification
occurs.

combination of bipolar limiting amplifier

chamber helical resonator, which - along
with

the diode mixer

-

is

used in

daylight. Maybe the smog in Tokyo is
denser than we thought....
The adoption of either 5kHz or 25kHz

12.5kHz channel fans, although I would
concede that maybe 10kHz would be a

the IC25 would seem to take a lot of
beating.

R & EW
A SALUTORY LESSON?
On the possibly dangerous assumption that
anything with double balanced diode mixer
represents the latest of the genre, it is
interesting to see that the final IF amplifier
stages comprise a very unglamorous

front of the receiver employs a four

serious point concerns the impossible
dimness of the display when used in direct

Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

Circle No.
139
140
141

142

Figure 1: The final IF stages of the IC25 employ a combination of bipolar limiting amplifiers and a ratio detector using a ceramic element and
diode arrangement.
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CAMBRIDGE LEARNING
SELF -INSTRUCTION COURSES

A PRACTICAL DIGITAL
ELECTRONIC KIT FOR

* LESS THAN £20
SUITABLE FOR
BEGINNERS

SUPERKIT

NO SOLDERING!

!!!'UfifsNiffiB

Learn

the

wonders

of

digital

electronics and see how quickly
you
are
your own
designing

Digital Electronic Nit

circuits. The kit contains:
seven LS TTL integrated circuits,
breadboard, LEDs, and all the

satiable for beginners

resistors, capacitors, and other components to
a
very clear and
thoroughly tested instruction manual (also available separately). All this comes in a pocket size plastic wallet for
only E19 -90p inc VAT and p&p. This course is for true
switches,

D1L

build interesting digital circuits; plus
beginners:

- needs no soldering iron.
- asks plenty of questions, but never leaves you stuck and
helpless.
- teaches you about fault-finding, improvisation, and
subsystem checking.
- the only extra you need is a 4jV battery (Ever Ready

or similar:, or a stabilised 5V power supply.
same
breadboard you may construct literally

1289.

Using

the

millions of different circuits.
This

course

logic,

gating. R-5 and J -K
flipflops, shift registers, ripple counters, and half -adders.
Look out for our supplementary kits which will demonstrate
advanced
arithmetic circuits, opto-electronics,
7 -segment
displays etc.
IT

teaches

boolean

is supported by our theory course

DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC AND ELECTRONICS

41.-515

for beginners, and our latest, more advanced text.
DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN

£7.00

Please send for full details
GUARANTEE

satisfied.
item

Nc

risk

to

£6.00

see coupon below ,
v -u.

If

yo', are no

A new range of products are available from us to cover the
increased interest in video transmission
TVUP2 TV UPCONVERTER is a two r.f. stage receive converter
with a crystal controlled local oscillator. The PCB accepts signal at
70cms and outputs them at channel 36 on a standard TV set. The TV
output is filtered and there is a 'de -sense' input to allow monitoring of
local signals without compression. Overall gain is 25dB minimum,
noise figure better than 2.5dB.

Kit - £19.60

completely
the

CAMBRIDGE LEARNING LIMITED,
UNIT 157 RIVERMILL SITE.
FREEPOST, ST IVES. CAMBS. PEI7 LEIR, ENGLAND.
TELEPHONE: ST IVES 0480) 67LL6.
VAT No 313026022
Ali prices include worldwide postage
airmail is extra -

please ask for prepayment

Giro A/c No 27891,.
Please allow 28 days for delivery in UK
Please send me:
SUPERKIT(S) P E19.90

Free. details of your other se,T-1,,trucTIon course.
enclose a cheque/P0 payable to Cambridge Learning Ltd
for
(*delete where applicable)
I

Assembled - £26.95

TVM 1 TV MODULATOR converts any 70cms transmit strip
into a series modulated DSB video transmitter. The PCB accepts
composite video signals and incorporates a sync pulse clamp and black
level adjustment. With an external pass transistor the board will source
up to 2 Amps current drive.

Kit - £ 5.30

Assembled - £ 8.10

ATV -1 VIDEO TRANSMITTER a boxed finished video
transmitter giving 3W p.s.p. The unit is housed in a vinyl -topped enclosure
enclosure measuring 8" x 5" x 2". Video input is via two
indepently switched BNC inputs, each having a front panel mounted
level control. There is a receiver output via a pin diode aerial switch for
connection to anUpConverter such as the TVUP2. ; The rear panel also
has a monitor output for waveform inspection on an oscilloscope. The
unit has internal preset controls for black level and sync stretching
circuitry. The unit is unique in that it is double mode. There is a NBFM
modulator included to allow station indentification at 70cms simply by
plugging. a microphone into the front panel socket. The whole unit runs
from a 14V maximum PSU and will give good reliable service in either
mode. A one year guarantee is offered on parts and labour.

Boxed ready to go at £87.00
ATV -2 Video Transceiver the natural propression from the
ATV -1 . The highly successful ATV -1 and TVUP2 circuitry have been
combined to give a complete video station. All you require is a standard
TV set and a camera. What could possibly be easier?

Boxed ready to go at £119.00
incidentally, as both these units have NBFM facilities you will not be left
high and dry with a white elephant should video be removed from 70cms
Simply plug in a new crystal and you can work your local FM repeater.

70LIN10/3 B

.

will he refunded upon return
in good condition within 28 days of receipt.
your money

WOOD Et DOUGLAS!

is a 3W to 10VV linear designed as a video booster for the

ATV -1/2 to give 10IN minimum output from our very popular video
transmitters. The board is straight through with no power supply
connected or when in receive mode. It has automatic r.f. sensed changeover when transmission takes place. The unit is of course usable for
NBFM operation with the new handheld transceivers such as the
IC4- E.

Kit - £28.95

Assembled - £39.10

Just a few examples of our ever increasing range

An SAE will
bring you the latest details and prices. Technical enquiries can be
answered between 7.9pm on either 07356 5324 or 0256 24611. Kits
when stock are return of post otherwise allow 28 days . Assembled
/boxed items, allow 20/40 days . Prices include VAT at the current
rate. Please include 70p postage and handling on total order except
boxed items which should be £1.00 for recorded delivery.
.

C

Please charge my:
Access / American

/ Barclaycard / Diners Club
Eurocard / Visa / Mastercharge / Trustcard

Expiry

Express

Credit

Date

Card

No

Signature
Telephone

orders from

card

holders

accepted on 0480 67LL6

Overseas customers (including Eire) should send a bank draft
in sterling drawn on a London bank, or quote credit card

All prices include VAT at the current rate Please add 70p to your total order for post and
handling Kits contain all.pcb components but no external hardware. Crystals are not supplied
for transceivers but are for converters, synthesisers etc. Kits when stock are 2-3 days.
otherwise up to 28 days depending on component availability Assembled modules 20-40
days depending on stock Non -amateur frequencies can be supplied for assembled modules
but we reserve the right to charge up to 20% excess to cover handling costs Ail postal
enquiries require an SAE please. a large one if fun lists are required, Non technical enquiries
Only can be taken 10am-4pre on 07356 5324 For technical information please call 07356 5324

or 0256 24611 between 7pm-9pm as we are partnme

number.

Kits are available from the following agents

Name

Amateur Radio Exchange. Northfield Road, EALING 01579 5311
J Birkett. 25 The Strait. LINCOLN 0522 20767
Darwin Electronics. 13 Thorncliffe Drive. DARWEN, Lancs 0254 771 497
United Trading AB. Box 16024 200 25 MALMO, SWEDEN 040 94 89 55

Address

Cambridge Learning Limited. Unit157Riyermill Site. FREEPOST.
St Ives, Huntingdon. Cambs, PEI7 LBR. England. (Registered
in England No 13287621.

151 for further details
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w e apologise for the inconvenience but we will be closed
for annual holiday between 3rd to 17th july.

9 HILLCREST, TADLEY
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS RG26 6JB
152 for further details
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automatically calculate the 10% and 90%
points and perform the calculation.
The 0S5100 has two blocks of memory
- each 11(x8 - and these, in conjunction with

MOW

a fast A/D convertor using sequential
sampling techniques, allow repetitive
waveforms, up to the full 100MHz

(3)

bandwith of the 'scope, to be captured.
Single transient waveforms at, or slower
than 100 uS/cm can also be captured.
The cursor and calculation modes can be

used both with real time and stored
waveforms or a mixture of both. Thus in

a T & M environment it is possible to
01

fly

display a production sample's performance

and compare it with that of stored

0

'reference' data.

The extensive trigger facilities of the
0S5100 offer such functions as delay -by time and delay -by -event and, by using an

OS -5100

optional logic analyser word recognition
pod it is possible to trigger on specific
words.

An Intelligent 'Scope with 100MHz Performance.

ON THE BUS
The digital nature of much of the 0S5100's

circuitry means that interfacing the

THE INTELLIGENT OSCILLOSCOPE
is a concept that is only now becoming a
reality; oscilloscope manufacturers having
been rather slow to respond to the benefits
gained by incorporating microprocessors
within equipment. The inherent analogue
nature of traditional 'scopes coupled with

MEASURING BY NUMBERS
The OS -5100 may be used as a convential

a lack of 'lateral thought' may have
contributed to this delay, but with modern
'scopes owing as much to logic gates as to
op -amps, things are changing.
The 0S5100 from Gould Instruments is
a micro based 'scope offering a bandwidth

of 100MHz. The benefits of using the
MPU, a 6809 in this case, show in many
aspects of the machine's performance, the
most apparent being the provision of an onscreen display of system parameters.
The front panel reveals that many of the
traditional scope controls - timbase range,

channel sensitivity, trigger source and
coupling etc. - have been retained but that
a 14 key numeric pad has been added to

the scope's complement of controls.

'scope, the instrument offering Y sensitivity

to 2mV/cm, timebase range (to 5nS/cm)
and a variety of trigger sources and
couplings. The screen provides an alphanumeric display of the setting
controls.
The automatic measurements that the
0S5100 provides are controlled by the
numeric keypad which has a shift function
associated with it, rather like a calculator.
The measurements are defined by using
one or more of four on- screen cursors each
being selected by a push button below the
numeric keypad and positioned by a single,
rotary, shift control. Once the cursors are

and -an optional IEEE card will allow the
device to be operated as a listener or talker.
These facilities mean that further computer
analysis of stored data may be undertaken.

The 0S5100 is also provided with a
dedicated XY plotter output.
The degree of intelligence exhibited by
the 0S5100, particulary the measurement
facilities offered by it, will mean a
considerable saving in many areas of R&D

and T&M. Competition between logic
analysers and the new breed of intelligent
scopes will continue to grow over the next

few years with the 'scope remaining the
hardware engineer's tool while the logic

positioned on the trace, selection of the

analyser finds more application in software
development. The 'scope with the range of

calculation mode gives results such as time

facilities it offers will probably remain the

interval, rise time etc., on -screen.
For measurements such as rise time, the
cursors need only bracket the portion of the

preferred tool and designs such as the

trace that is of interest, the MPU will

NIGGER MODE DELAY SYSTEM MENU
.SELECT 38 FUR NEXT PAGE..
28 DISPLAY THIS PAGE

machine to external equipment is possible.
The 'scope is provided with an IEEE port

NO11:
H

gi

'

0S5100 are bound to find many
applications in all areas of electronic
engineering.
R & EW

IL DII)
"TINEBASI ONLY

I

CURRENT
SELECTION

°A" START DELAYED FROM
°A"TRIGGER, TO,

Q1=

21 IIME=T
22 NthuBliTRIGGER EVENT
TIME
°A"

STARTS.

23 EVERY Nth VTRIG 44
24 EVERY Hx18ns (CLOCK)
The precise mode of the 0S5100's operation is selected from a series of menus.
AUGUST 1982
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A typical dual trace display with associated alphanumeric
measurement information.
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R&EWPROJECTPACKS
WIND SPEED AND
DIRECTION MONITOR
Complete kit including PCB
all components, front panel,

Issue
October

O
O

sensor assemblies and cable.

Stock No.
40-03000

Price (Inc.VAT)
£49.95

O
O
MEI
O

MULTIBAND UP CONVERTER
PCB, components for the 10m
oscillator, components for mixer,

2m Converter
27MHz Deviation Meter
LS1000
Watervole
November
UHF Converter
PA105

£2.58

Auto Modulation Meter

£6.10

December
DFCM01
DFCM02
DFCM03

case and sockets.

Stock No.
40-28001

f2.27
£4.56
£3.56
£3.51
£3.89

DFCM04/5
Logic Probe

£4.96
£3.57
£3.72
£3.97
£1.10

2m PA (Mk.II)

£5.91

UHF/VHF Converter

£3.51
E1.28

January

Price (Inc. VAT)
£14.90

TV Pre -Amp
TV Pre -Amp PSU
LC7137

oscillator section, components for
4m, 6m, or CB band each:
Price (Inc. VAT)
Stock No.
40-28002
£5.82

£0.96
£2.73

February

TV Pattern Generator
TV Antenna Selector
TV Antenna Select PSU
TK10321 (Undrilled)

£6.55
£4.65
£0.96
£2.04

70cm Pre -Amp

£1.38
£8.33
£1.77
£2,95
£0.46

O
O
CBI

O

nal

March

Complete kit with all four
oscillator sections.

Stock No.
40-28003

Price

Project

23cm Converter
Converter PSU

Price (Inc. VAT)

MC145151

£30.91

ULN2283B (Undrilled)

O

April

Radiation Monitor
Rewbichron Logic Board
Rewbichron Rx Board

18W POWER BOOSTER

Complete kit of parts; PCB,
all components, ICs, relay,

2m Pre -Amp

sockets, di -cast box and

111111P7'riv.

aluminium heatsink, (both
undrilled).
Stock No.
40-13881

Key Pad Security Lock
KB4417 (Undrilled)
KB4413 (Undrilledl
May

UOSAT

4 -way Distribution Amplifier
pH Meter
KB4412 (Undrilled)
ULN2240 (Undrilled)

Price (Inc. VAT)
£22.60
*Isa

Kit as above but less di -cast
box and heat sink.
Price (Inc. VAT)
Stock No.
40-13882
£15.00

ZX81 EXPANSION BOARD
Kit including PCB and all
components with the exception
of memory iCs.
Price (Inc. VAT)
Stock No.
40-10081
£13.79

Radio Control Tx
2ch Mains Timer - Display
PSU

Triac
Switch
CB Selcall

ZX81 Keyboard - A
ZX81 Keyboard B
0-30v PSU

R&EWPROJECTPACKS

£3.58
£6.40
£2.07
£2.07
£0.85
£3.33
£2.99
£2.99
£4.50

2m PA Mk II
ULN3859 (Undrilled)
LM1035 (Undrilled)

£5.91

SSB Exciter
HA12017
DC Controlled Pre -Amp
Radio Control
Autobridge
Autobridge RF Head

£3.87
£2.48

£0.96
£1.29

July

Autobridge LED
August

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ 15%
PLEASE ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY.
POSTAGE AND PACKING 50p per order.
200, North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4SG

£10.17
£5.91
£5.04
£1.43
£0.94

June

6116-3 memories and DI L socket
at a special price for this project.
Price (Inc. VAT)
Stock No.
Z6-56116
£5.00

58

£3.27
£6.76
£3.04
£1.11
£1.79
£0.69
£0.58

18W Power Booster
ZX81 Expansion Board
Ga As Fet Pre -Amp
Ga As PSU

£12.00
£1.84
£3.50
£2.25
£0.73
£3.74
£9.60
£4.37
£1.54
£5.46
0.67
£2.92

Multiband Up Converter
KB4436 (Undrilled)
Switch Mode Power Supply
(Undrilled)
All Prices Include VAT at 15% Postage & Packing 50p per order.
Please allow 21 days for delivery.
200, North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4SG
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S.E.M.

UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN
Tel: MAROWN (0624) 851277

Our equipment is in use in over 100 countries
SENTINEL AUTO 2 METRE or 4 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER
Uses a neutralised strip line Dual Gate MOSFET giving around 1dB N.F. and 20:18 gain.

S.E.M. EZITUNE

Clean up the bands by tuning up without transmitting
Connects in aerial lead, produces S9 I1 -- 170MHz) noise in receiver Adjust A.T.U.
or aerial for minimum noise. You have now put an exact 50Ohms into your transceiver
Fully protected. you can transmit through it. save your P A and stop ORM C25.00. Ex
stock.

(gain control adjusts down to unity) and straight through when OFF. 400 W P.E.P.
through power rating. Use on any mode 12V 25mA Sizes. 1Y.' x 23/4" x 4"
C28.00* Ex stock.
PA5 Same specification as the Auto including 240 VPSU (33.00°.
SENTINEL STANDARD 2 METRE or 4 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER

S.E.M. AUDIO MULTIFILTER

Same specification as the Auto (above) less R F switch. E15.013* Ex stock.
PA3 Same specification as the Sentinel Auto above 1 cubic inch p.c.b. to fit inside
your equipment. E10.00 Ex stock.
7000, versions of all these (except PA 51 E400 extra. Al ex stock.

To improve ANY receiver on ANY mode. The most versatile filter available Gives
"pasSband'' tuning, "variable selectivity" and one or two notches Switched Hi -pass
Lo -pass, peak or notch Selectivity from 2. 5KHz to 20Hz. Tunable from 2. 5KHz to 250
1-11 PLUS another notch available in any of the four switch positions which covers 10
KHz to 100 Hz 12 V supPly. Sizes: 6" x 2Y. " front panel. 31," deep. all for only
E57 00 Ex stock.

NEW SENTINEL 2 METRE LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER/PRE-AMP
These units now feature either POWER AMP alone or PRE -AMP
alone or BOTH or STRAIGHT THROUGH. Plus a gain control on
the pre -amp from 0 10 + 20dB. Noise figure is around 1dB using a
neutralised dual gate mosfet.

SENTINEL AUTO H.F. WIDEBAND PRE AMPLIFIER 2-40 MHz. 15dB gain Straight
through when OFF 9.12 V 2'..
1')
3" 200N through power E19.56 Ex
stock

The power amplifiers use the latest infinite S W.R. protected transistors with AIR LINE
circuits to give highest power gains Ultra LINEAR for all modes and R F or P.T.T.

SENTINEL STANDARD H.F. PRE AMPLIFIER

switched 13 8 V nominal supply S0239 sockets

Same specification as above pre amp but with no R F switching. E1262* Ex stock

Three Models
1

2
3

SENTINEL 36 Twelve times power gain 3W IN 36W OUT 4 amps. Max. dnve
5W 6" = 2Y. " front panel. 4Y. deep E62.50 Ex stock.
SENTINEL 50 Five times power gain 10A1 IN 501.N OUT. Max. drive 16W 6
amps. Same size as the Sentinel 35 (74.50 Ex stock
SENTINEL 100 Ten times power gain 10W IN 10O.N OUT Max drive 16W
Size' 6Y.

S.E.M. IAMBIC KEVER
The ultimate auta keyer using the CURTIS custom LSICMOS chip Tune and sidetone

Switching £34.50Es stock. Twin paddle touch key. E 12 50Ex stock.
FREQUENCY CONVERTERS. SENTINEL D G MOSFET 2 or 4 metre converters N F
2dB. Gain 3348 1 F S 2 4 46, 2830 MHz 9 12V £24.73 Ex stock.

= 4' front panel, 3Y." deep 12 amps £100 Ex stock.

AN avelleb4e less pre -amp for EEL 00 less.

SENTINEL 'X' 2 METRE CON. Same as above plus mains power supply E28.03 Ex
stock

S.E.M. TRANZMATCH

SENTINEL LF

The most VERSATILE Ant. Matching system. Will match from 1550:0 Ohms

10 KHz-2 MHz IN 28-30MHz OUT E20.80 Es stock

BALANCED or UNBALANCED at up to 1kW. Link coupled balun means no connection
to the equipment which can cure TV 1 both ways SO 239 and 4mm connectors for co

SENTINEL TOP BAND 1 8-23 MFiz IN

EZITUNE built in for E19.50 extra. See below for details of EZITUNE) AS ex stock
3 WAY ANTENNA SWITCH 1Kw SO 239s E 15.00 Ex stock.
S.E.M. 2 METRE TRANZMATCH

Prices include VAT and delivery. C.W.O. or phone your credit card number for same
day service

5'S'

1414.5 MHz OUT [20.80E* stock

12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING ALL TRANSISTORS.

as or wire feed 16010 metres TRANZMATCH E09.00. 8010 metres 05200.

Means Bening Lee sockets, add E 1.90 for S0239s or BNC sockets. Ring or write for
more information Place orders or request information on our Ansaphone at cheap rate
times

2' front panel. 3' deep S02395 E25 30Es stock

211 for further details

SABTRONICS
"Making Performance Affordable"

MULTIMETERS

2010A

Style
DC & AC Volts
DC & AC Current

Display
Temp Measurement
PRICE

0.1uA-10A

0.1 S-2- 20 M S2

0.12 - 20MS-2 1E2 - 20M,c2
0.1%
0.5%
LCD
LCD

0.1%
LED

Mains

2037A

10uA-2A

0.1uA-2A

0.12

Adaptor
£4.95

0.1uA-2A
0.1E:2 -20 MS-2

0.1%
LCD

0.1%
LCD
-50 C-+150 C

71.00

Express delivery £5.00

83.00
Freq. Meters
Range

Sensitivity
LED Digits
Max Resolution

ADD VAT on ALL
prices. All prices correct
at 02.02.82 E&OE
Access

2035A

0.1uA-10A

Carriage £1 .00

4-6 Sandy Lane, Stockton Heath.
Warrington, Cheshire WA4 2AY
Telephone 10925) 64764

2033

Bench
Bench
Hand
Hand
Hand
100uV-1000V 100uV-1000V 100uV-1033V 100uV-1000V 100uV-1000V

Resistance
Basic DC Accuracy

DAROM SUPPLIES Dept AR1

2015A

PRICE £

Visa

36.75

62.00

8110A

8610A

20Hz-100MHz 20Hz-603MHz
30m V
150mV
8

8

0.1Hz

0.1Hz

67.00

82.00

67.00

Touch and
hold probe
for DMMs
£13.00

86108
10Hz-600MHz

30mV

9
0.1 Hz

99.00

8000B
101-1z-1GHz

K-35mV
9

0.1Hz
155.00

206 for further details

Hitachi Oscilloscopes

performance, reliability, exceptional value
and immediate delivery!
Hitachi Oscilloscopes provide the quality and performance that you'd expect
from such a famous name. in a range that represents the best value for money
available anywhere.
V-152
V-202
V-302
V-352

I 5MHz Dual Trace
20MHz Dual Trace
(illustrated)
30MHz Dual Trace
35MHz Dual Trace

V-650 60MHz Dual Trace. Dual Timebase
V-1050 100MHz Quad Trace. Dual Timebase
Available soon: V -209 20MHz Dual Trace. Battery Portable
V-509 50MHz Dual Timebase. Portable

Prices start from around £230 and we hold the range in stock for immediate
delivery.
For colour brochures giving detailed specifications and prices, ring 0480
63570.

Reltech Instruments 46 High St
AUGUST 1982

.

Solihull, W. Midlands. B91 3TB

169 for further details
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G4JDT
HARVEY

G8NKV
DAVE

EAST LONDON HAM STORE

H. LEXTON LIMITED 191 FRANCIS ROAD LEYTON E.10
TEL 01 558 0854

RADIO & ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

TELEX 8953609 LEXTON G

ENGINEERS ALWAYS AVAILABLE ON THE PREMISES

MAIN (UK) SERVICE CONTRACTOR TO HITACHI SALES (UK) LTD
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GASFET MASTHEAD PRE AMPS

DRESSLER AMPLIFIERS

EXCLUSIVE TO US
D70 A.T.V.
D70c 70cm
D200C 125W FM 190W PEP

£500
£295

VV700GAAS
£79.00
VV2GAAS
£40.00
VV200GAAS
£69.00
VV2000GAAS
£79.00
Powered by the linear or with separate interface.
0.7 - 0.9dB signal to noise
0.2dB insertion loss
3SK97 GASFET Available separately £4.50

£495
£600

D200.300 FM 600W PEP
D200S 400 + FM 1kW PEP

These are high power 240V linear' using 4C x 150 or 4C x 250 or 4C x 350 Eimac
Tubes NOT using the grounded Grid system .
Fully protected, no thermal damage to PA finals possible.

173

ICOM

YAESU

176
£1295 00

FT 1

HF TRANSCEIVERS
IC 730 200W
ICZKL 5C1W linear
IC2KLPS Power Supply
IC AT 100 1COW auto A.T.0
IC AT 500 500W auto A.T.0

f 586.00
£ 839 00

£211 00
E249 00

£29900

ICOM

OC't

FT102
F T 707 200W PEP
FP707 PSU
FC 707 ATU
FV 707 DM VFO

POA
POA
POA
POA
FC 707

SPECIAL PRICE POA

BPS IIV Pack

f 30 15
£5.80
£15.50
£22 00

BP4 Empty case for 6XAA
BP3 STO Pack
8P2 6V Pack
DC1 12V adaptor
VVM9 Mic speaker
CP1 Mobile Charging load
LC1 2 3 cases
BC30 base charger

f 840
E 12.00

£3.20
£3 50
£39 00
49 00

MMLI 104' Booster

174

TRIO/KENWOOD

POA

TS930S
TS8305

.e

£680.00
f 530 00

TS.1305 ^= "a -s=e .e

£ 320.00

e

£44000

...

£268 00
£295 00
£230 00
£370 00

TR7850i-iP F'.' 2.-

TP77302TR9000

R9130

£380.00

£520.00
£200.00
TR2500 2mtr Portable
\Zany Trio Kenwood accessories avail
TS530S HF Transceiver

f

FT101ZDAM

5PtC\
x

POA
POA
POA
POA

Pk-

FT707 - FP707 -

ACCESSORIES

TR8400
TR95000HF

FT 902 DM
FT 101Z
FT 101ZDFM

ICOM
PORTABLES

175

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

FT277ZD Soco all extras inc
FT 7670 X

FT 902 DM Sommerkamp
FC902 ATU
FV901 DM VFO
SP901 speaker
Y0901P Scope
FTV901 Transvertor
FT 208 VHF
FT 708 UHF

FT290 Multimode

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

MICROWAVE MODULES
MMA 144V 2m Preamp
MML 144.25 RF AMP

£129 95

MMT 432 144
2-70 Transverter
£184.00
MMT 28 144 10m Transverter £99.00
MMS1 Morse Talker
£11500
MM 4000 RTTY
SEE IT WORKING AT OUR SHOP
£299.00 inc. keyboard
Full range stocked

178

STANDARD

£79.50
£67.50
E219.00
£239.00
£19.96
£6 95

CPB 58
CPB 78
C 78 70cm Portable

C58 2mtr Port ssb FM
CMB8 Mounting tray
CL8 Carry case
Battery charger
Set Nicads

795
11 00

NOW JAYBEAM IN STOCK

CUSHCRAFT ANTENNA

hiF A320 15 10 3 eie AR X 28 Ring Ranger 818
144-10T x YAGI £38.95
beam 8bD E170.00
vertical E32.00
144-20T x YAGI £55.00
147-20T
CS100SPeaker £13.50
AV3 20 15 10 Trapped
4144 44 eie Vag, £18 25 144 146 x MAGI £55.00
vertical E39.95
A144 77 ele Yagi £23.00
Av5 10 15 20 40 BO
A144.11 11 eie `fag £29.95
Trapped vertica £84.95 ARX2K Conversion Kit RINGO
2148 14 ale boomer
MkI to Ringo MkII E14.18
05 2dB £59.95
179

ICOM MULTIMODES

180

181

ICOM FM MOBILES

S.2 5

£159 00

D R 7603K

£135.00

DR 76008

144.00
£105.00

KENPRO
KR 250

£16900
£242.00
IC4E FM 70crn
£199 00
£486.00
£630.00
E386.00

£52.00
£190.00

DATONG

183

8CI G C converter HF on 2mtr
VLF very low frequency converter
F LI frequency agile audio filter
FL2 multirnode audio fii ter
ASP/9 auto RF spew. processor ITr./

E120 75

RFC/M RF UMW, slipper nodule
D/0 Morse totor
AD270 ntioor active antenna
40370 outdoor active antenna

E 26.45
E 49.45
E 37 95
C 51.75

MPU1 PSU tor alcove

C

E 25.30
E 67.85

f 89 70
f 79.35
f 79 35
1375 manually controlled RF Sp/Processor f 56 35

ASP/A auto RF 'peen or...or iVeewl

+ Full range stocked

690

RECEIVERS ALL ON SPECIAL
OFFER

R600
R1000

Trio Kenwood
Trio, Kenwood

F RG7

Yaesu

20
FRG7700
Yaesu
cf. 0
FRG7700
Memory
X
FRT7700
Tuner
FRV7700
A/B/C/DiE Conye,to,°
C2001 inc. M/Adaptor £148.00

184 1
185N

ICOM 720A G/C

a

.

c.)

IC402 70cm

IC2512m
IC451 70cm
IC 290 2r'

£44.00
£90.00
£189.00
£50.00

KR400
HAM IV
CHANNEL MASTER 9502
CN620 1 8-- 150MHz
Pwr. swr
CN 2002 2.5 kW PEP auto
ATU

.
MI MN

IC202 SSB

DIAWA
DR 75(XF;

Preamp

IC2E FM Zm

All accessories
available
see below

ROTATORS ETC

£34.90
£59.00
£77.00

MML 14440
MML 144.1006 New with

18;\

177

IC24G
IC 25E

£165.03
£235.00

E I a. a.

-71

IC 720A 203AI
PS15Povver Supply
PS 20P S with speaker

[maw

IC730 200W

£586.00.,

£99.00

£13000

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE -PLUGS SKTS CO -AX 2IVITR COLINEAR £31.50, 70CNI COLINEAR £31.50
Access

BARCLAYCARD

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT THE PRESENT RATE OF 15%

OPEN MON FRIDAY 9:00 5.30.SATURDAY 10:00 3:00.INSTANT HP FACILITY AVAILABLE
EASY ACCESS M2 Ml1 M1 NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD EASY PARKING

VISA

175 for further details
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SUPERKIT
Cambridge
Learning's
introduction
to digital
electronics
is evaluated
by Gary Evans.

MENTION THE WORD 'LOGIC'
nowadays, and most peoples' minds will
think of a computer or, at the very least,
a microprocessor. Such systems or devices
are, however, merely a collection of logic
gates configured in a specific pattern. The

Cambridge Superkit aims to impart an
understanding of these gates, the fundamental building blocks of all digital circuitry. Anyone working religiously through
the course should gain enough knowledge,
and confidence, to design a variety of practical digital circuits.
Cambridge Learning have been producing Self -Instruction courses for a number
of years now, and their experience in this
field shows in the well produced handbook.
Supplementing the book is a collection of
'hardware' that enables the reader to

'breadboard' each logic block as it is introduced in the text.
POINTS TO NOTE

SUPERKIT
YWr-6-711111:,'Ilwo

ticularly thorough. The resistor colour code

graduate course devotes a couple of hours
to this very area as part of its Introduction
To Logic programme.
One helpful touch is that a separate sheet
of IC pin -outs is provided, thus avoiding

CI&A

having to flip from page to page in the
manual when working on a layout.

At the end of this, and every, section there
is a question and answer session in which
the reader's appreciation of what has gone
before is ascertained. The answers given in
the back of the manual are clear and concise and should serve to clear up any point
that has caused confusion.
With Chapter Two the work starts, the
first task being to assemble a DIL switch,
buffer IC and four LEDs which will provide the input and output indication for the
later circuits. It is suggested that different
coloured wire is used for the various con-

nections depending on their function

-

The handbook begins with a few notes
about the course and what can be gained
from its completion. It's interesting to note

black and red for power rails (nice to see
these making a return, rather than blue and
brown) with blue being used for 'logic' interconnections. Wiring layouts are shown
both as point-to-point line drawings and as

that one of the course's aims is to teach improvisation, a skill that seems sadly lack-

a list of connection points.
Before connecting power to the circuit

ing in many of today's engineers.
The next section of the book gives some
advice on the practical aspects of building
the various circuits to be described in later
chapters. Component identification is
covered, with the section on IC orientation
- often a source of confusion - being parAUGUST 1982

tice. It may seem very simple stuff, but at

is reproduced and there is even some advice on the easiest way to strip wire that
suggests that teeth can be used 'as a last
resort' - I'm not sure how well that would
go down with the British Dental
Association.

Cambridge warn that the orientation of the
IC should be checked on penalty of 'a nasty
burning smell'.

The next chapter runs through truth
tables for AND and OR gates, or rather
leaves the reader to complete the tables having investigated a gate's behaviour in prac-

least one university's first year under-

MORGAN'S MOMENT
Chapter two finishes with an introduction to de Morgan's theorem showing its
use in analysing the behaviour of various
combinations of gates and in optimising
a circuit.
Chapter three continues the basic ground

work with the introduction of the most
common types of gate, the NAND and
NOR. The concept of hysteresis is explained and a circuit designed around a Schmitt
inverter reinforces the idea and shows it 'in

action'.
R -S flipflops, J -K flipflops and their application in counter circuits and shift
registers is covered in the following chapter

culminating in an exercise that asks the
reader to design a full adder. Concepts such
as switch bounce and how to overcome it,

up/down counting, twisted ring counters
etc. are taken in along the way.
This section of the handbook ends with
a look at the various logic families in use
today with a brief look at their
characteristics.
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REVIEW
reader should finish with a sound

grounding in the principles of digital
electronics.
The final section of the handbook
contains a couple of 'fun circuits' including

the inevitable digital dice as well as a
number of pages devoted to the
fundamental principles of electricity (what
is current?; what is resistance?) and some
basic semiconductor physics. A glossary of
general, as well as specifically logic, terms
is also included.
A kit that is well produced and, while it

is aimed below the level of the average
R&EW reader, should be of value to the
complete beginner as well as to those au fait

with analogue circuits but have not yet
discovered what makes a digital circuit tick.
It might also pay students intending to start

courses in electronics to work through the
course in their spare summer hours to give
them a head start when they come to the
digital element of their course.

R & EW
Your Reactions
Perhaps we should reinforce the fact that

concept is introduced, the reader is asked
to try it in practice to understand it, and
is questioned to confirm that the important

this is a self- teaching book and as each new

points have been grasped. The diligent

NEVER SAY DIE

Circle No.

Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

74
75
76
77

FOUR FIRST PRIZES OF £250 IN R&EW's

11 000 COMPETITION
DESIGN A SOPHISTICATED WIND
MONITOR BASED ON OUR HARDWARE
The wind monitor project featured in this
issue

is based on some very soundly

engineered hardware.
The electronics of the system provides

a basic display, but we're the first to

There are two age groups, 18 and

under and the over 18s. A first prize of
£250 will be awarded to the winner of
each group.
A further £250 will be awarded to the

admit that something more adventurous
is possible. Think about it - a 934 MHz
low power data link version? What
down

a

single

data

R&EW, 117a, High Street, Brentwood, ESSEX CM14 4SG

line?

Connecting a number of systems together to map (and computer model)
wind patterns around high buildings?
Just a few ideas to which you no doubt
can add.
The winners of the competition will be
the readers submitting the most original
and technically innovative designs based

on the wind monitor hardware.
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be

awarded to the best Z8 based design this prize may be won in addition to any
of the other first prizes.

Send your entries to: WIND MONITOR COMPETITION

about formatting the data for transmission

best overseas entry.
In addition, a £250 prize will

RULES
Closing date is September 30th UK, November 30th Overseas: all entries
postmarked later than these dates will be discounted.
2. Employees of R&EW and their agents are not eligible for entry.
3. The panel of judges will consist of representatives of R&EW and Zilog UK,
their decision will be considered final and no correspondence concerning the
competition will be entered into.
4. The judges reserve the right to withdraw prizes in any of the categories if, in
their opinion, the standard of entry does not reach an acceptable standard.
1.
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LOW COST GaAs FETS
LOW COST GASFETS or more correctly
GaAs mesfets intended for use in UHF TV

tuners are now enabling the Amateur to
construct low noise amplifiers in the VHF -

UHF region.

Until recently GaAs fets were only
familiar to the Microwave engineer, now
there use is becoming more common at
lower frequencies.
Figure 1 shows the construction of a dual

gate Mesfet. The Mesfet (metal
semiconductor field effect transistor)
consists of two metal gates separated from

the bulk of the semiconductor (GaAs gullium arsenide, in this case) by a Schottky

barrier layer.
Electrons in GaAs have six times the
mobility of those in silicon, and reach their

maximum velocity with lower electric
fields. As a direct result of this, GaAs fets
produce the same gain as a similar silicon
device at twice the frequency. The higher
mobility also means lower resistivity which

results in lower noise figures.

Unfortunately the production of pure
GaAs substrates together with a more
complex mesa structure makes GaAs fets
relatively expensive. Low cost GaAs fets
for use below 1GHz have become available

due to relaxed tolerances and volume
production for the consumer market.
Low cost (under £5) dual gate Mesfets
available include the 3SK97 and 3SK98
from Matshushita and the 3SK112 from
Toshiba, undoubtedly others will become
available as more manufacturers begin to
use them in TV tuners.
Comparing the 3SK112 GaAs mesfet to
S

GI

0

0

G2

Dressler VV2000 GaAs Amplifier

the popular 3SK88 dual gate mosfet, the
3SK112 (NF = 1.9dB at 800MHz) yields
a noise figure of approximately half that
of the 3Sk88 (NF = 3.8dB at 900MHz) at
the top end of band V, while producing a
slightly higher gain.
Thus these low cost GaAs fets are ideal
for use in 144 and 432MHz receivers
requiring low noise front ends. At higher

frequencies better divices are required
which are more expensive, although here
prices are rapidly falling. For 1.3GHz and
above suitable reasonable cost (under £20)
GaAs fets are the NE72089 from NEC the

MGF-1400 from Mitsubishi and the

rJ

ALF1003 from Alpha.

Figure 3 shows the typical DC

characterisics of a low cost GaAs mesfet
(3SK112). The IDSS (Vgis = 0) of these
fets are fairly high, and for normal
operation a negative bias on
gate 1 is
required. For the 3SK112 highest gain and
lowest noise figure occur at a drain current
of 10mA (Fig. 4) which corresponds to a
bias voltage on gate 1 of - 1.7 volts (Vg2s
= OV). Generally in microwave amplifiers

Ga As substrata

is necessary to have the source leads
directly grounded for maximum gain and

Figure 3: Typical DC characteristics of Ga As Fat.

Gp.NF- ID
Vas

it

Figure 1: Construction of a Ga As dual gate
MESFET.

F 0006412

GA

20

stability. In the UHF region the source can

be effectively decoupled and a source
resistor included to provide the required

biasing (17OR in the above example). If this -

aD

SV

0025 OV

's

is done gate 2 should be at the same DC
10

G1 o

Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of a typical dual
gate MESFET (3SK112).

S

G2

Figure 4: Gain and noise figure against drain
current for the 3SK112.
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0
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LOW COST GaAs FETS
In IC

10k

22p
10k

ANTENNA

3SK97

22p

82R

12OR

120R

FiX-TX

----111n

RL1

I

In

: RFC
O
82R

In

100n
1nF

78L05

lu

14

100n

RL1 E:1

RL2

Figure 5: Circuit Diagram of the Masthead Version of the Dressler Pre -Amplifier.
DRESSLER VIQUIRS 5/N 1135

potential as the source for normal use. Gate

2 can be used to provide gain control as
with a conventional dual gate mosfet by

40

taking in negative with respect to the
source.
One of the first to make use of these low
cost GaAs mesfet in Amateur applications
is the West German company Dressler. The

20

circuit of a masthead pre -amplifier for
144MHz based on the 3SK97 is shown in
Figure 5.

Gain vs. Frequency

-20

-

Taking in a look at the Dressler VV2
GAAS, it has a claimed gain and noise
figure of 15-18dB and 0.7-1dB respectively.
Our measurements reveiled a gain of I6dB
with a noise figure of 1.27dB. Although the

-40
100

125

150

noise figure of the sample tested was

175

MHZ )

outside their claimed specification it still

Figure 6

DRESSLER VV2SWIS 5/N 1134

DRESSLER vv2unn5 S/N 1135:

E10

40

40

20

Return Loss vs. Frequency

Z

Gain vs. Frequency

I7

oC

-20

-4E/

-40
1

325

Figure 7
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Figure 8
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FEATURE
CHARACTERISTIC

SYMBOL

CONDITIONS

Gate 1 Leakage Current

IG1SS

VDS = 0; VG1S = -6V; VG2S = 0

Gate 2 Leakage Current

I

G2SS

VDS = 0; VG1S = 0; VG2S = -6V

Drain -Source Voltage
Drain Current

MIN

TYP

MAX

-

-

20

A

-

20

A

V(BR)DSX

VG1S = -6V; VG2S = -6V; ID = 100A

10

20

UNIT

-

V

-

IDSS

VDS = 5V; VG1S = 0; VG2S = 0

Gate 1 Source Cutoff Voltage

VG1S (Off)

VDS = 5V; VG2S = 0; ID = 100A

Gate 2 Source Cutoff Voltage

VG2S (Off)

VDS = 5V; VG1S = 0; ID = 100A

Forward Transfer Admittance

Yfs

VDS = 5V; VG2S = 0; ID = 10mA; f = 1kHz

17

Ciss

VDS = 5V; VG2S = 13

1.2

Reverse Transfer Admittance

Crss

ID -- 10mA; f = 1MHz

-

0.02

-

Power Gain

Cps

VDS = 5V; VG2S = 0

-

18

-

dB

Noise Figure

NF

m
I10A;
f = 800MHz
D=

-

1.9

-

dB

Input Capacitance

45

mA

--2.5

-

V

-2.5

V
ms

pF

pF

3SK112 Electrical Characteristics

represents a good figure for a switched preamplifier. Plots of the pre -amplifiers

response and match are shown in figure

In a forthcoming edition of R&EW we
will be including a constructional project
for a 144/432MHz pre -amplifier based on

6-8 the reduced gain peak of figure 7 being

the 3SK112.

due to digitising errors in the plotting.
Commercially available GaAs fet preamplifiers available for 432MHz are the
Dressler VV700 GAAS claiming 0.9 - 1dB
NF and the GLNA 432u from Mutek with
option of either a 0.8 or 0.65dBNF version.

R&EW
Circle No.
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Your Reactions

TEST EQUIPMENT
HP 8505 Network Analyser
TEK 7L12 Spectrum Analyser
Ailtech 75 Precision Automatic N.F.

Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
Bad feature/space waster

97
98
99

Indicator.

JULY '82 EVENTS :MOBILE RALLYS
July

MT WT

F
1

5

6

7

8

12

13
20
27

14

15

21

22
29

19

26

July 11th

Worcester & DARC
Annual Mobile Rally

High School, Ombersley
Road, Droitwich

28

2

9
16
23
30

S
3

S
4

10

11

17

18
25

24
31

Tony Blissett, G8NSL, 26 Cherry Orchard,
Holt Heath, Worcester, Tel Worcester
620507.

July 18th

Pembroke & DARC
`Bucket & Spade Party'

July 18th

Sussex Mobile Rally

July 25th

Anglian Mobile Rally

June 25th

Scarborough ARS Mobile
Rally

The Regency Hall,
Saundersfoot
Brighton Raceground

GW3XJQ Tel 09945 267
G Miles, G3VB3, 65 Montgomery Rd,
Hove, Sussex. Tel Brighton 778546

Stanway School,
Colchester, Essex

G3YAJ. Tel 0206-393938

Spa Ocean Room,
Scarborough

Further information from G4JAQ, QTHR,
Tel 0723 862638

NB. Would Rally organisers please send details of forthcoming events to the Editor - and please also include a list of
exhibitors.
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HOLD VERY TIGHT PLEASE - DING, DING !

It's conductors I'm on about; of the 'semi' variety.
And, perversely enough, the presence of the word 'con' in
semiconductor strikes me as being singularly appropriate in
these straitened times.
First, let me introduce you to the only man more egocentric
than William Poel, W.J. Sanders, Chairman of Advanced
Micro Devices (AMD) who declared, amid the discordant

jangling of his multi -layered gold bracelets, that 'the
recession is over for AMD' way back at the beginning of
May.

-*tie
For years the semiconductor boys have been their own worst
enemies in that they believed never a piece of business should
be allowed to pass them by if they could hack away at their

prices and hang onto it somehow.
Accordingly, they make very good money when the market
is going rancid for components - and, like National Semi-

conductor, lose a packet when it ain't.
And by National Semiconductor I mean the world's third
biggest integrated circuit maker!
If we exclude the Japs - to whom I now turn.
It must be apparent to everyone - and especially gifted
enthusiasts like yourself - that the lovely people who brought

Intel is hiring.
And Signetics is flogging more than it has been channelling
out of its doors for the first time since the Spring of 1980.

us Pearl harbour are gulping down the Hi -tech section of
the big game.
Parameter by parameter, 100 by 100K, they are mulching

Not that's not all bad.

concentrate on the semicustom and mass production areas
of opportunity.
(Hence, by the way, AMD's romantic feelings of optimism
and AMI's success in luring Gould to their side.)

Underlining those good folks' optimism is a recent analysis
from Dataquest forecasting hefty semi growth between 1983
and 1986.

the memory market and leaving the Americans to

If you haven't turned the page yet looking for more But, when it comes to the '74 series, the basic building blocks

stimulating stuff, bear with me a paragraph or two longer
and you'll start to share my fascination with the way of the
world.
Because the beautifully named Pasquale Pistorio (no jokes

please), head of SGS-ATS, is worried skinny - well he could

lose the weight - about the absence of any sign of success
between European governments in creating a joint policy

of any old hunk of equipment, and those good ol' discretes,

nobody ain't making no money.
And you watch how the slant eyes will come along and take
a hefty swipe at the market sector before too many suns have
risen.

The result will be renewed and anguished appeals for

toward the semiconductor industry at a time when the protection.
United States and Japan are beating the living daylights out

`Keep them all out!' will be the plea.

of this key market.
And now for the giggles: the semiconductor market overall

But the most fatuous feature of the way economies function
is that in Japan, whom you would imagine must be doing
fell by no less than 26% in 1981. The forecast of 4% increase a truly wonderful job by all that you've read above, it costs
for 1982 from Dataquest will leave it still way behind its £18 to get a haircut in Tokyo.
former position and even the 'forecast' increase in 1983 of And you should see the housing, smell the fumes and suffer
anything up to 20% will still mean that this most sexy of the decibels of suburban streets.
industries will not have moved an inch in the last three years At the end of the day it's very hard to say just who is really
at a time when inflation has meant it has been earning less winning overall.
and less as well!
That's all for this month: I'm going back to my soldering
The results have been writ large on the pages of the popular iron now.
electronics press.
Bestest
And, to remind you, Fairchild were absorbed by Evan Steadman
Schlumberger and have hardly been heard of since; Mostek
were lost in a conglomerate, corporate maw; AMI are now
part of Gould; and so on.
Now to pricing.
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ZX80 / 81
EXPANSION
BOARD

A expansion system that offers more than just
additional memory.
Design by Howard Roberts.

FEATURES

Indicators on the status port
Up to 14K Memory expansion
Directly addressable D/A converter
Three 8 bit directly addressable ports
Possibility of constructing an A/D converter
CONSIDERING THAT MANY people
who own ZX80/81's have probably only
spent around £50 for the computer, the
prices asked for some memory and
expansion boards seems rather prohibitive.
Thus, the design criteria for the
expansion board was primarily maximum

expansion for minimum expense, a
requirement that until recently tended to be

either too expensive or rather complex.

As can be seen from the board's

specification, this expansion system offers

far more than just additional memory.
CONSTRUCTION.

The low component count of the design,
plus the use of a double sided PCB, make
construction of the expansion board very

short circuits on the board the usual inverse

L should appear on the TV screen.
Check that the + 5V supply is present on
the correct pins of the IC sockets as shown
in the circuit diagram. If all is well switch
off and insert the other ICs. Remember to

avoid touching the legs of MOS ICs.
To do this, run the following program: 10 POKE 30723,128
20 POKE 30722,10

Leds 2 and 4 should now be lit and Leds
1 and 3 be unlit.
Now enter the following line and check
that Led's 2 and 4 extinguish and Leds 1
and 3 light.

easy.
First, insert all the pins linking the tracks

POKE 30722,5

on the upper and underside of the PCB.
Solder the ribbon cable to the connector

Now switch off and connect pins 2 to 9

and then to the relative pads on the board.

inclusive to pin 1 via a 10k resistor. Switch
back on and enter the following program:-

All the IC sockets can now be inserted

followed by all the other discreet
components.

Do not insert the ICs yet except IC 1 & 2.
TESTING

The board should be plugged into the edge
connector on the ZX80/1 and the computer

switched on. Assuming that there are no
AUGUST 1982

with different combinations of Is and Os

on this and other ports
corresponding results.

will give

To test the D/A converter, firstly
confirm that link A is made and then type
in the following program: 10 POKE 30723,128
20 POKE 30721,255

Now messure the voltage on pin 10. This
should be 2V4 -0V2
Now type in: -

POKE 30721,0

The voltage should change to OV4 + OV2

To check that the RAM expansion is
working enter the following program: -

10 POKE 30723,144
20 PRINT PEEK 30720

This should return an answer of 255. i.e.,
Port A = 11111111 (Decimal 2 55,FF
HEX).
By repeating the above procedure, but

PRINT PEEK 16388 256 PEEK 16389
This should return the answer 29696 if all
six 6116's are in place and your ZX80/81
has I k internal RAM.

As this figure is the location of the first
non-existant byte in the RAM area, it can
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ZX80/81 EXPANSION BOARD
MEMORY MAP

Table 1 System memory map

TABLE 1

ADDRESS
16384
18431
18432
20479
22527
20480
24575
22528
26623
24576
28671
26624
30719
28672

1st 2k RAM (IC1)
(IC2)
(IC3)
(IC4)
(IC5)
(IC6)

2nd
3rd

4th
5th
6th

Figure 1 The Expansion PCB's overlay

Internal RAM

00000000.

(only used if all
six 6116's are in place)
30720 up
30720
30721
30722
30723

8255

8255
8255
8255
8255

(IC7)

Port A
Port B
Port C

Control Register

be used as a useful diagnostic aid in the
event of a fault condition.

T

w

For example, suppose the above program
returned the answer 20500, it can be seen
from the memory map above that this lies

0

in 1C3 and the fault probably lies in this
area. Obviously, the first check is to plug
another IC into this socket and try again
after checking for dry joints etc.

T

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

CONCLUSION

0

This board will convert the ZX80/1 into
a useful machine for communicating to
the outside world. More or less anything

0

-o

0
0
0

O
O

0
0

O

EE

can be tied on to the ports, remembering

003

that port C can drive transistor bases
directly. You will soon be controlling
your son's train set or even your own

ER
-2.

0=

nuclear power station

00
331 SZVNZ

Control

Port A

Port B

Word

Port C

Port C

upper

lower

128

out

out

out

out

129

out

out

out

in

130

out

in

out

out

131

out

in

out

in

136

out

out

in

out

137

out

out

in

in

138

out

in

in

out

139

out

in

in

in

OLT

68

in

out

out

out

145

in

out

out

in

146

in

in

out

out

147

in

in

out

in

152

in

out

in

out

153

in

out

in

in

154

in

in

in

out

155

in

in

in

in

W

6909

O

=t031

O
O

= E031

0
O
0
0

=Z031
(=IL 031
pop

144

I

9ELS1It

F

-1

O

e

L

111111J111LIFJifrrriirl111ffirt

J

Table 2 8225 Control register commands
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Figure 2 The circuit diagram. Capacitors C5-6
are decoupling components,and are not shown

CZ
OV

*LOGE 1.1.0.6,1

here.

AO

12
013

6

A6
6.6

611610

03
06

Of

10

0
1$11

D1

131

C3

10 el ICIO

OV

!CI

MODE 0 OPERATION

the table opposite lists the control word
to be POKE'd into the 8255 control register at location 30723 in order to acheive different Port configurations.
If information is required on how to
configure the Ports in Modes 2 and 3
(handshake and interrupt) the 8255 Data Sheet
should be consulted.

Thus, to store information inefinitely, some
method is needed to refresh the storage cell
before the charge has leaked away. The principle

used is to read the memory location while the
data is still there and then to write it back in
again. This is done at a high enough frequency
so as not to interfere with the operation of the
computer. However, it does mean extra
hardware which in turn means extra expense.

is capable of driving a transistor stage directly
thus eliminating the need for a buffer.
D/A CONVERTER.
The Ferranti ZN425 was chosen to perform this
function. There are other cheaper ICs but unlike
the Ferranti IC they cannot be formatted as an
A/D converter. This is because the ZN425 has
an integral 8 bit binary counter in its structure,

thus enabling

a

counter type A/D to

be

constructed with minimum external components.
To control the D/A converter which is located
on port B it is only necessary to output a number
to the port. An analogue voltage corresponding

The various 'Blocks' of the expansion board will
be discussed separately, starting with the
memory.

I/O PORTS.
The chip that is used in the expansion is the Intel
8255. The zilog Z80PI0 was considered, but it
was felt that as the Intel chip has more I/O lines

and is cheaper, it offered a better choice. The
10 ports are memory mapped to the ZX80/81.
Thus a simple program such as: -

of the ZN425. A simple Op -Amp buffer can be
included off the board to convert this voltage to
any level required.

STATIC VERSUS DYNAMIC

10 POKE (LOCATION), STATUS WORD
15 POKE (LOCATION), DATA.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

As will be seen from the circuit diagram static
RAM has been used. This may seem an expensive

luxury when dynamic RAM ICs i.e., 4116 are
now very cheap.

However, static RAMs have very distinct
advantages. Firstly, modern CMOS memories
consume very little power, typically 200mW. This

is a far cry from the days of central heating by
2114s, thus enabling the mains adaptor for the
ZX80/1 to be used.
Secondly, static RAMs only require one PSU
rail, thus simplifying the DC side of the design.

Thirdly, as most modern static RAMs are
'byte wide' i.e., they are constructed in an 8 bit
format (I K x 8 etc), RAM can be added chip by

chip. Thus, if only 2K is required only one IC
needs to be inserted.
Finally, no dynamic refresh is required. For
the benefit of readers who are not familiar with
this term, a short description follows. Those who

wish to can skip the next paragraph.
In a dynamic RAM the storage elements do
not hold their information indefinitely, - it can
be considered to behave like a leaky capacitor.
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to this output can then be obtained off pin 14

A/D CONVERTER

A simple counter type A/D converter can be
will cause the data on line 15 to be output to the
specified port. Line 10 is necessary in order to
tell the 8255 how to configure the ports. A table
of the status words is included at the end of the
article.
The above program will cause the data to be

constructed using a minimum amount of external

output immediately, in Intel language this is
'Mode zero'.
Suppose however that the peripheral
connected to the port was not ready to accept

COMMAND pulse, the counter is set to zero and
the STATUS output to logical I. On the positive

the data that was output. We need some way to
tell the peripheral that the port has information
for it. Luckily the 8255 does exactly this if a port
is configured in 'Mode 1'. When data is written
to the port in this mode then the 'data available'

pin on the 8255 will go high. This tells the
peripheral that the port has information for it.
Conversely, if the port is expecting information

from the peripheral, then the data will not be
acepted until the 'data strobe' pin for that port
is taken high. This process is called
'handshaking'.
It should also be noted that Port C on the 8255

logic as illustrated below. Links have been
incorporated on pins 2, 3 and 4 of the ZN425

to allow simple selection of this function if
required.

On the negative edge of the CONVERT
edge, the counter starts to count up from zero.
The analogue output ramps until it equals the
analogue voltage applied to the other input of
the comparator. At this point, any further clock
pulses are inhibited and STATUS goes low to
indicate that the output data is valid.
The conversion time depends upon the value
of the analogue input, and for full scale reading
is given by the clock frequency divided into the
number of counts.
For example if F clock = 256 kHz
Conversion (for F.S.R) = 28 seconds
256000
= I millisecond.
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ZX80/81 EXPANSION BOARD

0
a

0
0
N

2

x
N

PCB foils of top and bottom track of ZX81 expansion board.

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS
R1

100k

CAPACITORS
C1

C2,3
C4

C5,6
70

100u 10V tantalum bead
10u 10V tantalum bead
22n ceramic
100n ceramic

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1-6
6116
IC7
8255
IC8
ZN425E
IC9
4049
IC10
74LS138
IC11
7805

MISCELLANEOUS
PCB,Connectors,Sockets,Etc.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Ferranti Semiconductors Ltd.
Intel Inc.

Your Reactions
Excellent - will make one
Interesting - might make one
Seen Better
Comments

R&EW
Circle No.
143
144
145
146
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NEWS BACKGROUND
Your humble servants

N4 w

/DEAS
DON'T OVERLOOK the various forms of
assistance available from the Department

of industry to assist the development of

worthy products in the field of high
technology products. The various awards
are specifically aimed at the electronics
business, and come either in the form of
an outright grant, or up to 50%,which is
recoverable by a levy on sales.
Contrary to popular belief, these
schemes are administered by reasonable
and understanding persons, who are eager
to be able to assist British companies in
pursuit of technological goals that might
otherwise be abandoned or compromised
through lack of funds. The schemes are not

terms of reference of the costing are such
that it is frighteningly easy to cost out a
project at £25,000 when you start to roll
in all the peripheral expenses that you
might normally amortise in the running of

the business when considering such a
development.
The DoI provides a very useful and comprehensive cash forecasting sheet that acts

an effective discipline to ensure that the
proposer understands exactly what he is letting himself in for. It must scare quite a few
potential applicants to see just how rapid-

ly any form of R&D operation can run
away with the funds.

constrained by area - indeed, there are
many other grants and incentives available

to those of you operating in regions
designated as development areas of one sort
or another. The capital grants available for

plant and machinery are quite spectacular
in many instances, although these are not

described in this particular feature. A
booklet from the DoI entitled 'Incentives
for Industry' contains the relevant
information.
Although the dreaded
MAP
(Microprocessor Applications Project) is
one that most people have heard of, there
is another more versatile scheme entitled
the PPDS (Product and Process Development Scheme). The PPDS is designed to
assist in the development of any new product or process to the point of manufacture. The project size should be between
£25,000 and £2 million - although smaller
projects are considered in the context of
smaller firms. Indeed, as we found out, the
AUGUST 1982

FUNDING SCHEMES

The PPDS provides up to 25% of the project cost in a straight grant. There are surprisingly few strings attached, and the only qualification is that the proposer should
be technically and managerially capable of

completing the project. A bit like the
R&EW sponsorship scheme. The project
should be seen to be commercially viable
(another aspect of the analysis form), and
the final point is a curious one, in that the
project would otherwise not be undertaken

at all, or within a reasonable timescale,
without government support.
The apparent implication of this is that
companies are encouraged to fly kites - with
the penalty that if you have already started

on a project before you find out about the

grant, then you are not eligible for support, in spite of the fact that your project
may easily have been worthy if put forward

before work had commenced. In other

words the scheme is encouragement, not
reward.
The MISP (Microelectronics Industry
Support Programme) scheme is specifically aimed at the microelectronics business,
and operates on basically similar
parameters. A further aspect is a grant of
up to 25% of the cost of production plant,
equipment and buildings, with all sorts of
additional facilities to help in establishing
production units if you are prepared to site
yourself in one of the special development
areas.
The MAP scheme is perhaps primarily
renowned for the £3000 grant facility (max)

for consultancy work carried out by approved consultants in connection with
feasibility studies and the like. However,

the same 25% grant, 50% shared cost
scheme is available under the very broad
direction that 'the scheme is open to all sectors of UK manufacturing industry. Firms
receiving assistance under the MAP scheme
are not eligible for other forms of
assistance under government scehems - ex-

cept regional development grants.
So if your firm is developing a
microprocessor controlled, microprocessor
controller - and you are prepared to move
to one of the many special development
areas, you may find that launching a product is a good deal cheaper than you imagined. But even if you are engaged in a more
mundane end of the electronics business,
write to the DoI (IT Division, Dean Bradley

House, 52 Horseferry Road, London
SW1P 2AG) and ask for the details of their
various schemes.
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NEWS BACKGROUND
ANOTHER FIRST FOR R&EW?

in typesetting since Caxton since it enables
any RS232 terminal device to communicate

some of the bugs not yet fully documented
- but the facility is now running smoothly,

One of the more constructive aspects of
being newcomers to the business of

and load typesetting directly into the

and our next dramatic step

composing system.

telephone line modems to provide access to
instant low cost typesetting to anyone with

NEW TECHNOLOGY

an RS232 ASCII terminal system.
There's a little way to go yet before we
can provide the facilty via REWTEL, but
it's not far away. We will also be able to

publishing, is the fact that we had very few
fixed ideas on how to go about the whole

business. One of the first frustrations we

faced was the delay between writing a
feature, and seeing it appear in print.
Well, we have just taken a fairly bold
step, and installed a digital phototypesetter
in the shape of the Compugraphic 8400

MCS. Along with the hardware, we
installed the necessary software in the shape

Virtually any wordprocessor and any
computer can be used to supply text for
direct typesetting. This means that text is
only keyed -in once, and that proof
checking can be carried out using lowcost

listing paper output, not costly photoset
text. The ACI option includes the facility

of 'Titch` Delafield' - without whom none
of this would be possible.
The 8400 produces typeset text around
ten times faster than the previous system,

to translate character groups in typesetting
formatting instructions - so the material can
come straight in, where it is queued on disk
and automatically paginated. All Titch has
to do is to 'compose' - which is the process

together with the facility for up to 16

that looks up the character sizes for the

alternative typefaces 'on line'. But this isn't

various different typestyles, and fits the text

the main reason we have adopted the
system (admittedly, it means that the lab

staff can produce their words within 6
hours of the press starting to roll, instead
of the present 24 hours). The 8400 comes
with an optional asynchronous
communications interface (ACI), which is
probably the most significant development

into neat columns.
The much -vaunted R&EW computer is
gradually coming together, and at least the
word processing software is working
reliably. Virtually all of the text in this issue
will have been set using this process. There

have been a few teething troubles, and a
few frustrating hours spent establishing

-FEEDBACK-

is

to use

'download' pages from REWTEL for
typesetting. Meantime, however, Titch will
be pleased to offer this magnificent facility
to anyone requiring typesetting - and if you

can send the text under Wordstar on a
standard 8 inch floppy, then the cost will

probably be less than 25% of what you
would normally pay, and that has to make
a lot of sense.

The facility is ideal for catalogue and
pricelist work as well, since all record
maintenance and updating can be carried

out on a 'normal' computer or word
processor, which

is

where most such

material resides these days anyway. The
days of illegibly duplicated bits of paper
may well be numbered, and the service that
Titch can offer is obviously well practised
in the problems of the electronics business.

BUS -BAR CHOKES

JULY '82

Micrometals standard line of Bus -Bar Cores: ideal for
switching power supplies to 300 amps. Send

for information concerning these

mother iron powder
cores for power
filtering.

(R18 IS NOW OMITTED)
Figure 1.

10.7 MHz SSB GENERATOR
The output section of the module is now as
shown in Fig. 1 and not as shown in the circuit
diagram.
The change can be easily implemented on
the existing PCB.

AUTOBRIDGE
Overlay shown in Fig. 5 of the article shows
components mounted on 'board' side of PCB.
In fact, the components should be mounted on
the foil side of the PCB as described in the text.
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Ambit International, 200, North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex. CM 14 4SG.
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R&EW Data Brief
KB4436: Noise Cancel System

ITEM

NOTATION

SPECI FICATION
MIN TYP MAX

This device is designed for use in FM radios
and tuners to suppress pulse type noise.

Current
Consumption
Voltage Gain

It is most effective in suppression of the
noise generated in a car's ignition circuit and in
various types of electrical equipment.

It is possible to achieve superior results in
FM stereo receivers when incorporated in a
system with a PLL MPX IC.

FEATURES
High noise cancel ratio.
Internal 19kHz switch.
Noise AGC circuit.
Low distortion.
Wide dynamic range.

28mA

ICC

-1.0

GV

Maximum Output

Voutmax

Input Impedance

Zin

Distortion

THD

Gate Time

Ts

1.0

1.5

KB 4436

UNIT

CONDITION

mA

W/no signal

dB

at 1kHz
at 1kHz

Vrms
30

KF = 1.0%
at 1kHz

162

0.1

25

at 1kHz
Vout= 500mVrms

%

Pulse voltage;

ps

100mV
Pulse width: 1ps
Rep. freq. 1kHz
Noise Input
Sensitivity

Electronic characteristics

VN

19kHz Switch on
output

V7 on

19kHz Switch off
output

V7 off

40

0.2
11.5

mV

Pulse width: 1ps
Rep. freq. 1kHz

V

V8 = open

V

V8 = 2.2V

R9

10k

SENSITIVITY CONTROL ip

01

Circuit Diagram

20k
RV1

R3 '1l.
2k0

t R5

R4

2k0

k R6

2k7

91k

t R8

t 22k

C7

C8

10n

0.22u

"-A330p
I 1 1 I-6-1330p
C3

NINI---ii
430k

C5

4.7p

1k5

6k8

R12 R13

5k6

330p

390R
R14
1-220p
C9

R11

R7

C4

11k0
R10

/R1

jOVCC

43k
C17

16

14

15

13

12

11

1100n

10

330p
C2

KB4436

C1

4.7u

_J

i

FROM DETECTOR

910R

6R28k

R15

4k7

i

R16

R17

R18

4k7

4k7

4k7

%SW

R 19

C16
2.2u

0 MPX'S STEREO
INDICATOR PIN

01-0 TO DECODER

T

14

C10

.C11

680p

680p

'

1n21
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TC13
68p

ion
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1n8
C15
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MULTIBAND UP -CONVERTER
Used with a 2m transceiver, this converter provides coverage of 10, 6 and 4m bands
plus CB and band I TV. Design by Graham Leighton.
THIS CONVERTER WILL ALLOW the
reception of any four 4MHz (2MHz with
a 144-146MHz IF) bands in the range 26

to 75MHz using a two meter receiver/
tranceiver as the IF. This range includes the
10, 6 and 4m amateur bands, citizens band,

European and American public service
bands and band 1 television. These can
make interesting listening and provide
useful propagation data. Table 1 gives
details of some of the services present in
this part of the radio spectrum.
SYSTEM DESIGN

There is about 8dB conversion loss in the

converter which, given a sensitive two
meter receiver, provides adequate perfor-

mance for most purposes. Despite the
simplicity of the input filter, it is effective

in reducing the level of IF breakthrough
and other spurii to an acceptable level. The
inclusion of a tuned preamplifier, such as
that described in reference 2, increases the
sensitivity and the immunity to out of band'
signals considerably. Most two meter
receivers, however, suffer from severe in-

termodulation and adjacent channel interference if the preamplifier is included in
a system for receiving citizens band. This

should not be a problem above 28MHz
where the band occupancy and signal
strengths are generally lower.

The frequency range of the original
design was 26 to 60MHz. It was thought
that the harmonic relationship of the local
oscillator, input and IF frequencies would
be the cause of spurious responses if this
range was increased. In fact, despite the
compromise of a 75MHz input filter cut off
and the 120MHz LPF for the local

Table 1
Frequency (MHz)

Use

30-50

Public Service (USA)

33.42-33.98
46.06-46.50
37.02-37.44
39.02-39.98
42.02-42.94
45-08-46.04

Fire Depts (USA)
Police Depts (USA)

m Amateur band
Band 1 TV
4m Amateur band
Public Service (UK)
66-73
OIRT FM Broadcasting
(E Europe)
1. The above list contains details of only some
of the services operational between 30 and
75MHz.
2. The reception of some services listed is
subject to special licencing in some countries.
3. There are a number of beacons in the 6m and
4m bands. A full list is available from the
Radio Society of Great Britain.
50-54
45-75+

70.025-70.500
68-88

The converter may be used with one to
four oscillators without circuit changes.
These oscillators are DC switched and may

2)Wind two turns of the twisted wire onto
a Fair -Rite 28- 43002402 core.
3)Separate the ends; identify each winding
using a multimeter.
4)Connect the start of one winding to the
finish of another. This forms the primary

(two windings in series). The remaining
winding is the secondary.
Fit the transformer to the PCB ensuring
that the primary is connected to Q2. Solder
some pieces of tinned copper wire to form

tags for the input, output, power and
oscillator switch connections. Fit the mixer. The `MCL SBL-1' legend should line
up with that printed on the overlay. Check

the PCB for dry joints, incorrect components and solder bridges. Assemble the
PCB into the case, connect the power leads,

bnc sockets and switching control (if required). If a switch is to be mounted
remotely, the leads should be screened to
prevent 144MHz pick up.

be remotely controlled (within reason).
TESTING
CONSTRUCTION

Warning: The mixer is easily damaged if

Thread some wire through the holes (marked X) around the mixer and solder top and
bottom.

DC or a high RF level is applied to the LO
port (IF output). Take care not to press the

PCB. Where an earth connection is required (with the exception of the mixer) it
is easier and more reliable if the component

leads are soldered to the top of the PCB
only. The uncommited pads on the under
side of the PCB are only present to assist
in the location of the components.
Wind the transformer T1 as follows:1)Take three 6 inch lengths of 0.25mm
enamelled wire, twist them together (about

8 t.p.i.).

ptt when using a transceiver as an IF.
Set the cores of L4,5,6 and 7 to about
2mm above the top of the formers - make
sure they are all set to the same level. Set
the core of L3 level with the top of the
former.
Connect the unit to a 10V power supp-

ly, preferably with current limit set to
50mA. The current drawn should be about
IlmA. Switch on an oscillator by earthing
the appropriate switching line. The supply

current should rise to about 15mA.

oscillator, the performance remained acceptable. It is advisable, to use a tuned
preamplifier above 50MHz to improve the

selectivity and to reduce the oscillator
radiation.

Photo showing the converter with a
28 - 30MHz pre -amplifier.
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MULTIBAND UP -CONVERTER
Frequency Loss (dB)
(MHz)

75MHz Low Pass Filter
Filter Response.

60MHz Low Pass Filter
Filter Response.

Frequency Loss (dB)
(MHz)
0.00
0.10
-0.20

-0.30
0.20

227

_1.100

-J

41.800
47.100

CO

57.400

C
03

52.400
oa

.940

-0.30

-0.30
-0.30
-0.30
-0.50
-0.70
-3.00
-15.40

.100
tnNd

-...500

98.700
93.900
99.180
104.300
108.200
113.200
118.300
:23.400

-20

-J6.50
-43.90
-50.90
-56.70
-62.50
-62.50
-70.70
-74.18
-77.90
-80.60

-1-10

05

33.0

65.E

98.0

(MHZ>

130.5

05

33.0

65.5

(MHZ)

Figure 1: 75MHz filter terminated with 50ohms, component values as
stated on the circuit diagram.

98.0

130.5

Figure 2: 60MHz filter terminated with 50 ohms, component values:
L4, 5, 6, 7, 6%t; C14, 18 56p; C15, 16, 17 110p.

75MHz LPF Input Match

-

60MHz LPF Input Match

:127

33.0

0

65.5

( MHZ )

0

0

-20

-227

-HO

-HO

I 30 . 5

98.0

0 E

33.0

75MHz
LPF
OSC A

Monitor the voltage on Q2 emmiter and

SIGNAL
INPUT

slight reduction. This is typically 1V045 to

OSC B

ti

120MHz

BUFFER

130.5

adjust the oscillator core until there is a

"'"

OSC C

98.0

5E.5
(MHZ)

OUTPUT

MIXER

LPF

AMPLIFIER

1V038 and corresponds to the oscillator
starting. This reduction is just observable
on a multimeter, alternatively a diode probe may be used to monitor the RF level on
the secondary of Tl. A frequency counter
may also be connected to this point to set
the exact frequency of the oscillator.
Connect a 2m receiver to the output and

an antenna to the input. If a frequency
counter is not available, the exact frequency

of each crystal may be trimmed by adjusting the oscillator coil whilst monitoring a known frequency standard such as a
beacon etc.

OSC D

OSCILLATORS
(SELECT ONE
PER BAND)
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Repeat the above procedure for each
Figure 3: Converter Block Diagram.

oscillator.
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Figure 4: Circuit Diagram.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The four identical oscillators are similar to those
used in reference 3. The resonant circuit comprising LI, CI and C3 is set to the approximate
frequency of the overtone crystal. This, together
with L2, ensures operation on the correct over-

tone of the crystal. Table 2 contains details of
the coils required to cover the various oscillator

APPENDIX A
Basic filtersections and design formulas In tne formulas R is in ohms. C In
farads. Lin henrys. and in hertz.
LO v.i-ff 4 SS

'E RS

frequencies.
The oscillator output appears across R6 which
is a collector load common to all the oscillators.

This is fed to the wideband amplifier, Q2. The
output of this stage is matched to 50R by T1.
L3, C12 and C13 form a 120MHz low pass filter
which reduces the harmonic content of the local

-11-2,,

5.1

oTT

2T

O

0

m - derived end sec ions for use

m - derived is section

Constant -k n section

with intermediate is section

oscillator (LO). If the upper limit of the LO is
110MHz or so, the cut off frequency of this filter
may be reduced by setting the core of L3 to about

3mm below the top of the former.
The filter output is connected to the LO port
of the SBL-1 mixer. The RF input to the mixer
is fed via a four pole constant -K low pass filter
(some filter design information is contained in
Appendix A and reference 1). The response of
the filter is shown in Fig 2. An elaborate low pass
filter design using several M derived sections was

investigated but this proved difficult to imple-

2,2

a

OBI

0

Constant -k T section

= - C,=R

T,,,

o

c -T-----

m derived T section

m

L = friL,

CI

. 0

1-ftV

C0

Li =

CI

1-m'

1-m'

=

ing minimal. IF breakthrough is more likely to

CI = MC,
4m

occur through insufficient screening of the

= - CL
4m

4m

iff,11

ment. The rejection of the LPF together with the
mixer isolation results in the IF breakthrough be-

2t.2

derived end sections for use
with intermediate T section

.111'

1

of,

4

4

LL

C, = mC.

4m

receiver and/or interconnecting leads. The rejec-

tion of 144MHz from the power supply input is
also important - ferrite beads can help here.

TABLE 2
OSCILLATOR COIL DETAILS (LI)
Crystal Frequency
(MHz)
74-88
88-103
103-118

Coil

5.5t (Green)

4.5t (Yellow)
3.5t (Orange)

RESULTS
Using an FT290 and an IC290 as the IF a
Class -up view of Ti.
AUGUST 1982

sensitivity (on FM) of between 0.5µVand
IµV was obtained across the range of the

converter. In use, it was found that a tuned preamp, such as that to be described
next month, together with this converter
provides an excellent receive system for the

frequencies covered. The sensitivity is increased to about 0.21./V for 12dB sinad on
an FM signal.
The scanning facilities of the 2m
transceiver make the monitoring of these
bands very simple and convenient.
Many East European broadcast stations
in the 66 - 7 3MHz band are audible

during the summer months and their
presence gives early warning of sporadic
-E conditions on band 2 and 144MHz.
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Frequency

50.003
50.005
50.010
50.015
50.020
50.025
50.030
50.035
50 039
50.040
50.041
50.075
50.080
50.088
50.099
50.498
70.040
70.050
70.060
70.112
70.120

Callsign

Location

PY1RO
H44HI R
ZS1STB
SZ2DH

Rio de Janeiro
Solomon Islands
Still Bay, S.A.
Athens
Anglesey
Jamaica

GB3SI X

6Y5RC

South Africa
Gibraltar

ZS6PW

ZB2VHF
FY7THF
ZS6VHF
WA8KGG
VS6HK
TI2NA
VE1SIX
KH6EQI
5B4CY
GB3WRA
GB3BUX
GB3ANG
5B4CY
ZB2VHF

French Guiana

South Africa
NE Ohio
Hong Kong
San Jose

New Brunswick
Pearl Harbour
Cyprus

AL71D
ZN61A
YQ35C
QU51 B

XW64G

Some 6 and 4m Band Beacons.

PARTS LIST

Figure 5: PCB Foil Pattern - track side.

OSCILLATOR (Up to 4 required)
Resistors (all 0.25 W 10%)
R1

R2
R3

2k7
12k

8k2
Capacitors
C1,2
C3
C4
C5

27R

R4
R5

1k

18p

47p
1n

5p6

0 t")
00
0rab o 0

Inductors
L1

TOKO S18 (see Table 2)

L2

TOKO 7RB 1u0

o0

Semiconductor
01
Miscellaneous
Crystal

As required (e.g. 74,94,
116,118MHz for 4m,6m,
10m and CB respectively)

Resistors (all 0.25W 10%)

R6,10,11 100R
R7
470R

R8
R9

Capacitors
C6,7,8,9,10,1 1
C12,13
C14,18
C15,16,17

1n0
27p
39p
82p

C19
C20

100n monolithic ceramic
47p min ceramic

Semiconductor
02
Inductors

BF241 'BF274/3

6k8
1k5

Min ceramic

L3
L4,5,6,7
Miscellaneous

TOKO S18 4.5t
TOKO S18 5.5t

T1

0.25mm enamel wire on
Fair -Rite 28-43002402 core

PCB
Case

Double sided GL -07
21-06102
2 x BNC single hole fixing
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0800 %000 0a0 0 00
0
0
0
01:1
0
0 0
o apo
0 0 go 008

0g
oce

0

o

8 o o -goo

0
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0 000
w0 0
00

BF241/BF273/4

BUFFER AMPLIFIER/MIXER/FILTER

Sockets

00

Min ceramic
0.1" spacing

0
0
000

0
GL (11

0
0

Figure 6: PCB Foil Pattern - Component side.
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ZB2VHF on 50.035MHz has been heard
on many occasions (during May) as have
some band 1 TV sound and vision signals
from Scandanavia.

R&EW
REFERENCES

1. F.R.Connor; 'Networks' Pub. Arnold.
2. 4, 6, 10m Preamplifiers to be published
in R&EW Sept. 1982.
3. Leighton G. R. 70cm to 2m and TV
Converter R&EW Jan. 1982.

Your Reactions
® EARTH CONNECTIONS

Circle No.

Excellent - will make one
Interesting - might make one
Seen Better
Comments

Figure 7: Component overlay.

15
16
17
18

Are your meters good enough?
If your recordings are spoilt by uneven levels and
overloads -install Soundex professional PPM's now.

The Soundex PPM 402 is a quality meter at a price

you can now afford!
Developed from the BBC and VU scales it has a
closely specified electrical performance with a
meter scale providing high clarity and accuracy of
indication. Special Features include: -

Bipolar rectification.
Closed loop meter drive
Wide frequency response
Low current consumption
II Amplitude dependant amplifier
Attack and decay circuits
Send for technical literature on the new 402

Bulgin Electronics
306/896041,21
Park Lane. Broxboume, Harts, Tel: Hoddesdon 84466

174 for further details
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Ray Marston introduces a unique new circuit 'building
block' that can provide very sophisticated power control
of low -voltage DC loads such as lamps, heaters, blower
motors and model locomotives, etc.
FRAME

re-MARK

SPACE
120V1

II- PERIOD-Iva- PERIOD

VPEAK
OV

THE AUTHOR HAS, for some years, been experimenting with
precision DC motor control circuitry and has, in the course of this
work, evolved what is believed to be a brand new type of circuit
element. In essence, this new circuit converts a DC input voltage
signal into a switched -mode output signal of almost identical mean
DC value, and maintains that value independent of wide variations

in load characteristics. It enables high -power DC loads to be

AIMING
VOLTAGE
IVPEAK)

UPPER

THRESHOLD-I
IU. TI

continuously monitors the motor's speed via its 'dynamo effect'
generated voltages, and automatically adjusts the power feed to
maintain the speed at a constant level, irrespective of load
variations. This new circuit has no official name so we will, for
the sake of simplicity refer to it here as the SMVF (Switched -Mode
Voltage Follower) circuit.

The SMVF circuit has lots of practical applications. It can be
used to efficiently control the brilliance of lamps, or to give high precision feedback sensing speed control of servomotors, mini drills, and model locomotives, etc.

--4:
HYSTERESIS
VOLTAGE

'A

7:4G4.

IVHYSTI

LOWER

THRESHOLD
VOLTAGE

AIMING
VOLTAGE

1L.T/

10V)

precisely and variably controlled, with negligible power losses, via
low -power local or remote input voltages.

When used to drive DC electric motors, the new circuit

J
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I VPK
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THE BASIC SMVF CIRCUIT
Figure 1 shows the basic SMVF circuit, and Fig 2 shows its two

generated waveforms, together with their special terminology and
formulae. The circuit is powered from a single- ended supply and
uses a 3140 op -amp as its active element. Unique and important

features of the op -amp in this application are that its input and
output signals can both swing all the way down to OV. In Fig 1,
a non -inverting power -booster is interposed between the output
of the op -amp and the output of the circuit, to boost the available
output current to a useful level.
The op -amp is used as a voltage comparator, with a reference
or control voltage applied to its non -inverting terminal from RV I,
and a feedback voltage applied to the inverting terminal via R4 -C 1.

When the non -inverting terminal voltage is above that of the
inverting terminal, the output of the circuit switches high (to
22V

NONRV1

R3

10k

1001

tj

314

AMPLIFIER
OUT
120V PEAK/

Figure 2: Measured performance of the SMVF circuit of Fig 1, at three
values of input voltage, with light and heavy resistive loads, illustrating
the good tracking and regulation characteristics of the design.

+ 20V), and when the non -inverting terminal voltage is below that
of the inverting terminal the output switches low (to OV if a resistive

load is used). The circuit operates as follows.
Suppose that a voltage Vin (in the range 1 to 12V) is set on the
slider of RV1, that the CI (inverting terminal) voltage is initially
below this value, and that the circuit's output has just switched
high. Resistors R2 -R3 act as a potential divider between the output
+ 20V and the RV1 slider potential, and apply a voltage slightly
greater then Vin (the upper threshold voltage) to the non -inverting

terminal of the op -amp. Simultaneously, CI starts to charge
towards the 20V 'aiming volts' via R4 until, eventually, it reaches
the upper threshold value and the ouput of the op -amp comparator
starts to switch low.
Because of the 'hysteresis' feedback action of R2 -R3, a
regenerative switching action is initiated at this point and the output
of the circuit switches abruptly low. R2 -R3 then pull the non inverting terminal voltage to some value below that set on RV1
slider (to the 'lower threshold' value). Simultaneously, Cl starts
to discharge towards the 'zero volts' aiming value via R4 until,
eventually, it reaches the lower threshold value, at which point the

output of the op -amp comparator starts to switch high again,
initiating another regenerative switching action in which the output
abruptly reverts to the high ' + 20V' state again. The whole process
then repeats ad -infinitum.
Thus the circuit acts as an oscillator and generates a rectangular

or pulsed (switched -mode) output waveform, and maintains the
mean values of the op -amp inverting and non- inverting terminal
Figure 1: The Switched -Mode Voltage Follower (SMVF) circuit.
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voltages at identical values. Because the 'hysteresis' voltage
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FEATURE
generated by R2 -R3 is fairly low, however, the mean voltage on
the non -inverting terminal is almost the same as that on RV1 slider.

Note, however, that R4 -CI integrates the switched -mode output

waveform of the circuit, so that the mean value of the output
waveform is identical to that on the non -inverting terminal of the
op -amp and almost identical to that on RV1 slider. The circuit thus
lives up to its title of a 'Switched -Mode Voltage Follower'.

VIN

characteristics of the design. When the output is lightly loaded it
has a peak value of 20V, giving a hysteresis value of 200mV, and
when the output is heavily loaded it is assumed to have a peak value

of only 15V, giving a hysteresis value of 150mV.
Note that the tracking of the circuit is very good, with the mean
output voltage differing from the input by no.more than 170mV,

LOWER
THRESHOLD

MARK

SPACE
SLOPE

SLOPE

MARK

SPACE

PERIOD

PERIOD

VOUT
(MEANI

PERFORMANCE WITH OUTPUT LIGHTLY LOADED (Vpic . 20V)
100V

10.1V

5.0V
1.0V

5.15V

10.0V

10.05V

5.0V

5.10V
1.14V

1.0V

TRACKING AND REGULATION
Table 1 shows the measured performance of the Fig 1 SMVF circuit,
at three values of input voltage and with light and heavy resistive
loads. It illustrates the very good tracking and regulating

UPPER

THRESHOLD

9.9V

10.1V

10.0V

4.95V

15.06V

5.10V

10.1V
12..945
12.9n5
5.15V
11.6445
25.244d
0.99V
1.19V
19. IV
5.2445
1011114
PERFORMANCE WITH OUTPUT HEAVILY LOADED 1Vpt, - 15V)

1.19V

9.9V
4.95V
0.99V

5.1V

10.05V

10.05V
14.1V

5.1V

19.145
9.704d
6.9245

1.14V

9.7045
19.1245
85.545

1.17V

9.95V
5.06V
1.12V

Table 2: Waveform shapes, terminology and formulae of the Fig 1
circuit when driving a resistive load.

systems thus have limited 'feedback speed -sensing' characteristics
and give poor speed regulation, with the MTV falling as the motor
loading increases.
The action of the SMVF circuit, on the other hand, is such that
it is fully 'feedback speed -sensing' and maintans a constant mean
output voltage irrespective of loading variations, as shown in Fig

5. It provides regulation that is as good as that of a DC -voltage
control system, but with speed control that is greatly superior to
that of a conventional pulse -control system.
In Fig 5a, to give the same GDV, EAV and MTV as the Fig 4a
circuit, the widths of the mark pulse and frame are again lmS and
the space period (and hence the frame period) decreases by very 7mS respectively. As the motor loading increases, however, the
large amounts under the same condition. The SMVF circuit can frame width reduces to maintain the MTV at a constant 6V. The
thus be regarded as a variable -frame type of pulse generator.
SMVF circuit thus gives the same excellent speed regulation as a
DC -voltage system. This regulation is automatic because, during
DC MOTOR CONTROL
he space part of each operating frame, the aiming voltage of Cl
The basic SMVF circuit gives excellent self-regulating speed -control
(Fig 1) is equal to the motor's GDV, rather than OV.
of DC electric motors; far better, in fact, than that obtainable from
and that the regulation is excellent, with a 25% drop in peak output
voltage (caused by heavy loading) resulting in negligible drop in
mean output voltage. Also note that the mark period of the circuit
increases only moderately as the input voltage is increased, but that

either variable DC -voltage or pulse -width control systems, the two

.4V

best known alternative types of power control system. To

EAV2V

understand why, we must digress slightly and look at the basic
principles of motor control and at the two alternative control
systems.
DC electric motors of the types used in car fans, mini -drills and

model locomotives, etc., are configured in the same way as a
dynamo. Consequently, when running, they generate a dynamo
voltage that opposes the externally applied voltage. Fig 3 shows
the effect that this Generated Dynamo Voltage (GDV) has on a
DC voltage control system when a 12V motor is powered from a
6V source.

When lightly loaded the motor runs at medium speed and
produces a GDV of 5V, which opposes the externally applied 6V
and gives an Effective Applied Voltage (EAV) of 1V, so the motor
consumes a fairly low running current (equal to EAV divided by
the motor resistance).
When motor loading is increased, speed and GDV decrease,
causing EAV and running current to increase, thereby tending to

EAv-40
VOLTAGE

and a frame width of 7mS.
Figure 4a shows that, to give the same GDV of 5V, mean EAV
of IV and Mean Terminal Voltage (MTV) of 6V as in Fig 3a, the
width of the Fig 4a pulse must be 1 mS. Consequently, when the
motor is loaded so that its GDV falls to 4V (Fig 4b), this same
pulse width gives an EAV of only 1V14 and a MTV of only 5V14.
When the loading is increased so that GDV falls to 2V, the MTV

falls to a 3V43, and the applied power is only twice as great as
in the unloaded case. Conventional fixed -frame pulse -width control
AUGUST 1982

GA/V.5V

GO V 4V

0.0 V 2V
IN NO-LOAD

IS/c1514,.,,Lor0

CONDITION

ICI HEAVY -LOAD
CONDITION

Figure 3: A voltage -controlled DC motor has excellent regulation,
because its speed -dependent 'Generated Dynamo Voltage' (GDV)
decreases as the load increases and thus causes the Effective Applied
voltage (EAV) to increase. Its low -speed control is, however, very poor.

-`11-s1-4-8-s-1
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14s
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IV

1.*- E.4
l 43V

G.13 V 4V

DV

14s

E A V (54EANI

1.14V

G.D.V = 5V

return the motor speed back to its original value. In Fig 3, for
example, the motor drive power (proportional to the square of
EAV) is sixteen times greater than in Fig 3a. DC voltage control
systems are thus inherently 'feedback speed- sensing' and provide
DC motors with excellent speed regulation characteristics.
Unfortunately, however, their speed control characteristics are very
bad at low- and starting -speeds.
An alternative way of controlling motor speed is to feed it with
variable pulses of power. Most pulse -control systems feed fixedpeak -amplitude, fixed -frame, variable -width pulses to the motor.
They give good starting- and speed -control characteristics, but at
the expense of regulation. Fig 4 illustrates the reason for the poor
regulation, assuming that the pulse has a peak amplitude of 12V
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DV

151 LIGHT -LOAD
CONDITION
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IM.T.V - 8V)

10 HEAVY -LOAD
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- 3.43V)

Figure 4: A conventional 'fixed -frame' pulse -controlled DC motor has
good low -speed control, but poor regulation.
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Figure 5: A SMVF-controlled Dc motor has excellent regulation (equal
to that of a DC -controlled system) and superb speed control (far better

than that of a fixed -frame system).
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The low speed control of the SMVF circuit is greatly superior
to that of a conventional fixed frame pulse -control system. This
is because, at starting, the motor's applied pulse width must be
greater than a certain minimum value, or the motor will not turn,
but at medium to high speeds the frame width must be below a
certain level to ensure smooth running. Suppose that the minimum
useful pulse width is 10mS, and that at medium speed the maximum

useful frame width is 100mS.
In a fixed -frame system, this means that the MTV of the circuit
can be usefully varied over only a 10:1 range, giving (since speed
is proportional to the square of MTV) a 100:1 speed -control range.
In the SMVF system, however, the frame width is variable, and
may be 1 second at low speed but 100mS at medium speed, in which

case the MTV can usefully be varied over a 100:1 range, giving
a 10,000:1 speed -control range.
PRACTICAL CIRCUITS

So far, we've dealt in depth with the theory of the Switched -Mode
Voltage Follower circuit and seen that it gives superb DC motor
speed control and excellent 'feedback sensing' speed regulation.
Later we'll introduce an 'amplified feedback' system that provides
even better speed regulation. In the meantime, however, let's look
at some of the practical aspects of the basic SMVF circuit, dealing

with matters such as component selection, power boosting and
overload -protection techniques, and a few practical circuits.

The R3 value should ideally be large relative to the RV1
impedeance, otherwise RV1 will effect the pulse width and
hysteresis as its value is varied. If R2 is very large ((greater than
IMO) it should be shunted by a 10p capacitor, to give sharp op amp switching.
When driving DC motors, the minimum low -speed pulse width
must be adjusted to suit the motor characteristics, and adjustment
is best effected by replacing R4 with a fixed and a variable resistor
in series.
BOOSTING THE POWER
In Fig 1, a power booster is shown interposed between the op -amp
output and the final output of the unit, to boost the available output

current to a useful level. Since the SMVF circuit has a switched mode output, this booster does not need to have linear
characteristics, its only essential requirements are that it should
give zero overall phase inversion and should provide the required
output current without excessive voltage loss. Figs 6 to 8 show the
basic circuits of three useful power boosters, in use with SMVF
circuits. Note that if these boosters are used to drive DC motors
or other inductive loads, diodes DI and D2 (with mean ratings of
at least 30% of the peak motor current) must be wired to the circuits

as shown, to protect the output transistors from the switch -off
back-EMF's of the motors, which otherwise may be as great as
100V.

In Fig 6, the booster takes the form of a Darlington emitter
COMPONENT SELECTION

follower. A disadvantage of this circuit is that a substantial amount

The pulse widths of the Fig 1 SMVF circuit are determined (apart

of voltage (and thus power) is 'lost' across output transistor Q2
when the op -amp output is high (in the mark period). This loss
is about 3V off-load, rising to several volts under heavy loading.
The circuit thus needs a fairly high supply voltage (at least 20V
for 12V peak output) and good heat sinking of Q2.
Figure 7 shows an alternative type of booster, which provides
very high efficiency, with minimal power loss across the output
transistors. The op -amp output is inverted by the Q 1 - Q2

from the input voltage) by the values of feedback components
R4 -C1 and hysteresis components R2-R3.Widths can be increased
by increasing the values of R4, Cl or R3, or by reducing the value
of R2. Note, however, that R2 and R3 also influence the 'tracking

error' between input and output, the error increasing as the
hysteresis voltage increases (the R2 -R3 ratios reduce). Thus, if (in
Fig 1) R3 is reduced to 10k, hysteresis falls to 20mV and the tracking

error with an input of 1V falls to about 20mV, but the Cl (or R4)
value must be raised by a factor of ten to restore the pulse width.

Darlington common emitter amplifier, the output of which provides

base drive to pnp common emitter output transistor Q3, giving
zero overall phase inversion between the op -amp output and the

load voltage. The voltage 'loss' of the output is equal to the
saturation voltage of Q3. If Q3 base current is equal to at least
one tenth of the peak load current, this loss may be as low as 100mV

off-load and 500mV at maximum load.
The only disadvantage of the Fig 7 circuit is that Q3's base current limiting resistor, R6, must pass a fairly high current and
have a substantial power rating. The circuit's minimum supply
voltage value is determined by the op -amp's requirements and by
the output voltage requirement. with a 15V supply, the Fig 7 circuit

can provide a maximum mean output of 12V and a peak output

Figure 6: SMVF circuit with power boosting via a Darlington emitter
follower.

Figure 7: SMVF circuit with high -efficiency power -boosting via a pair
of common emitter amplifiers.
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of 14V5.
Figure 8 shows an alternative but slightly less efficient version
of the fig 7 configuration. In this case a Darlington pair are used
as the output stage, and a single common emitter amplifier is used
as the driver. The advantage of this circuit is that R6 has to pass

only a fairly low current and can have a low power rating. The

Figure 8: SMVF circuit wih slightly less efficient power- boosting via
a pair of common emitter amplifiers.
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Figure 9: The negative back-EMF of a motor prevents the SMVF circuit

from turning fully off when its Input is reduced to zero.

disadvantage is that the saturation loss of Q3 is greater than in
Fig 7, being about OV5 off-load and 1V1 at maximum load. With
a 15V supply, the peak output is thus limited to 13V9 at full load.
OFFSET BIASING
A point to note about the basic SMVF circuit is that, when driving

a motor or other inductive load, it does not turn fully off when
the input is reduced to zero. To obtain switch off, the voltage on
the op-amps's non -inverting terminal must fall permanently below
Cl's lower space value, which is slightly negative under 'zero input
voltage' motor driving conditions. Fig 9 shows that this negative
space voltage occurs because, at the end of each mark pulse, the
motor produces a negative switch off' back-EMF that, even when
clamped by an output diode, has a peak negative value of 600mV
which, when integrated by CI -R4 (Fig 1) gives a mean negative
value of several millivolts.
To obtain complete switch -off from the SMVF circuit, therefore,
some form of 'offset biasing' must be applied to the design. Any

one of three techniques can be used, as shown in Figs 10 to 12.
In Fig 10, offset biasing is applied to the internal circuitry of
the op -amp via pin 1. The biasing resistor value must be in the

Figure 12: Offset biasing via potential divider.

range 18k to 470k (typically 100k), its value being selected to suit
the individual op -amp.

In fig 11, offset biasing is obtained by wiring a 3140 voltage
follower between the output of the circuit and the input of R4 -C 1.

The op -amp output can not fall below a few millivolts positive,
so (as far as R4 -C1 are concerned) it effectively eliminates the
negative back-EMF of the motor; R5 protects the op -amp input
from excessive voltages.

Finally, Fig 12 shows a particularly useful offset biasing

technique, in which biasing is applied to the C 1 -R4 'integrator'
via potential divider R7 -R6, ensuring that the Cl voltage never falls

to zero. R5 -R6 form a 2:1 potential divider across the output of
the circuit and feed CI -R4, so it is this point (rather than the output)

that is directly regulated by this circuit; since the output voltage
is double that on R5 -R6 junction, however, the output is indirectly
regulated by this design. Note that the maximum input (RV1)
voltage is 6V, giving a maximum final regulated output of 12V.
Note in Fig 12 that hysteresis components R2 -R3 are fed from

the op -amp's output, rather than from R5 -R6 junction.

Consequently, the peak voltage feeding R2 is double that on the
R5 -R6 junction, so this design gives better pulse -width linearity
than the basic Fig 1 circuit, and can be given almost any desired
degree of offset via R7.
SMVF CIRCUITS
Figures 13 and 14 show practical SMVF circuits that use techniques

already described. These circuits are designed to provide fully
variable power to 'fixed' loads such as lamps and mini -drills etc.
Note, however, that they are not provided with short-circuit
protection and are thus not suitable for driving loads such as model

locomotives, etc. in which output shorts are likely to occur.
The Fig 13 circuit is designed for use in cars and is battery
powered at 12V. It can supply maximum output currents of about
5 amps. Power boosting is achieved via a pnp output transistor
and a Darlington driver, to give minimal power losses in the output

stage. The output stage base drive is 250mA, giving an output
saturation 'loss' of only 500mV at 3 amps load, under which
Figure 10: Offset biasing via pin 1 of the op -amp.

Figure 13: High -efficiency battery -powered SMVF circuit, for use in
Figure 11: Offset biasing via an op -amp buffer.
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Figure 14: High -efficiency mains -powered version of the SMVF circuit.

condition 34.5 watts are developed in the load and 1.5 watts are configuration were used here, R7 would need a power rating of
lost across Q2. Capacitor C3 is wired across Q1 base to enhance 10 watts.
The supply to the op -amp is ripple -reduced by DI -C2, and the
circuit stability.
The circuit uses potential -divider offset biasing (via R9 and R11), DC supply to the entire circuit is derived from a centre -tapped
with a 2:1 divider (RIO-RH) across the output and with the mains transformer and full -wave rectifier, rather than a single maximum input limited to 6V2 by ZD1. The maximum mean ended transformer and bridge rectifier, since the latter option would
output is thus limited to 12V4. At 12.6 battery volts, this is beyond result in an additional supply -volts drop of about 600mV.
the circuit's control range when RV1 is set to maximum, so the
op -amp output locks high and turns Q2 fully on, giving maximum
power drive to the load. If the battery voltage is close to 15V (under

OVERLOAD PROTECTION

full charge), the output limits to 12V4.

applications, and are provided with no form of overload or shortcircuit protection. Such protection can be given by the various 'addon' circuits shown in Figs 15 to 18.
Figure 15 shows a one form of load -current limiter. The load
current flows through monitor resistor RI, developing a current proportional voltage. When this monitor voltage exceeds the base emitter voltage (about 600mV) of Q4, Q4 is biased on and starts
to 'rob' base -drive current from the Darlington output stage. the
Darlington stage and Q4 form a negative feedback loop, causing
the output current to self -limit at a value determined by R1 (about
3 amps when RI value is 0.22ohms). With a 12V supply and 3 amp

Pre-set RV2 is wired in series with R4, enabling the circuit's pulse

widths to be pre-set to suit specific applications. When driving
resistive loads such as lamps, RV2 can be pre-set to zero. When
driving DC motors, RV2 should be set so that the motor turns with

slight 'judder' at minimum speed.
Figure 14 shows a mains -powered version of the SMVF circuit.
It can power DC motors with stall currents of up to 3 amps; under

The Fig 13 and 14 circuits are intended for use in fixed -load

the latter condition, the output impedance of the 30VA mains
transformer causes its output to fall to about 12V giving about
30 watts of dissipation in the motor.
This circuit is similar to that of Fig 13, except that it uses a current limit, Q3 dissipates about 35 watts under short-circuit
Darlington output stage with a single driver. This configuration conditions, and must be suitably heat sinked.
results in a Q3 voltage loss of about 1V1 at 3 amps load, but
Figure 16 shows a useful modification of the above circuit, in
eliminates the need to give R7 a high power rating. The supply which two transistors (Q4 and Q5) turn on under the 'overload'
line has a value of about 20V off-load, and if the Fig 13 condition. Q4 limits the output current as already described, and
Q5 activates a LED (or, better still, an audible alarm), to give a
warning of the overload condition. R4 and R5 (in series with Q4
and Q5 bases) ensure that both transistors receive equal base -current
drive.
At 'starting' speeds, the peak current of a pulse -driven DC motor

is equal to its stall current, so a minor defect of the Fig. 16 circuit
is that Q4 and Q5 both pulse on at 'start' if the RI value is such

that it causes limiting at or below the stall current value of the
motor. This defect is overcome in the circuit of Fig 17.
Here, the current is limited by either Q4 or Q5 turning on, but
Q4 turns on at a peak current of about 9 amps (via potential divider

R4 -R5), while Q5 turns on at a mean current of 3 amps (via the

R6 -CI integrator and R7). If a short occurs at the output, Q4
instantly limits the current to 9 amps peak, and a few tens of
milliseconds later Q5 turns on and reduces the current to 3 amps.
Optional transistor Q6 can be used to activate a LED, indicating
the SHORT/OVERLOAD condition.
Finally, Fig 18 shows an even more sophisticated circuit, in which

the peak value is limited to 3 amps (or whatever value is desired)
Figure 15: 3 amp output -current limiter.
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via RI and Q4, but the mean output current falls to only 3 mA
or so under short-circuit conditions, thus eliminating the need for
heavy heat -sinking of Q3. The circuit operates as follows.
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Figure 16: 3 amp output -current limiter with LED indicator.

Figure 17: Circuit limits current to 3 amps MEAN but can supply brief
transients of 9 Amps. LED indicator is optional.
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Figure 18: The load current of this circuit limits to 3 Amps peak under normal driving conditions, but falls to about 3mA when a short occurs.

Both Q4 and Q5 turn on when an overload occurs. Q4 limits
the peak output current to about 3 amps, as already described,
but the output of Q5 pulls R6 high and triggers CMOS monostable
multivibrator ICI, which applies a 500mS positive pulse to the bases

Note that the Fig 15 to 18 circuits are all shown in use with a
Darlington output stage, in which the Darlington's base drive
current is only a few tens of mA. These circuits can all be adapted
for use with single -transistor output stages, but in this case they

of Q6 and Q7 via limiting resistors R9 and RIO. As Q6 turns on
it 'robs' Q I of all base drive, causing the Darlington output stage
(Q2 -Q3) to turn fully off, and as Q7 turns on it activates the 'shortcircuit' LED. At the end of the 500mS period, Q6 and Q7 turn
off and the Darlington stage is re- enabled. If a short or overload

may have to cope with base -drive currents of a few hundred
milliamps. Also note in all cases that the presence of RI causes
a slight reduction in the maximum full -load output voltage that
is available from the circuits.

still exists, however, the monostable fires again and turns the

More SMVF circuits next month.

Darlington off for another 500mS. Suppose, then, that the 'delays'
of the circuit are such that they cause an effective 5uS delay before

the monostable activates. In this case, in each 'overload' cycle,
the output is 3 amps for 5uS and zero for 500mS, giving a MEAN

output current of 3mA.
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NEWS FOR DX
LISTENERS

Frank A. Baldwin

by virtue of other calls on my

available spare time and the fact that

what time there is for operations
within the shack has to be shared
with broadcast band observations
and CB activities, all of which add
up to quite a few hours each month.

1800 - 2000 kHz
Top Band has always been a

favourite band for me, probably

because it was the very first short
wave range over which my homebrew 1 -valve breadboard special
managed to operate way back in the

early thirties, nostalgia therefore
plays a part it would seem.
Four sessions on the band at differing periods of the month produced some Dx as the following results
will show, all heard on the dots and
dashes mode.

From West Germany there was
DL9HAZ and DL9SAL/A; from
Spain signals were heard from
EA3JJ; from across the Channel in
France both F6AUS and F6BKP put

in good signals whilst HB9CM in
Switzerland also made it with a
whacking signal. Across the North
Sea from Norway LAIEKO was
heard working several G (England)
stations.
Signals from Czechoslovakia
abound on Top Band CW mode, to
mention only a few of those logged

there was OK IAQ0/P (P = portable operation), OKI DDF,
OK1KZD, OK3CWQ, OL3BAP,
OL4BDY, OL5AZN, OL6BEK.
From the Netherlands (Holland)
PAOLVB was the sole representative

as far as I was concerned whilst

TURKEY

the Soviet Union showed up in the
guise of UA3LDT and also
RA1WCP and RB5GFM. Lastly we
have Yugoslavia entered into the
logbook as YU2HDE.

the Turkish programme for Turks

This band proved to be a dead loss
despite several attempts to brighten
up the picture by adding to the log
some of the Dx that is available on
the band when conditions are
reasonable. In fact, as far as I was
concerned, the band was downright
unreasonable!
However, despite the European

and East European QRM the log
does show three lonely entries, these
being K4BI, VEIAI and lastly

WI BU. Well - at least I tried!

21000 - 21450
Twenty-one provided some interesting calls during the period

under review and of these are

selected the following - which means

rendering an attempt is made to in-

form readers of some of the
transmissions that can be heard on
the short wave ranges. Whenever
possible the published loggings include the various transmissions in
English so that station identifications can be made by beginners and
old timers alike.
All of the details published here
are correct at the time of writing but
there is an inevitable time-lag bet-

ween that and the receipt of the
magazine - which is another reason
why you should take out a regular
subscription if you haven't already

done so
quicker.
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you'll get the news

Ankara on 15220 at 1520, OM with
abroad, timed from 0700 to 1700 on
this channel. Also logged in parallel
on 11955.

ALBANIA
Tirana on 7065 at 2046, YL with
comments on current world affairs

the English transmission for
Europe, scheduled from 2030 to

furnished signals from PY1CBW
and PY4LH; the Indian subcontinent being logged via signals

from VU2FBT. Bermuda in the
West Indies came through with a
transmission from VP9DR, South

Africa with those from ZS5UG,
ZS6BUX. Lastly, from Cyprus
there was 5B4JK. All of which just
about rounds up the Amateur Band
adventures for this month, 14MHz

band being given a miss just for
once.

We commence with -

RWANDA
Kigali on 3330 at 1940, OM (Old
Man = male announcer) with a talk
in French. This is the Home Service

of Radio Rwanda and it operates
from 0300 to 0600 (Sundays until
0900), from 0900 to 1200 (Saturday

and Sunday until 2100) and from
1330 to 2100. The power is 5kW.

GHANA
Accra on 3366 at 1944, OM with a
talk in English in the domestic

English programme for African
consumption, scheduled from 1730
to 1825.

BULGARIA
with announcements, frequencies
and programme times in the Ger-

for those interested in the lower
frequencies.

man programme for Europe,

scheduled from 0630 to 0700.
Sofia on 15310 at 2052, when a
programme all about African cur-

VATICAN
Vatican City on 11700 at 2050, YL
with a news coverage in the English
Service to Central and South Africa,
scheduled from 2045 to 2100 on this
channel and also logged in parallel
on 9625.
GREECE

Athens on 9655 at 1920, YL with
station identification followed by a

sists of a newscast only.

sole representative was J20Z. Brazil

pollution in Czechoslovakia in the

Sofia on 15160 at 0632, OM and YL

mentioning.
From Uruguay we have CX4GL
and CX6CW; from Haiti (that's the

HH2VP whilst from Djibouti the

Prague on 11990 at 1805, OM
with a talk about environmental

2100. Also heard in parallel on 1395,

newscast of local events

voodoo Republic) there was

South Asia and the Pacific, scheduled from 0830 to 0900 (Saturday and
Sunday to 0930).

in

the remainder are not worth

from Sweden the logbook shows en-

AROUND THE DIAL
In this section of the monthly

111
MN"
sam
i
mf
WSW w,

tries for reception of SMIIAI,
SM2IOG, SM4AXY and SM5BLH.

7000 - 7100

ikx%
414111111

Az._

,viiirirr

All times in GMT, bold figures indicate the frequency in kHz.

Just for a change I thought I would
commence this month with details
of some of the rather meagre results
obtained whilst listening on some of
the amateur bands. Rather meagre

'It

rent affairs was being radiated in the

English service to Africa, timed
from 2030 to 2130.

FINLAND
Helsinki on 15265 at 0837, classical
music by Finnish composers in the
English transmission to Europe, the
Far East and the Pacific, scheduled

from 0800 to 0925 Sundays only.

in the

English programme for Europe. this
is timed from 1920 to 1930 and con-

SPAIN

Madrid on 11840 at 2004, was
radiating a programme about

AUSTRIA
Vienna on 15165 at 0856, OM with

station identification at the end of
the English programme for Europe,

the Middle East, South East Asia,

the Far East and Australasia,
scheduled from 0830 to 0900.

Spanish legal procedure and the trial

of the military faction that attempted to usurp Parliament. This was
followed by a press review and a
weather forecast for Spain. All in
the English transmission for Europe
and scheduled from 2000 to 2100.

ROMANIA
Bucharest on 9690 at 1957, YL with
the English programme for Europe,

currently scheduled from 1930 to
2030. All about agriculture and the
country life.

POLAND
Warsaw on 7125 at 2000, YL with
station
identification at the commencement

DENMARK
Copenhagen on 15165 at 0858, interval signal, OM with station identification in English repeated several
times. full station indentification at
0900 in English then into a Danish

programme for Southern Europe
and West Anica, scheduled from
0900 to 0955. QRM (interference)
from Radio Peking on the same frequency but Copenhagen dominant.

ITALY
Rome on 15330 at 0928, OM with

station identification and announcements at the end of the
Italian programme for Australia,

the National Anthem, birdsong tun-

of the English programme for ing signal and off. This programme

is timed from 0830 to 0930.
on this channel.
SOUTH AFRICA
ZAIRE
'La Voix du Zaire', Kinshasha on SABC Johannesburg on 3250 at
OM announcer and a pro15350 at 1955, OM with an- 1913,
gramme
of pop music. This is Radio
nouncements in vernacular followFive,
a
mainly
pop music station
ed by a programme of typical
Africa, scheduled from 2000 to 2030

operates on this channel from
African instrumental music and which
0300 to 0545 and from 1520 to 2200.
songs.

GBC2 programme. This English service is on the air from 0530 to 0800
(Sunday until 0900) and from 1530

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

until 2300. The power is 10kW.

gramme for Africa, the Far East,

From 2200. to 0300 the All Night
Service is in operation on this fre-

quency. Both English and Afrikaans
Prague on 11855 at 0830, OM with are used in the announcements. The
announcements in the English pro- power is 100kW.
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NETHERLANDS ANTILLES

Lama -Kara on 3222 at 1915, OM

Bonaire on 21685 at 2032, OM with

with a talk in French, this being
heard with some difficulty due to
the surrounding interference. Lama -

Kara is in operation from 0530 to
0830 and from 1630 to 2230, the
power being 10kW.

400' 4011' 41IP 411P 401'41P4OP

GAREX

news of African affairs

in the
English programme directed to Cen-

SX200-N

tral and West Africa and timed
from 2030 to 2120, this being a relay

of Radio Nederlands in Hilversum.

CANADA

SOMALIA
Radio Mogadishu on 6790 at 1755,

YL with a song, presumably in
Somali, together with local orchestral music. This is a new one,
details of transmission times being

unknown at the time of writing.

THE ULTIMATE

Montreal on 15325 at 1953, Glen
Hauser - a much respected Dxer with a programme specifically for

SCANNER

Dxers and short wave listeners in an

English programme for Europe,
scheduled from 1900 to 2000 on

CDC=1CD.'

Saturday and Sunday only on this

DOD

00E]

Radio Nederlands Relay with a programme of African affairs on 15220
at 2035, in the English transmission

for Central

and West Africa,

Montreal on 17875 at 2010, YL
with news of domestic affairs in the

2030.

EGYPT

INDIA
AIR (All India Radio) Delhi on

Cairo on 17670 at 1843, OM and
YL announcers alternate with an

Arabic music programme in the
Domestic Service, which can be
heard on this channel from 1300 to
1900.

Tokyo on 15195 at 0812, OM with

ECUADOR
Radio Popular, Cuenca, on a

and Japanese General Service, in

operation on this frequency from
0800 to 0930. A Japanese programme commenced at 0815.

CHINA
Radio Peking on 9965 at 1831, YL
with a newscast in the Italian
transmission to Somalia, scheduled
from 1830 to 1900. Radio Peking

on 11575 at 1835, YL with the
French programme for Africa and
Europe, on the air from 1830 to
1900.

Radio Peking on 11685 at 1800,

'East is Red' on chimes, YL and
OM with the Hausa programme for
West Africa, scheduled from 1830
to 1900.
Radio Peking on 15165 at 0900,
'East is Red' tuning signal on
chimes, OM with station identification in Chinese at the commencement of the Standard Chinese programme to South East Asia,
scheduled from 0900 to 1000. QRM
(interference) from Copenhagen on
the same channel.

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne on 15115 at 0817, OM

with a programme for Dxers and
SWL's in the English programme
for Europe and the Pacific, schedul-

ed from 0630 to 1030 on this particular channel.
Melbourne on 15240 at 0620, OM

with details of Sunspot activity in
the same programme as that above,

obviously all on tape.

NORTH KOREA
Pyongyang on a measured 6576 at
2000, YL with station identification

*
*
*

*

11620 at 1846, YL with station iden-

JAPAN
a newscast in English in the English

*

*
*

tification at the commencement of
the programme in English directed
to the UK, North and West Africa
and West Europe, scheduled from
1945 to 2045.

*
*

*

*
*

*

*
*
*
*

measured 4801.5 at 0407, OM's in
chorus with a pop song in Spanish.
the schedule is from 1000 to 0700
and the power is 2kW. Cuenca is the

being set in the fertile basin of the

1
1

PERU
Radio Atlantida, Iquitos, on 4790

AM -PM CLOCK DISPLAY
12V DC, 230V AC OPERATION
12 MONTH WARRANTY FACTORY -BACKED SPARES

* REVCONE *

the frequency is liable to vary slight-

SR9 monitor: 2m -=M with 144-146MHz full coverage VFO + 11 xtal
controlled channels: ideal for fixed,/M,/P use. 12V DC operation £47.50

1
1

1
1

many more. Vanguard & Westminster spares also.
GAREX FM DETECTOR and squelch conversion for Pye R/T equipment
Ready assembled, full instructions. Tailor-made, easy -fit design, replaces

existing squelch board, with minimum of modifications. For AM
Cambridge £5.95; for Vanguard AM25B (Valve RX) £5.75; for Transistor Vanguard AM25T £6.60
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR OF REVCO AERIALS & SPECIAL PRODUCTS
trade enquiries welcome)

PRICES INCLUDE UK P&P and 15% VAT
Immediately Applicable
Useful & Informative
Not Applicable

parallel on 9360 and 11660, the best

channel however for listeners here
in the UK being 6576.
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Circle No

40
41

42
43

55..5555

PYE CAMBRIDGE SPARES (our speciality, SAE full list) Ex. equip.,
fully guaranteed. Rx RF board 68-88MHz £5.95. 10.7MHz IF £3.65.
2nd mixer 10.7MHz to 455kHz £3.00. 455kHz block filter 12'/,kHz
£9.40, ditto 25kHz £3.00. 455kHz AM IF £3.65. Audio bd. £1.95, and

and a newscast followed by a talk
Your Reactions

£f

£13.60

CIUI 1) £3.35, PP3 £5.55. Any 5+- less 10%, any 10+:less 20%.
CRYSTAL FILTER 10.7MHz, 12YakHz spacing, ITT 901C £6.90
CO -AXIAL CONNECTORS & ADAPTORS SAE full list.
PL259 UHF plug with reducer 75p, 50239 UHF socket, panel mtd. 60p;
Inline coupler 12 x sockets) £1.00; Inline coupler 12 x plugs)C1.00. Any
5+ connectors less 10%
HT TRANSFORMER multi -tap mains pri.; 5 secs. 35V 200mA, 115V
150mA, 50V 500mA, 150V 300mA, 220V 300mA £5.50

on Korean affairs in the English
from 2000 to 2150. Also logged in

'NEW'

NICAD RECHARGEABLES physically as dry cell: AAIU7) f1.30;

of a local sporting event. This one
is on the air from 1000 through to
0500 and has a power of 1kW but

transmission for Europe, scheduled

-

A new top quality 16 -element, all British made, VHF/UHF
broadband fixed station aerial from Revco.
Ideally suited to SX200 and other VHF/UHF Receivers.
PRICE £24.95 inc

Standard pack 10 each value (610 pieces)
Mixed pack, 5 each iaV +'/,W (610 pieces)
Giant pack, 25 each value (1525 pieces)

at 0404, OM with an excited account

1k W.

...GElw

channels froma145.001 to 33(145.8251. Also 144.80, 144.825,
144.85 Raynet at £2.46 1+20p post per order). Over 40 popular marine
channels at £2.85 I -20p post).
RESISTOR KITS a top -selling line for many years. El 2 series, 5% carbon
film, 100 to 1 M, 6' values, general purpose rating V.,W or '/,W (state
which/
Starter pack 5 each value (305 pieces)
£ 3.10

capital of Antioquita province and
is the second city of the republic.

from 1000 to 0500 and the power is

&=,

Marine Band SR -9, 156-162MHz. same spec. and price.
CRYSTALS FOR NR -56, SR -9, SR -11, HF-12, TM -568 All 2m

a power of 2kW. Medillin is the

orchestral version of the National
Anthem after the station identification in Spanish. The schedule is

0

10

COMPARE THESE FEATURES
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR EUROPEAN MARKET
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED 32,000 CHANNELS
AM & FM ALL BANDS
WIDER COVERAGE: 26-58, 58-88, 108180, 380-514MHz;
includes 10m, 4m, 2m & 70cm Amateur bands.
5kHz & 12'/kHz FREQUENCY INCREMENTS
16 MEMORY CHANNELS WITH DIRECT ACCESS
2 SPEED SCAN/SCAN DELAY CONTROL
2 SPEED SEARCH UP AND DOWN
SEARCH BETWEEN PRESET LIMITS UP AND DOWN
3 SQUELCH MODES inc. CARRIER & AUDIO
RELAY OUTPUT FOR Aux. CONTROL
INTERNAL SPEAKER
EXTERNAL SPEAKER & TAPE OUTPUTS
LARGE GREEN DIGITRON DISPLAY BRIGHT/DIM

'NEW

COLOMBIA

La Voz de la Selva, also in
Iquitos, on 4825 at 0500, just caught
this one when it was signing off with

0000
0 0 0 c,

MAIN SERVICE Si SALES AGENTS £264.50 inc VAT Delivered

Andes. The town is noted for the
production of Panama hats!

ly from that shown on occasions.
The town of Iquitos is set on the
banks of the Amazon in the North
Eastern part of Peru.

Ci

& 'KNOW-HOW' AND THE ALL-IMPORTANT PRE
DELIVERY CHECK BY GAREX THE

capital of Azuay province and is
rated as the third city of Ecuador,

Radio Super, Medellin, on 4875 at
0416, OM with a political harangue
in Spanish, all about Colombian affairs and complete with chants and
applause from an enthusiastic audience - he was obviously preaching
to the converted! Radio Super
operates around the clock and has

CI

DOE:,

English transmission for Europe
and Africa which can be heard on
this frequency daily from 2000 to

scheduled from 2030 to 2120.

000
0

CD 0

0 0 CD 5. .4 ,Orcitca s.m044

channel.

MADAGASCAR

(G3ZV1)

1

1

GAREX ELECTRONICS
7 NORVIC ROAD, MARSWORTH, TRING, HERTS HP23 4LS
Phone 0296 668684. Callers by appointment only.

160 for further details
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Reception
Reports
Compiled by Keith Hamer
and Garry Smith.

channel RI (49.75 MHz) at 0800 BST with
programmes possibly originating from the
USSR. Stronger signals were noted at lunch

time with the PM5544 test card from
Sweden on channels E2 and E3 (55.25
MHz) carrying the usual identification `TV
1

SVERIGE'. Signals were also logged

from Denmark on E3 with the PM5544 and
the identification `DR DANMARK'. This

was followed by reception from Finland,

also on channel E3, with the electronic
FuBK test card carrying the identification
WITH THE SPORADIC -E SEASON due
to commence at any moment (it should be
in full swing by the time this is read), the

month of July is a good time for longdistance television enthusiasts to check their

receiving equipment to ensure that the
receivers are in good working order.
Attention should also be given to the aerial
installation, in particular to corroded
connections. The inside of the aerial
connector box should be dry. If water has

penetrated, seepage into the end of the
coaxial cable may have also occurred and
replacement is recommended. This problem
can be prevented by greasing the end of the
cable.
During the Easter break, one of the two

aerial masts used by the author was
completely overhauled which involved de rusting the ageing lattice work. The

4 -element Yagi Band

I

aerial was

completely rebuilt and a larger boom used.

A dipole cut to 84 MHz was fitted ahead
of the second Bank I director (cut to 70
MHz) which conveniently formed a
reflector for the dipole allowing a degree
of wideband Bank II (TV) coverage for the

reception of Eastern European television
channels.
Following the installation of a Jaybeam

was noted many times during F2 -layer
activity of recent years. On several
occasions, the pattern was interrupted for
no apparent reason as if there was a fault
at the transmitter. At other times,
programmes would be received on E2 from
the south/south-east with intermittent

breaks in transmissions to be replaced by
the frequency -grating pattern. One of our
correspondents in South Africa has
reported that there does indeed appear to
be a fault at the Kisumu outlet. During the
reception noted on April 1st, there was co channel reception from to ZTV-Zimbabwe

transmitter at Gwelo.
FROM DARKEST AFRICA

At lunch time on the 5th, a Philips
PM5544 electronically generated test card
was noted on channel E2 from Zimbabwe.
The test card had the identification 'ZBC'

at the top and `TV' in the lower black
rectangle. A digital clock was incorporated
in the central black bar. This reception was

propagated via improved F2/TE (Trans Equatorial) activity.
There was a short Sp.E opening on the
23rd which included weak reception on

`YLE TV 1'. This was followed by
reception from Finland, also on channel
E3, with the electronic FuBK test card
carrying the identification 'YLE TV I'
rather than the more usual 'YLE HLKI'.
The 30th was quite a good day for Sp.E
with a football match (Spain v. Venezuela)
on channel E3 in colour from RTVE-Spain.
Regional news programmes were seen from
RTVE later in the day on E3 and E4 (62.25
MHz). Following the news programme on
E4, RTVE transmitted the colour test card

with the identification 'TVE 1' at the
bottom. Reception from RTP-Portugal
was noted with an end of transmission
caption reading 'Fin Da Emmissao'.
Apart from Sp.E reception during April
there were many short duration signals via
meteor showers (MS) including the

electronic test card from East Germany
(DDR:F) on channel E4 and the RTVE
regional test card on E3 from the
Gamoniteiro transmitter. On the 26th at
1701 BST, a PM5544 test card appeared
briefly on channel E4 and it is suspected
that this was RUV-Iceland. On the 27th
there was possible reception via MS on E4
from JRT-Yugoslavia with their FuBK test
card.

ABM 11 wideband 11- element Bank III
array, it was found that regular reception

could be obtained from Eire (RTE) on
channel IH (207.25 MHz vision) and
Belgium (BRT) on channel E 10 (210.25
MHz vision). The ABM 11 array is quite
popular amongst DX -TV enthusiasts.
For UHF reception, a Wolsey Colour
King aerial, covering the whole of the UHF

spectrum, has ousted an ageing Jaybeam
multi- element array. Initial tests revealed
a marked improvement in results. Time will

tell whether the rather wide acceptance
angle of a single Colour King will prove a

problem with co -channel transmissions
during a busy tropospheric opening.
April often brings one or two surprises
in the way of signals. Sporadic -E (Sp.E)
activity tends to be on the increase, usually
with several small openings before the main

Sp.E Season. On the 1st, at 1804 BST, a
frequency -grating pattern was noted on'
channel E2 (48.25 MHz) with the aerial to

the south. It is thought that this pattern
originated from Ghana or Nigeria but there
is speculation that it could have come from
the Kisumu transmitter located in Kenya.
This pattern, or at least a very similar one,
88

An electronic test card from Spain showing transmitter identification.
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The only notable reception via enhanced
tropospheric conditions during the month
was from NOS -Netherlands on channels E6

(182.25 MHz), E29 and E32 (both in the

UHF band) plus colour reception on
channel E24 from the West German
television service, NRD-3.

The USSR signals were from the Vladivostok
transmitter. Both countries were received via F2

propagation. Whilst on holiday in Adelaide
during the Easter period, Robert noted consistent
reception from ABS 2, ADS 7, NWS 9 and SAS
10.

Back home in Melbourne during good

tropospheric conditions, Robert received many
stations including BTV 6 and ABRV 3 in Ballarat

(Victoria), GLV 8 and ABLV 4 (Traralgon)
RECEPTION REPORTS
Hugh Cocks has written from Robertsbridge

ABRV 5A (Colac, Victoria) ABNT 3 and TNT
9 (both stations located at Launceston in

(East Sussex) with details of experimental satellite
reception. Hugh has received very strong signals

South Australia.

from the first network of TSS (USSR) via the
Gorizont satellite positioned over the Atlantic.
Cyril Willis (Little Downham, Cambs) has
managed to receive several interesting signals
during the month. On the 13th he received GBCGhana on channel E2. On the 18th, signals from

the USSR were noted on channel RI followed
later in the day by reception on E2 from the
Gwelo outlet in Zimbabwe. The propagation

mode was F2/TE. Enhanced tropospheric
conditions resulted in the appearance of several

West German stations (ARD/ZDF) plus
reception from Denmark on channels E7 (189.25
MHz) and El 1 (217.25 MHz). On the 30th, Cyril
was very fortunate to receive the Canary Islands
(RTVE/TVE) on test card from the channel E3

outlet. Signals from Spain on E2 and E3 and
from Portugal (RTP) on the same channels were
also noted.
From Victoria in Australia, Robert Copeman
has sent details of his DX -TV reception during

April. On the 4th he logged signals from
Lanchow (China) on channel CI (49.75 MHz
vision) and programmes from the USSR on RI

Amateur Halloo

.

Tasmania) and SES 8 on Mount Gambier in

In the Netherlands, Gosta van der Linden
(Rotterdam) has been busy with tropospheric
reception including the NDR (West Germany)
transmitters at Verden, Kiel, Flensburg and
Niebuell. Weak signals from several BBC
transmitters were also seen. Gosta uses a special
four -standard TV sound converter (FM only)
and he is able to switch between the following
systems:- 4.5 MHz (US Forces transmitters in
West Germany); 5.5 MHz Western
Europe/Gerber system; 6.0 MHz UK and British
Forces Broadcasting Service (BFBS); 6.5 MHz
Eastern Europe/OIRT countries. The converter
originates from West Germany and costs about

DM42-. One of Gosta's DX colleagues, Ryn
Muntjewerff, has found an aerial manufacturer
constructing 7 -element channel E2, E3 or E4
arrays. These are extremely large VHF Band I
aerials by any standards. A 22 -element wide band Bank III aerial is also available. We hope
to receive further details about Dutch DX -TV
equipment in the near future. Meanwhile, we

would be very pleased to hear from DX
enthusiasts around the world with details of
reception and equipment used.
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Your Reactions
Immediately Interesting
Possible application
Not interested in this topic
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VISIT THE WORLD OF RADIO & ELECTRONICS
at our West London Retail Shop:
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*BOOKS OF THE MONTH*
THE CHEAP VIDEO COOKBOOK

By Don Lancaster
1978; 256 pages; 145 x 2.30mm;
£6.25
Paperback
In the words of Don Lancaster "This book is
dedicated to the yea but". It is a fascinating
journey through the design ideas behind cheap
video. The reader is shown how to make
simple low cost alphanumeric and graphic
video display systems based on the KIM -1
microprocessor system. Although a 6502 micro
is assumed throughout the book, hints on
other micros are given. The aim of the book is
to give the reader the ability to display the
contents o his microprocessor memory on a
CRT screen for minimal cost. The claim made
is for twenty dollars upwards, depending on
options, but not very much upwards!
The introductory chapter outlines the basic
principles involved in this unique approach to
alphanumeric and graphic display. There is the
'scan program' which decides which row of
characters is wanted, and then provides them.
The 'scan microinstruction' forces the micro
address lines to count at 1 MHz until all the
characters in the line have been displayed. This
causes the display memory to output the
required symbol code by way of the 'upstream
tap'. The upstream tap routes the character
code to the interface hardware for dot matrix
conversion and it is the output as serial video.
Chapter two starts off the practical side
with a consideration of the software needed to
perform this magic. The 'scan
microinstruction' is covered here, along with
graphics, alphanumerics, colour, black and
white, scrolling, editors, 'double stuffing' and
'memory repacking'. Methods are considered
for giving up to 80 characters per line on an
ordinary 'not very much modified' television

A 6502 micro is assumed. Changing to a 6800
should present few extra problems, although
most other micros will require more major

modifications. The principles )utlined here can
also be used togenerategraphics up to 256 by
256 dots.
The book is a fascinating study of cheap
graphics. I must confess to being one of the

'Yeabut'. This doesn't stop me from
recommending this book to anybody playing
with computer graphics. I'm now waiting to
get my hands on a copy of 'Son of Cheap
Video'. There is a lot of useful information in
this book, even if you don't use it in the way
Don Lancaster intended. It is intended as an
extension of the 'TV Typewriter Cookbook'.
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list.

The book should also appeal to those
concerned with television graphic work and
operators of amateur television stations.
JB

KM

RADIO BOOKS
AMATEUR ANTENNA TESTS AND
MEASUREMENT

by H D Hooton

f 6.95

BEGINNERS HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO

By C Laster

19.70

CB RADIO CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS

f2.75

by Len Buckwalter
FERROMAGNETIC CORE DESIGN

by M F Doug DeMaw

f 16.45

MICROWAVE DEVICES AND CIRCUITS

by Prof S Liao

£25.50

QUESTIONS AND ANSWEIIS ABOUT
CB OPERATIONS

by L G Sands

£2.65

TV ANTENNAS AND SIGNAL
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

f7.65

by MJ Salyah

II II

IN IN

GENERAL BOOKS

Set.

The third chapter describes the hardware
involved in interfacing your micro's memory to
a television screen. The 'upstream tap' is
introduced here, along with the scan
microinstruction proms, character generation,
and conversion to video.
A commercial example, the 'TVT 6 5/8' is
covered in chapter four. All the details are
there for those who want to use them. Again,
it is aimed at KIM owners. Flow charts, parts
lists, circuits, board layouts, step by step
construction notes etc. are all in abundance.
The final part describes how to run other
programs in the micro at the same time as
using it to produce a continuous display on the
screen. The speed penalty involved in doing
two jobs at once is not as great as might first
be imagined. A 16 by 80 alphanumeric display,
still leaves 50% of the processing power
available to the user. This technique is called
'transparency'.
The rules are simple:
Do as few modifications to anything as
11
possible
Use standard components, e.g. a KIM -1
2)
and an ordinary television
Keep the hardware simple, and use proms
3)
to reduce overheads
Try to use what is alrady available to do as
4)
much as possible

East. In addition, there are a number of pages
of very useful notes on the use of the test cards
in various countries. For example, it is noted
that in South Africa the PM5544 Electronic
Test card is shown, is used for all VHF and
UHF stations with various forms of
identification depending upon which centre the
particular station is linked to, then follows a

ABCs OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

£4.15

by R P Turner

GUIDE TO WORLD-WIDE TELEVISION TEST
CARDS

By Keith Hamer and Gary Smith
1981; 52 pages; 150 x 210mm;
£2.65
Paperback
Regular readersof this magazine will be familiar
with the excellent series of articles on TV -DX
contributed by Keith Hamer and Gary Smith
each month. This book has been written by the
same authors and recently went into a second
edition.
In their Introduction the authors briefly
comment on the rapidity of the technological
advances since a simple Test Card 'A' was
used by BBC engineers, for internal purposes
only, just before World War 2.
The main part of the book consists of the
reproduction of no fewer than 240 test cards;
identification slides and block captions have
been included. The principal purpose is to
provide TV DX-ers, all over the world, with the
means of signal identification.
The standard electronic test patterns are
first given and then the test cards for Africa,
North America, South America, Americas the
Carribean, Australasia, Europe 1132 test cards),
Asia and the Far East and finally the Middle

ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK

by Don Lancaster

f 10.45

ANALOG 110 DESIGN AQUISITION:
CONVERSION: RECOVERY

by P H Garrett

E17.20

BASIC ELECTRICITY1ELECTRONICS Vol 3

Understanding Electronic Circuits 2nd Edition

by Training& Retraining Inc

f9.70

BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF IC PROJECTS

by D L Heiserman

E9.70

BUILDING AND INSTALLING
ELECTRONIC INTRUSION ALARMS

byJ E Cunningham

£4.55

CMOS COOKBOOK

by Don Lancaster

f9.05

DESIGN OF OP AMP CIRCUITS

with experiments
by H M Berlin

£7.65

DESIGN OF PHASE LOCKED LOOP CIRCUITS -

with experiments
by H M Berlin

£7.65

DESIGN OF VMOS CIRCUITS with experiments

by R T Stone

£8.35

EFFECTIVELY USING THE OSCILLOSCOPE

by R G Middleton

f6.95

RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

HOW TO BUILD A FLYING SAUCER

COMPUTER GRAPHICS PRIMER

by T B Pawlicki

£4.45

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN STEREO
SPEAKER

£5.20

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PROJECTS

by R P Turner

£4.55

By S D Prensky El A H Seidman

£14.95

by DG Larsen Et. P R Rony

£8.35

£9.05

99 PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS (2nd Edition)

£4.55

£9.95

OP AMP HANDBOOK

by FW Hughes

£16.45

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATIONS

f 18.70

OSCILLOSCOPES

1'10.45

PRACTICAL LOW-COST IC PROJECTS
(2nd Edition)

£10.95

SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
GUIDEBOOK

£4.15

PRINCIPLES OF BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION &
MONITORING
by R J Traister
E18.70

£9.70
E16.45

£6.25

£4.85
E16.45

byJ E Cunningham

£5.25

SON OF CHEAP VIDEO

£12.55

by Don Lancaster

£6.95

SCRS & RELATED THYRISTOR DEVICES

£5.95

by C Laster

£9.05

TTL COOKBOOK

f8.35

THE 555 TIMER APPLICATIONS
SOURCEBOOK with experiments

£5.25

UNIQUE ELECTRONIC WEATHER
PROJECTS

by Tom Fox

£6.25

II II

THE ADA PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE

£11.15
£11.15

MICROCOMPUTER INTERFACING

£6.95

£18.95

APPLE BASIC FOR BUSINESS FOR APPLE II

£11.20
£7.65

THE ARCHITECTURE OF
CONCURRENT PROGRAMS

£19.45
£9.70
£8.35

byS Dunn

CIRCUIT DESIGN PROGRAMS FOR
THE TRS.80

£14.20

VIDEOICOMPUTERS, HOW TO
SELECT, MIX AND OPERATE
PERSONAL COMPUTERS & HOME
VIDEO SYSTEMS

F Dahl

by M Waite

£5.55

Z.80 MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN
PROJECTS

byW Barden Jnr

£9.75

Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK

E8.35

ZOO MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING AND
INTERFACING BOOK 1

by Tituset al
by Leo Scanlon

by A C Staugaard

£9.05

£5.95

YOUR OWN COMPUTER

£9.05

£9.05

£11.15
£9.05

with experiments
£10.45

THE 68000: PRINCIPLES AND PROGRAMMING

by LJ Scanlon

£10.45

16 BIT MICROPROCESSORS

by Tituset al
£9.70

£9.70

£11.85
£4.95

PRACTICAL HARDWARE DETAILS OF

2-80, 8080, 8085 & 6800
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

£10.15

£8.35

£9.05

PET PERSONAL COMPUTER FOR BEGINNERS

£6.70

As for Book 1

6809 MICROCOMPUTER
PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING

PET INTERFACING

byJ M Downey &S M Rogers

CALCULATOR CLOUT PROGRAMMING METHODS FOR
YOUR PROGRAMMABLE

£7.65

£10.45

PET GAMES AND RECREATIONS

by M Ogelsby

BASIC BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Et David G Larsen

E17.20

PET BASIC: TRAINING YOUR PET
COMPUTER

by R Zamora et al

ATARI ASSEMBLER

by Jonathan A Titus, Christopher Titus

6502 SOFTWARE DESIGN

MOSTLY BASIC: TRS80

by H Berenbon

£7.45

£14.20

MOSTLY BASIC: PET

by H Berenbon

APPLESOFT LANGUAGE

by H S Howe

by Nicholset al

MOSTLY BASIC: APPLE II

by H Berenbon

£9.05
E9.75

Z.80 MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMING AND
INTERFACING BOOK 2

MINICOMPUTER IN ONLINE SYSTEMS

by M Healey et al

by Titus

byW Barden Jnr

WITH THE 8255 PPI CHIP

by G A Streitmatter
£8.95

ADVANCED COMPUTER DESIGN

byJ K Iliff

£4.15

MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY

by P F Goldsbrough

by Peter R Rony

by CJ Sippl

MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE,
PROGRAM CONCEPTS AND
TECHNIQUES

COMPUTER BOOKS
byJ C Pyle

E5.55

LOGIC DESIGN OF COMPUTERS

by CJ Sippl

£9.10

by R Gauthier
£5.95

INTRODUCTION TO MICRO.
COMPUTERS FOR THE HAM SHACK

by M P Chinitz

byJ Martin

USING THE UNIX SYSTEM

INTIMATE INSTRUCTIONS IN INTEGER BASIC

by Harry L Helms

by H M Berlin

£11.15

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT AND
REPAIR MICROCOMPUTERS

by B DEtG H Blackwood

by D Lancaster

E14.20

TRS-80 INTERFACING BOOK 2

THE 6800

byJohn D Lenk

byW S Mosteller
TELEMATIC SOCIETY: A CHALLENGE FOR
TOMORROW

TRS.80 INTERFACING BOOK 1

HOW TO DBUG YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER

by A C Staugaard Jnr

f13.45

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER'S
PROBLEM SOLVER

TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

HOW TO PROGRAM AND INTERFACE

SECURITY ELECTRONICS (2nd Edition)

by R T Grauer Et M A Crawford

8085A COOKBOOK

HEXADECIMAL CHRONICLES

byJ Huffman

E17.25

STRUCTURED COBOL. A
PRAGMATIC APPROACH

THE 8080 A BUGBOOK

HANDBOOK OF SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORIES

by D Lancaster

£6.95
£8.40

by R L Glass Et R A Noiseux
£16.95

GUIDEBOOK TO SMALL
COMPUTERS

by MM Cirovic

by Herbert Friedman

AUGUST 1982

by PJ Best

EXPERIMENTS IN ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

by W Barden Jnr.

byS Prentiss

by Howard M Berlin

£13.95

AN END USERS GUIDE TO DATA BASE

byJ Krutch

by R G Irvine

£11.15

SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN APPLICATIONS

byJ Martin

f9.70

THE S100 AND OTHER MICRO BUSES

by EC Poe EtJ C Goodwin

hy D EJohnson et al

by McCurdy

by Calvin R Graf

by M D Weir

by Marvin L DeJong
£10.45

CRASH COURSE IN
MICROCOMPUTERS

by P Katz

ONE EVENING ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS

by E G Brooner

E11.20

DIGITAL CONTROL USING MICROPROCESSORS

by Herbert Friedman

by Don Er Kurt Inman

PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING
THE 6502 - WITH EXPERIMENTS

DIGITAL CIRCUITS AND MICROCOMPUTERS

by DG Larsen Et P R Rony

by P B Hansen

by R Conway et al

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS
CPIM PRIMER

£15.70

A PRIMER ON PASCAL

COMPLETE GUIDE TO READING

by Louis E Frenzel

LOGIC AND MEMORY EXPERIMENTS
USING TTL BOOK 2

by B D Et G H Blackwood

£5.55

by S Murtha Et MWaite

LOGIC AND MEMORY EXPERIMENTS
USING TTL BOOK 1

PRACTICAL TROUBLESHOOTING
TECHNIQUES FOR
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS

by J W Coffron

by Harry L Helms

byJ Douglas -Young

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

by AJ Parkeret al

£10.45

COMPUTER LANGUAGE REFERENCE
GUIDE

by Christopher Robin

IN III

by M Waite

byJ W Coffron

f17.20

Make all cheques/postal orders
payable (in sterling only!) to R&EW
Book Service. Orders should be sent to
R&EW Book Service, 200 North
Service Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14
4SG. Note: All prices exclusive of
postage and packing please add 75p
for first book ordered, plus 25p for
each additional title on same order.
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MARCO TRADING
Over 10 million resistors in stock!!
Carbon Film - 5 mdhon

v. Vv 5% Carbon FilmFu-i
ra5ng"e'o'hs°v"alu''SesW 5%

W - a per 1,000
VV - L7.U0 per 1.000
DEVELOPMENT PACKS: These famous resistor packs are now available in two sizes

Bigger and Better for 1982
the colourful Wilmslow Audio brochure
- the definitive loudspeaker catalogue!
Everything for the speaker constructor - kits, drive units,
components for HiFi and PA.
50 DIY HiFi speaker designs including the exciting new
dB Total Concept speaker kits, the Kef Constructor range,
Wharfedale Speakercraft, etc.
Flatpack cabinet kits for Kef, Wharfedale and many others.
* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *

Carbon film 5% resistors every value individually packed in a clearly labelled bag 10 of every
value in the (24 range between the values stated
Watt Pack IP ohm to 1 Meg 1610 resistors)
£5.00 per pack VAT
Watt Pack 10 ohm to 2M2 (650 resistors)
f6.00 per pack VAT

MULTIMETER SPECIAL Russian type U4324 (Advertised

elsewhere in this magazine for over C15 00 each recently)

do Voltage 0 6612 3 t2 30 60 120 600 1200
e c Voltage 36 15.60 150 300 600 900
do intensity mil 006 06 6 60 600 3000
a c intensity ma 03 3 30 300 3000
d r resistance 02 5 50 500 5000 kOhm
i. ..01r1B 10 to 12

FANTASTIC £12.00 including P.P end VAT
SPECIAL PRICE
TRANSFORMERS

Send £1.50 for catalogue
!V 0 or stamps - or phonewith yourcredlt card number)

'

`I

t

.II_Igni

''r. `0, k;

064Aarll

100m, a
500rni a

200rtva

1

60p
58p
65p
75p

10.
asp
52p
60p
70p

100

36p
43p
411p

58p

There very high quality British made two pin European adaptors
are ideal for

driving Radios. cassette recorders. TV games

A,cu,ators etc The Adaptors tit the UK shaver socket
REF.

D.C. Voltage

EOB

4 5V

EM3

6V
6V

ET4

9v

Current
200nve
200mia
400m a

isom x

1

50
50
C1 50
E511

10.

100

fi45

ii°:

(125

85p

Please note that there is no estra P P charge on the above
transformers L adaptors
Espa,t please add Sea. Air mail at cost

Cellars welcome Mon -Fri 9.5.

We've moved to larger premises!

35 39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1AS

AIL

400m,

Quantities of the above transformers and adaptors below

609

0625 529599

Current

Manufacturers note We can supply FROM STOCK. 1000
EUROPEAN
ADAPTORS

F Markets Budget Card

rj11.111,11!-

4.5-0-4 Sy
6-0-6v
6-0-6v
9-0.9v

2405
240v
240v
240v

4;:ess - V,sa - Afoer,can Express accepted
3 sc

Secondary

Primary

* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort of our *
two listening lounges
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)

* Ample parking *

British made transformers at very attractive prices

gE. ;--- -; se^. :e :- te ec-2-ec cei 1 card orders

162 for further details

This advert is only a fraction of Our range send 25p for our latest catalogue Please add 35p PAP
10 all orders (Free Over C5 00, Add 15* VAT to total Send orders to

MARCO TRADING Dept. RW8,

The Maltings, High Street, WEM, Shropshire
Special Offer Test Equipment Catalogue evadable upon request Send S A E or Telephone
All orders rieSperrhed by Worn of Mad
Tel: (0939) 32763

153 for further details

6 inputs...
6 colours...
words too

SWITCHED MODE
POWER SUPPLIES
INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS?
Storage inductor
EMI filters

You'll never need overprinted or
special chart
paper again.
Disposable six pen dotting
head records in six different
colours on 4" (100 mm) chart
prints time, day number,
chart speed, scales and other
data in plain language

Up to three different lin-

461.

earising signal conditioners
(each assignable to any of the
six inputs) for all known T/C's,

RTD's, dip cells and other

MICROMETALS DUST IRON CORES
Model 306 Multipoint

non-linear signals.

Printing of two alarm set points appears as regularly spaced pairs of colour -keyed dots.

Southdownview Road
Worthing, Sussex.

Tel: Worthing
(0903) 205222

El

Ambit International
200 North Service Road
Brentwood
Essex CM14 4SG

UK representative
Sole agent

Stocking distributor

telephone (0277) 230909 telex 995194 AMBIT G
163 for further details
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The perfect solution, from the experienced manufacturer.
Micrometals also manufacture the biggest range of cores
for resonant applications - contact Ambit for more details

161 for further details
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

JAY BEAM

YAESU

NORTH WEST
COMMUNICATIONS (LIVERPOOL)

P

A
C

TAL

0
A

FAST BECOMING THE LARGEST SUPPLIERS Of EQUIPMENT IN THE NORTH

K

G8XKS
TONY

E

R

VISA
M

G8TBK
GARY

'-',,,E 5 r.

U
N
I

C

A

C
R
S
T

A
S

X

33 to 59 96aHz HC 13/U
E0 to 79 99kHz HC13rU

E21 73
E15.69

80 to 99.99iHz HC 13U.
1C0 to 149.9rHz HC 13U..
150 to 159 %Hz HC&U

E13.013

111 32
El 1 32
E 7.83
E7 CO

400 to 499.90-8 HC6/U

4 to 59E4MHz Ifund)HC18 Et 25A1

6to 21MHz Ifundl HC6, 188 25/U
21 to 25MHz Ifund1HC6, 18& 25U

25to 29AH: itundl HC6. 188 29U.
18to 63MHz130/TIHC6, 188 25,11
60to 106MHz 150/T) 6106 188 25/U

E5.36

E487
& 75
ES 36
E4.87
17.31

19.00
14.67
E 5 61

E844
125to 149MHz170/11HC188 25U
1862
KO to 999 9kHz HC&U
E11.01
E 12 75
150to 179MHz1901T1HC188 25/U
1 Oto 1 499MHz HC6/U
E11.25
160to 25CMHz190/TIHC186t 25U
13.50
TOLERANCES: Up to ECCkHz - Total tolerance
100Ppm 0°C to . 70°C Over
803.68
Ad1 101
20ppm, Temp. tol 33ppm -10°C to .80°C.Unless

f 783

500 to 799 9kHz HCEXU

105 to 125V1Hz150/TIFIC188 25/U

-

othamvisit specified fundamentals will be suppled to 30pf circuit conditions and
A

overtones to swiss resonance.
DELIVERY: 1MHz to 19:MHz - 46 weeks. other frequencies
643 weeks. Prices shown
are for 'one off' to our standard amateur specifications. closer tolerances are available.
Please send us details of your requirements
4 METRE. 2 METRE AND 70 CENTIMETRE STOCK CRYSTALS
We stock crystals for 70.28MHz on Arn On 2m we stock ROthru R8 and S 18thru S24 For
70cm we have REK)thru RBIS plus SUB. SU 188 SU20. For full details of the above stock
crystals plus details of our Converter, Marker and Alternative IF crystals. crystal soc :ets

and our AERIAL RANGE see page 36 June R& EW Magazine or send SAE to the
above address

231 fur further details

RSGB PUBUCAT1ONS

CUE

.

.

180 to 399 9kHz HC6.10

117 OXFORD ROAD, WATERLOO, LIVERPOOL L22 7RE
051-920 7483
MIZUHO

Crystals Manufactured to Order to Amateur Specification
1.5 to 2.5EPAHz (fund/ HCeili
132.80
26 to 71MHz Itundl HC&tJ
E31.00
20 to 29 99kHz HC 13/U
3.4
to 3.99MHz (fund) HC 188 2SIU.
23.08
6 to 9. 999.61z 61C 13/U
10 to 19 9ElkHz HC 131U.

8 Watts maximum to MPT 1321
We are now taking orders for the above
which has just been released and is on
display at the address shown.
Ideal for local communications up to
20 miles - Price £226 inc. VAT.
Aerials also available 1/4 wave mobile
£11.70 inc. VAT
Mobile co -linear
£20.70 inc. VAT
Base station co -linear
£32.00 inc. VAT

P

We are now supplying crystals to most commercial and MIL specifications in the range
1 MHz to eo MHz. ordered at small quantities. wrtho 2Y. weeks AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
We also have an even faster EXPRESS SERVICE for that very urgent order We can also
alternatively telephone or telex our Sales Engineer Mr. Norcliffe who is normally available
in the office for technical enquiries between 4 30 and 6 30 p m

20 channels

M

2, ALEXANDER DRIVE, HESWALL, WIRRAL,
MERSEYSIDE, L61 6XT.
Telephone: 061-342 4443. Telex: 627371.
Cables: CRYSTAL BIRKENHEAD.

supply crystals for commercial applications e g Microprocessor. TV etc., at very
competitive prices Let us know your needs and we will send a quote by return

REFTEC 934 MHz
MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

N

ELECTRONIC
SERVICES

Commercial and Professional Crystals
New Faster Service

Introducing the New

,

M

Prices exclude VAT - U.K. customers please add 15% VAT

For all your amateur radio requirements
- plugs, sockets, components etc. - all
on mail order just a 'phone call away.

M

P

264 for further details

An entire
range of

MASTER ELECTRONICS
NOW!

low-cost

The PRACTICAL way!

highperformance
instruments

You will do the following:
Build a modern oscilloscope
Recognise and handle current
electronic components
Read, draw and understand
circuit diagrams
Carry out 40 experiments on
basic electronic circuits used in
modern equipment
Build and use digital electronic
circuits and current solid state

sabtronics
'Making Performance Affordable'

'chips'
Learn how to test and service every type of electronic device
used in industry and commerce today. Servicing of Radio, T.V.,
Hi-Fi and microprocessor/computer equipment.

NewJob?NewCareer?NewHobby?
Get into Electronics Now!

*2037A 341 -Digit LC.D. Hand DMM
with Temp
LP -10
10MHz Logic Probe

NAME
ADDRESS

I

I
BLOCK CAPS PLL

POST NOW TO

I ('

I

British Natimial

cirri interested in
COURSE IN ELECTRONICS
as described above

I Radio &Edectronics School
Reading,Berics.RG17BR
156 for further details
AUGUST 1982

I

MICROPROCESSORS
LOGIC COURSE

REVV/8/822

L

I

RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE I

OTHER SUBJECTS

5020A
13110A

t Hz200KHz Function Generator
100MHz 8 -Digit Frequency Meter

8610A 600MHz 8 -Digit Frequency Meter
*88108 600MHz 9 -Digit Frequency Meter
80008 1GHz 9 -Digit Frequency Meter
8700
10MHz Universal Frequency
Counter/Timer
PSC-65 600MHz Prescaler
9005
5MHz Single Trace Oscilloscope

Also available in kit form.

Please send your brochure without any obligation to

I

2010A 31,Dtgit LE.D. Bench DMM
2015A 31, -Digit LC.D Bench DMM
2020 31v -Digit LED. Bench DMM
win Microcomputer Interface
2033 31t -Digit LC D Hand DMM
2035A 3'h -Digit L.C.D. Hand DMM

I

Test our low priced test equipment. It
measures up to the best. Compare our
specs and our prices- no-one can beat our
price/performance ratio.
Full colour illustrated
brochure and price list from:
BLACK STAR LTD.,
9a Crown Street,St. Ives, F3En.

Cambs. PE17 4EB
Tel: (0480) 62440. Telex 32339
155 for further details
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CASIO

BARGAIN OFFER
ANNUAL BOUND VOLUMES

RADIO & ELECTRONICS
CONSTRUCTOR

FX-501P

programmable

calculator complete with FA -1 cassette
adaptor. £50. Telephone: 0203-28885.

WORLD RADIO & TV HANDBOOK.
broadcast

Listing
Nearly

600

times/frequencies.
pages,

£10.99.

Phone: 0935-823475.

BROADCASTS TO EUROPE, quarterly
list, £1.30 (£4.50 yearly). Access/Visa
welcome. Pointsea, 25 Westgate, North
Berwick, East Lothian, EH39 4AG.

B.C.N.U. AT THE SUSSEX MOBILE

FOR SALE. Oscarbox by G3WPO.

DAIWA SR9 2 mtr. RX. Also fitted RO,
SIO xtals. 5 months old. £35. o.n.o.

RALLY. 10.30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. on
Sunday 18th July 1982. Brighton Race

Excellent condition. £150 o.n.o. Box No.
REW23.

Ground,

Racehill, Brighton. It's the
winner for radio amateurs. Free car
parking and many attractions for the

whole family. Usual trade stands. All

FOR SALE. "Experimental Microwaves"

by A.W. Cross. MI publications. £7.00
Box No. REW 24.

under cover.
DIAL -SEARCH HANDY FREQUENCY

Each of these handsome bound
volumes contain more than 150
practical articles in their 700800 pages of text, published in
12 monthly issues of R&EC.

12 monthly issues to August
1978 (Vol. 31), 1979 (Vol. 32),
1980 (Vol. 33).
* Volume 33 contains Ian
Sinclair's Databus Series How Microprocessors Work
Selection & Bussing, CPU
Registers; Addressing Memory
The Accumulator; Inputs &
Outputs; Interrupts; Status
Register; Signed Binary
Arithmetic; Computing
Languages.

ONLY £4.95 each inclusive of
post and packing.
Subjects cover - Amplifiers,
Amplifier Ancillaries, Calculators,
Electronics, 'In Your Workshop',
Receivers, Receiver Ancillaries,
Television, Test Equipment etc.
etc.

12 monthly issues to July 1974
(Vol. 27), 1975 (Vol. 28), 1976
(Vol. 29), 1977 (Vol. 30).
ONLY £3.95 each inclusive of
post and packing.

DIGITAL WATCH REPLACEMENT
PARTS. Batteries, displays, backlights,
etc. Also reports, publications, charts.
S.A.E. for full list. Profords, Copners
Drive, Holmer Green, Bucks., HP 15

CHECKLIST (Europe & U.K., medium

65GF.

East Sussex, BN20 9NF.
ARE YOU INTERESTED

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS &
LABELLING.
Designer
and

manufacturer to freelance and industrial
users. Try me for:- Conventional single
and double sided PCB production (non
PTH).

Hand

produced

artworks &

photography. Quickly made prototypes.
Self adhesive labels and signs in flexible
vinyl. Screen process printing. - G.N.
Slee,
78
Derry Grove, Thurnscoe,
Rotherham, South Yorkshire, S63 OTP.
Phone: (0709) 895265.

GOLF -BALL TYPEWRITER
with solenoids for computer interface.
I.B.M.

or offer? Telephone
Hempstead 53732, evenings.
£90,

Hemel

'RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD'

stating volumes required to: -

DATA PUBLICATIONS
45, Yeading Avenue,
RAYNERS LANE, HARROW
Middlesex HA2 9RL

94

bearings. Popular with DXers and home
users everywhere. £1 post paid or 6 IRC.
Wilcox, 9 Thurrock Close, Eastbourne,
in

the

technical aspects of amateur radio? Are

you a home brewer of equipment or
customiser? Do you wish to participate in
a club furthering those aims? YES!! Well
join our increasing ranks. We offer

discounted kits, components, etc., etc.,

and a bi-monthly journal with up to
sixteen circuits and ideas to build. Join
RATEC as an associate member for £3.50
p.a. For further details send s.a.e.
to:RATEC, 17 Laleham Green, Bramhall,
Stockport, SK73LJ.
AMPLIFIER
STEREO
BI -KITS
CHASSIS, cabinet, and two 7 inch
speaker kits to match £20 ONO. Box No.
REW15.

COMMUNICATIONS
WAVEMETER (2M), TYPE WU1 with
WH2 head. £15.00. Box No. REW25.
COMMUNICATIONS
TELEFORD

TR2300. 2m FM transportable with case

G8AEV 2M CONVERTER 28-30MHz,
12V d.c. £10.00 Box No. REW26.

T&J ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS.
Quality components, competitive prices.

PACKER

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR by H.L. Gibson. RSGB
publication, £1.00 plus postage. "Radio

Communications Handbook", 5th Ed.
Vols. 1 and 2. £5.00 each plus postage Box
No. REW27.

RTTY/CW DECODER. Easy to build
Please send remittance payable to

and long wave) with unique map for

with 8 -character alphanumeric LED
display (expandable), or with latched

and 10W booster amp., 'rubber duck'..
ONO.
G3XDG.
£170

Phone

(0277)

822720.

Send 45p cheque or postal order for
illustrated catalogue, 98 Burrow Road,
Chigwell, Essex IG7 4BH.

PRE -PACKED, screws, nuts, washers,
solder tags, studding. Send for price list.
Al Sales PO Box 402, London SW6 6LU.

WORLDS BIGGEST INFORMATION
SERVICE. By return post service/work-

shop manuals, huge stocks TV/VCR/

output and strobe for computer

audio/foreigh & U.K. -examples over 300

interface -requires same connections and
software as parallel encoded keyboard. 45

different C.T.V./over 2000 Sony alone.
Any single service sheet £1 and s.a.e.

ASC1 1

and 50 baud RTTY, 5 to 30 w.p.m.

Repair data named T.V. £6.50 (with

£3.95 + s.a.e. MacRitchie (Micros),

circuits £8.50). S.A.E. brings free - 50p
magazine/price lists/bargain offers/
unique T.V. publications/ quotations
-TISREW, 76 Church Street, Larkhall

100 Drakies Avenue, Inverness, IV2 3SD.

(0698-883334), Lanarkshire ML9 1HE.

morse. Kit price (excluding case) £64.50

with display, £39.75 as interface. Parts
available separately construction data

RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

CLASSIFIED ADS
PYE WESTMINSTER W15AM dash

CATALOGUE NO. 18. Many thousands

FRG7 Fine tune and FM fitted, £160. SSB

leads. As new, working on 70.26 MHz.

bargains. 30 pages of interesting reading

Comes with mag base and 1/4 wave whip.
£80 o.n.o. Tel: 0245-351673

Aspley Guise, Milton Keynes.

CW portable SM-2M £75. Power supply
nicad charger PS1200 £25 o.n.o.
D. Thompson, 52 Miller Drive, Fareham,
Hants. Fareham 232799.

INTERESTED IN OSCAR? Then join

AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS

mount, complete withcradle, mic and d.c.

of surplus mechanical and electronic
price 30p. J.A. Crew, Spinney Land,

ZX-EPROM PROGRAMMER £27.75
(A), 25V supply for (A) £7.75. (B) Eprom
read card £8.25, Eprom programmed with

breakout, life & tool kit £8.25 simple to
use, connect to ZX80/81. P&P. on A & B
£1.00 (UK). Orme, 2 Barripper Road,
Camborne, Cornwall, TR14 7QN. S.A.E.
for more details.

TV DX VHF TO UHF CONVERTER.

Receive VHF DX signals on UHF
television. S.A.E. Data, lists. H. Cocks,

Cripps Corner, Robertsbridge, Sussex
TN32 5R7. Telephone 058-083-317.

FOR SALE Grundig Satellit 1400. One

year old. 6 SW bands, LW MW, EM.
Owner buying communications receiver.
£120. Ring 01-636 8748 after 7 p.m.

CB SPARES - CHEAP. TA7205P-I/C:
159p 5 x 759p. 2SC2092 FM-AM-SSB RF-

PA. Replaces most PA types 1 x 149p, 10
x 1359p. Add 50p post. SAE lists. Free CB
Fault -Finder. R. Withers.
Communications, 245 Stourbridge Road,

Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 3QU.
Phone: 021-550-9324 or 021-471-1764.
Mail Order only.

HB9CV Mk IV 2 mtr. 2E beam ant. New
Design. New low price. Over 1500 sold so

OSCAR
AMSAT-UK.
NEWS Journal, prediction charts etc.
Details of membership from: Ron
Newsletters,

Broadbent, G3AAJ, 94 Herongate Road,
Wanstead Park, London Ell SEQ.
ELECTRON IC
AND
PCB'S
EQUIPMENT designed and built to your
spec. All enquiries to: 27 Cawthorn Avenue, Harrogate,
Yorkshire, HG2 7QA.

TRANSMITTER WANTED. 85-95MHz
F.M. for music broadcasts. Crystal
controlled. 12-24 volt supply. Cast
waiting. Bob, P.O. Box 13, Redditch,
Worcs., B98 8NS.

SWAN 350 transceiver 80-10M 350W
PEP with handbook and a.c. PSU. £150.
Phone: (0742) 302210.G3ZDG.

ACORN ATOM 24K Mem + wordpack
+ many progs, bits. £260 Altair 8" drive
cased inc. psu + controller cards. Offers

£250. Straight 40 CB £30 S. Walters,
74 Green Lane, Edgware, Middlesex,
HA8 7RA. Phone: 01-958-8924 evenings.

far. Only £6.99 plus P&P. R. Withers
Communications, 245 Stourbridge Road,

Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 3QU.
SAE for more details or Telephone
021-550-9324.

SCOPEX 14D10 Brand new with cover
and leads. £160 o.n.o. Telephone
Parkstone (Dorset) 749845.

HANDBOOK including Spot MF, HF,
VHF, UHF, Frequencies, airports, air
traffic control centres, weather reports,
broadcast times, beacons, long range
stations, callsigns, maps, etc. 384 pages
£7.50, post & packing £1.
PHL Electronics, 97, Broadway, Frome,
Somerset BA1 1 3HD

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements must be prepaid and all
copy must be received by the 4th of the
month for insertion in the following
month's issue.
The Publishers cannot be held liable in
any way for printing errors or omissions,
nor can they accept responsiblility for the
bona fides of Advertisers.
Where advertisements offer any equipment
of a transmitting nature, readers are
reminded that a licence is normally
required. Replies to Box Numbers should

be addressed to: Box No..., Radio &
Electronics World, 45 Yeading Avenue,
Rayners Lane, Harrow, Middlesex.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM - PLEASE COMPLETE BELOW
Write Your Ad. Below In the boxes - one word per box please. Underline words required in Bold type. Your name, address, and/or
telephone number, if to appear, must be included in the boxes and must be paid for. Telephone numbers
count as two words. Please use BLOCK CAPITALS.
-Advertisements are accepted on the understanding that the details stated comply with the conditions of the Trade Description Act,1968.
-Whilst every care is taken to ensure accuracy, we do not accept liability for inaccuracies should they occur.
-Cancellations must be notified by telephone or in writing by the 6th of the month preceding publication.

RATES

All cheques should be made payable
to Radio & Electronics)World.

£2.00

NAME

£2.04

E2.16

£2.28

£2.40

£2.52

£2.64

£2.76

E2.88

£3.00

E3.12

E3.24

£3.36

£3.48

£3.60

£3.72

£3.84

£3.96

£4.08

£4.20

E4.32

12p per word minimum charge £2.00

Tick this box if you
require a box number
charged at 30p
I enclose remittance of

£

:

p

ADDRESS
POSTCODE

Middlesex.

Post your completed form to RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD, Classified Ads., 45, Yeading Avenue, Rayners Lane HARROW,
OOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO
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A look at some of the more obscure moment's from Gary Evans' month, in which the not- so -`merciful Evans' demonstrates why so few PR agencies are willing to submit themselves to trial by R&EW
THIS WAS THE MONTH of the AV presentation this was. Two
particularly dreadful examples of this art noveau were encountered,
one a high on presentation, low on content, slide show; the other

a `low on both counts' video effort.
The slide show accompanied the launch of an intelligent 'scope,
one can only hope that the intelligence of the instrument was above
the level of that the audience at which the endeavour had been aim-

ed. In fact the less said about the whole thing the better.
The gathering as a whole did however feature one other point
worthy of note, and that was the presence of fellow journalists
from the EEC - that's European Electronic Correspondents in this
case. The interesting thing was, that whether due to the traditional
British reserve, or to the fact that the British contingent had been
stunned by the aforementioned slide show, all the questions - with
one particularly lame exception - came from the French and Germans. (And what gems did GE contribute, then?? -WP)
THE VIDEO VENUE

The video production reared itself at a `press call' and breakfast
on the opening day of the Commodore Computer Show. Perhaps
appreciation of the item was not heightened by the fact that it was
shown on a small TV situated at some distance from the audience,
challenging even those with 20/20 vision to pick out any detail.
In addition, it probably did not help that it was barely 10 AM in
the morning. (But that's the best time to get the attention of the

truth in the rumour that the VIC 20 was the first Commodore
machine to Quantum Leap, and that initial supply problems were
caused by no one knowing to where they had leapt.
Returning to the present Quantum Leap and the reason for so
describing the new machine's performance. That reason? Why the
fact that the latest range of models is based on - wait for it - an
MPU.
Having got the technical details out of the way, the ergonomics
(although that word was not used) of the computers got the onceover. The screen had been designed for ease of use - nice touch
that - indeed the `sculptured' keyboard had been designed for ease
of use as well. While on the subject of the keyboard, this item attracted the description of 'nearly foolproof' - can't help wondering how far down the IQ scale people would have to be in order

to `beat' the keyboard.
Things were now moving on apace as we were informed of the
hi- fi quality SID sound effects chip only to be subjected to some
fearful electro-music almost drowned out by 50Hz hum. Not to
worry we learnt afterwards that SID was not playing on the tape.
We felt like asking why play the music in the first place then but
didn't for fear that the answer was obvious.
The smiles on the faces of the gathered technical press were evident to the end, the 'show' rounding off by betting us that we were
wondering about the price. We weren't, the Press Kit had already
told us.

press, the pubs aren't open...)

The pictures, accepting that they were a distant blur, did not
seem all that bad, but the commentary was a wonderful example
of `over the top' Americanese.
Things got underway with a history of Commodore and, much
to our surprise, we learned that each new Commodore Computer
had evolved from a previous model. So much better than doing
things the other way round, as then we'd have probably been faced with a room full of ECC81 s.
The man on the tape went on to tell us that the new range was
not another link in this evolutionary chain (with all this talk of
evolution it became clear why David Bellamy had been invited to
the `Do') but a Quantum Leap from previous models. There is no
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GAME FOR A LAUGH

Well we've had our fun, and really it's all down to `horses for
courses'. The tape would not have been out of place running in
the background of a department store, but that's not how it was
announced. It was introduced as a look at a new range of machines
before a gathering of technical writers and as such it was hopelessly

out of place!

1HE LAST WORD.
--REWTEL LIVES!
First things first. The present REWTEL number is (0277)
230959. Our sincere and humble apologies to the bemused
folk at Shenfield Travel for giving the wrong number last
month! We may well have changed the number by the time
you read this, so don't be too surprised if you get redirected.
The system is still in an early trials phase, but in view of
the number of users already phoning up for a 'go', we are
building up the data base as rapidly as other committments
permit, since it seems that we may well have started something that is going to be very popular. The main problem
looks like being the number of lines available, and until those
£10 'priviledged user' (news and ad levels are free)
subscriptions start rolling in, we won't have more than a
single line available. Existing magazine subscribers get the
preferential rate of £8 - although we would ask that potential
'mass users' (universities, larger companies etc.) take pity
on our budget and pay according to the likely number of
users. After all, if you want to be able to get at REWTEL,
we all need the lines and processor power!
-he system contains its own driving instructions, and many

of the users who have had a go with trial system have
obviously found their way around. However, we will be
producing a user's guide, which will be supplied to all paid
subscribers. The main feature of the system is the manner
in which information is accessed through chains of keywords,
rather than simple and potentially ambiguous indexing. The
proposed total number of pages available would make a page

number index extremely unwieldy. We expect to put some
background information supporting this issue on REWTEL,
so start by entering 'REW AUGUST', and see where that
gets you
RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD

R&EW Data Brief
The IBA's Electronic Test Pattern, ETP1, will over the next few years replace Test Card F.
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The test pattern provides all the basic features necessary for receiver alignment, and
it can be used for overall assessment of picture quality as for example, when installing
a TV aerial.
Features of the IBA test pattern include:
1 crosshatch pattern - for convergence check. This may best be seen with the colour
control turned down to give a monochrome picture.

So far as possible, the white grid should be free from colour fringing. In practice.
most receivers tend to give some slight fringing, particularly near the edges of the picture.
2 EBU colour bars (75% amplitude, 100% saturation).
3 grey scale - 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, Iqo%, amplitude. The difference in luminance signal voltage between adjacent rectangles should beapproximately constant.
4 multiburst - for bandwidth/resolution check. Six sets of sine -wave gratings corres-

ponding to the following frequencies (MHz):
625 -line UHF
1.5 2.5 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.25
405 -line VHF
1.0 1.6 2.25 2.6 2.9 3.4
It is normal for a colour receiver to exhibit a bluish -yellow pattern (known as 'cross colour') on the 4.5 MHz grating; and also, to a lesser extent, on the 4.0 MHz and 5.25
MHz gratings. Because of a special filter incorporated in colour receivers, which pre-

vents the colour sub -carrier from appearing on the screen, the 4.5 MHz bars are
likely to be indistinct. Also, they are likely to be indistinct on most 405 -line monochrome receivers.

5 150 kHz squarewaves - for transient response check. Just above the colour bar
there is a train of 150 kHz squarewaves (0% and 75% amplitude). This is to faoilitate
a check on any ringing, over -shoot or preshoot. Ideally, there should be sharp transitions between the black and white rectangles, without 'smudging'. The transmitted
transitions are as fast as the UK 625 -line standard permits.
6 black rectangle within white rectangle - for low frequency response check. Low frequency response can be assessed by the appearance of the black rectangle within the
white rectangle near the top of the pattern. Poor low frequency response shows as

0II

streaking at the right-hand edges of these rectangles, and from the border castellations.
7 white needle pulse - for reflections check. Any reflections of the television signal,
from hills or large buildings, can result in displaced 'ghost' images. The effects of
short-term reflections are revealed by secondary images of the white needle pulse
within the black rectangle.
8 yellow -red -yellow rectangles - for chrominance/luminance delay check. The redness of the rectangle near the top of the pattern should fit snugly between the yellow
rectangles.
9 line synchronization castellations - the left, right and bottom borders are formed by

a pattern of alternate rectangles in black and colours with high luminance value and
with a white rectangle in each corner. On monochrome receivers these rectangles appear either as black or as various lighter tones ranging from grey to white. The righthand side border serves as a test signal for checking the line synchronization of receivers- faulty line synchronization shows as horizontal displacement of those parts
of the picture on the same lines as the lighter toned rectangles on this side. These castellations, being yellow and white, provide a check on sync separator performance in
the presence and absence (in 625 -line transmissions) of the colour sub -carrier. The
spacing of the left-hand and right-hand castellations has been staggered to identify
the side from which any disturbances arise.
10 colour receiver reference oscillator castellations. The coloured border castellations
can be used in checking for correct decoding; top: cyan, bottom: green, left-hand
side: red and blue, right-hand side: yellow.
II picture centering castellations. The width of each border castellation along the sides
of the picture is the same as that of one of the grey rectangles within the crosshatch
grid. Similarly, the height of the castellations along the top and bottom is equivalent
to the height of the grey rectangles within the crosshatch grid. The picture size on receivers would normally be set for some slight overscan at the edges, but castellations
should be clearly visible along all four sides of the picture.
The average picture voltage level has been set (nominally) at 50% of the white level
voltage.

Test card and information by courtesy of the IBA Engineering Information Service
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TEST COMONENT
on this new oscilloscope!
Test solid state devices in, or out of, circuit

Full function, dual trace, 12MHz oscilloscope

Fast location of shorted, open and leaky

Fine sweep and gain controls

components

Differential measurement mode-essential for

Test diodes, transistors, LEDs, electrolytics, FETs,
MOS and CMOS etc.

PLUS

effective servicing of disc drives and tape
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Parnell
IsmakA really versatile 'scope for the test, service or development engineer
Details from: FARNELL INSTRUMENTS LIMITED WETHERBY LS22 4DH TEL. (0937) 61961 OR (05827) 66123 (SOUTHERN OFFICE)
276 for further details

